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Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are considered to be a most efficient tool which
is able to push economic and social development to experience significant progress and
development as they offer useful services to consumers, and provide much needed
employment. With this in consideration, they are useful for training, acquiring
experience and technical and managerial skills.
The objectives of this research are to identify the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for
SMEs in Saudi Arabia. Based on the literature review, 20 factors have been identified
and subsequently structured into three groups, namely entrepreneurial, enterprise and
environmental factors. The study also focuses on the SMEs Support Programme by
identifying the current situation and accordingly providing recommendations based on
those made by the support providers.
Data have been collected by utilising a mixed method approach: first, 146 postal
questionnaires with SME owners/managers have been analysed by using SPSS; second,
in order to gain further understanding of the situation and particular challenges, 15 indepth interviews with support providers have been conducted; and third, Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been used to analyse the pairwise comparison of the
factors.
The main findings of this study are that, for the CSFs for SMEs in Saudi Arabia, three
factors are deemed to be important both for owners/managers and support providers.
These factors are quality of the product and service, customer satisfaction, and business
planning. The findings also indicate that there are many ‘important support gaps’ which
show that existing support needs to be addressed in order to improve and develop the
support structure.
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1. Introduction
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are considered to be a most effective
mechanism for economic and social wellbeing. They are a means for training,
developing technical and managerial skills and recruiting local people; furthermore,
they allow for the creation of a new generation of inventors and investors and are a
source of innovation and spreading of new ideas.
Most countries in the world have particular strengths and specialisations which actively
contribute towards supporting their economy. SMEs benefit the economy not only
through employing people and supplying the consumer, but also by supplying materials
to large companies, whereby the companies can incubate SMEs. In addition, they also
generate competition within the SME sector.
This research aims to present the development of the SME sector in Saudi Arabia by
identifying the main obstacles facing SMEs in the Saudi economy. The study presents a
literature review which discusses the success factors for SMEs and accordingly
identifies the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) considered relevant to Saudi SMEs.

1.1. Small and Medium Enterprises
SMEs play an important role in an economy. Aside from generating employment, many
economists believe that SMEs offer a range of advantages, several of which are
highlighted by Scott (1991):
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1. SMEs can be fast and flexible, close to their customers, and a competitive spur
to large firms.
2. SMEs perform important sub-contracting functions.
3. SMEs can perform an important import substitution role.
4. SMEs are more likely to be locally owned and are a way in which centralising
forces in the distribution of power in society can be counterbalanced.
In light of the problems in providing a universal definition of SME, it is likely that
support agencies and interest groups also have different perceptions and classifications
of SMEs. Defining SMEs is a major factor in posing the policies, legislation,
programmes and effective services for this sector; furthermore, although it is important
to establish a definition for these enterprises, generally speaking there has not yet been
any internationally accepted definition (i.e. one which all countries agree upon). This is
predominantly because the standards of determining and defining both the rate and size
of the works differ from one country to another and from one sector to another. For
example, while some countries will define SMEs as the whole variable asset or the
labourers’ number or the number of sales or the paid capital, there are other countries
which rely on a definition according to the different sectors and, in addition to this,
many of the companies use more than one pointer at a time.

1.2. Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
Critical Success Factors (CSFs) are key areas of performance which are considered
essential in order for the organisation to accomplish its mission (Rockart, 1979).
Managers implicitly know and consider these key areas when defining goals, as they are
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the people who direct operational activities and tasks which are deemed fundamental to
achieving goals. However, when these key areas of performance are made explicit, they
provide a common point of reference for the entire organisation; thus, any activity or
initiative which the organisation undertakes must ensure consistently high performance
in these key areas, otherwise the organisation may not be able to achieve its goals and
may consequently fail in accomplishing its mission.
The term ‘CSF’ has been adopted for many different uses and often occurs in the
context of a project or an initiative. In this case, CSFs describe its underlying or guiding
principles which must be respected so as to ensure that the organisation will be
successful.
A slight distinction must be made when considering CSFs as a strategic driver at either
an organisational or enterprise level. In this context, CSFs are more than just guiding
principles; rather, they are considered to be an important component of a strategic plan
which must be achieved in addition to the organisation’s goals and objectives. Although
this distinction is subtle, it is intended to point out that an organisation’s CSFs are not
only to be ‘kept in mind’; their successful execution must ultimately drive the
organisation towards accomplishing its mission. The fact that CSFs can be defined in so
many different ways speaks volumes about their elusive nature. For instance, managers
generally recognise their CSFs when they see or hear them but may be unable to clearly
and concisely articulate them or appreciate their importance.
In fact, most managers are aware of the variables they must manage in order to be
successful; however, only when problems arise and root causes are identified are these
variables made explicit. For example, suppose an organisation finds an alarming
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number of duplicate payments to vendors: in this case, they might conclude that this
problem is related to poor staff training or high levels of staff turnover. As a result, the
effective management of human resources (attracting, training, retaining) might be
identified as an important factor which may ultimately impede the achievement of the
strategic goals. In the process, they have explicitly defined a CSF for the organisation.
CSFs are powerful because they make explicit those things that a manager intuitively,
repeatedly and even perhaps accidentally knows and does (or should do) so as to remain
competitive. However, when made explicit, a CSF can tap the intuition of a good
manager and make it available so as to guide and direct the organisation towards
accomplishing its mission (Rockart, 1979).

1.3. Saudi Arabian Economy
As of July, 2008, the population of Saudi Arabia was estimated to be approximately
22.7 million (15.6 million Saudis, 6.1 million foreign nationals) (CDS, 2009). The
Saudi economic performance has largely benefited from high oil prices over more
recent years: Saudi Arabian real GDP growth has exceeded 3.1% in the last two years,
and is further expected to reach 4.2%; nominal GDP growth was at 22% in 2008; the
non-oil sector GDP grew by 4.5% in 2007, whereas the oil sector increased by 8.0%
(SAMA, 2008).
Despite the decline in prices of oil, which contributes more than 85% to Government
revenue, during the last quarter of 2008 the Saudi budget has shown that Saudi Arabia is
continuing its commitment to focusing on optimising the use of available resources and
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giving priority to projects which will ensure sustainable and balanced development, as
well as more employment opportunities and job creation.

1.4. Role of SMEs in Saudi Arabia
According to the General Organisation for Social Insurance (GOSI) (2008), data
(including statistics for Saudi enterprises) show that the percentage of SMEs was
97.17% of total enterprises, with their total number reaching 159,135; furthermore,
small businesses accounted for around 86% of that total, with 11% being medium-sized
enterprises. There are around 3,579,591 employees in the private sector, 16.4% of
whom are Saudi and SME employees comprise approximately 38.9% of the total in the
sector (GOSI, 2008)
According to Alsulamy (2005), SMEs’ contribution to the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) is estimated to be 28% of the total GDP generated by the private sector
(excluding petrol). Therefore, the support and development of this sector are regarded to
be prime movers or the backbone motivation for economic development towards
achieving permanent and steady growth in all economic sectors. On the other hand, a
study by the Riyadh Chambers of Commerce (RCC) (2003) shows that less than 1% of
SMEs had obtained funding to help to start the business.
The modest share of SMEs in relation to the gross national income shows that it still
plays a minor role and is small compared to the sector share in both developed and poor
countries. With such conclusions in consideration, there is therefore a need for the
sector to gain support, development and encouragement so that it is better able to play
its central role in pushing ahead the growth of different economic sectors.
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A weakness of SMEs has been confirmed by studying data related to the level of
performance of small industries, which represents only 14% of the overall production
and exploits 35% of the energy used by industry. In addition, they represent only 8% of
the industrial goods exported, which means that there is a clear waste of economic
resources (Alsulamy, 2005).
Another weakness of SMEs is the percentage of Saudi employees working in this
sector, as many studies (Aljafry, 2002; Alshaibe, 2000; Alsulamy, 2005) show a very
small number of Saudis in SMEs and, according to a study conducted by a local
consultant in 2003, the percentage is only 2% of the total number (Alsulamy, 2005).
This contribution is relatively low compared to SMEs’ role in creating jobs elsewhere:
for example, in the USA, 50% of all employment is generated by SMEs (Alsulamy,
2005). Such statistics indicate that Saudi SMEs do not work well in creating jobs for
locals, who are one of the main elements of SMEs in any economy, as the
unemployment rate was estimated to be 11.6% in the year 2009 (data for Saudi males
only) (CIA, 2009).

1.5. Importance and Contribution of this Research
This research addresses the gaps present in knowledge concerning factors which
influence the success of SMEs. The study gather from owners/managers thier
importance ratings for those factors which are perceived to influence the success of
SMEs. It then gathers the views of support providers regarding SMEs’ success factors
and their corresponding views of existing support in addressing SMEs’ needs.
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Undertaking this research is justified by the following five observations:
1. The SME sector is a significant contributor to innovation (Day, 2000; Doyle &
Wong, 1996), economic development (Davidsson et al., 2002; Morrison et al.,
2003) and employment growth (Arend et al., 1997; Hamilton & Rivera, 2003).
2. Employment comes mostly from the expansion of current businesses rather than
through the establishment of new businesses (Hill, 2001).
3. The employment rates for local workers in SMEs are very low compared with
many developing countries (Alsulamy, 2005). The development of this sector
will help the Government to reduce the unemployment rate in the country.
4. The SME sector continues to be plagued with high failure rates and poor
performance levels (Culkin & Smith, 2000; Davig & Brown, 1993; Jocumsen,
2004).
5. One of the factors which primarily contribute to the underperformance of SMEs
is the poor quality of existing support regimes (Aljafry, 2002; Alshaibe, 2000;
Alsulamy, 2005). It is therefore likely that an improved support provision
network will improve the performance of these businesses and subsequently
raise the level of employment in the SME sector throughout Saudi Arabia.
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1.6. Research Questions
From the above background, the following two questions arise:
1. What are the critical success factors for Saudi SMEs?
The aim of the first main question is to investigate the CSFs for SMEs. There are then
three sub-questions posed:
1.1. What are the important entrepreneurial factors influencing SME success?
This question concerns entrepreneurial characteristics which measure their
effects on SME success. In this sub-question, it considered that the effects of
entrepreneurial characteristics, such as age, gender, education and former work
experience, in determining the success of the SMEs.
1.2. What are the important enterprises factors influencing overall SME success?
This question concerns the enterprise factors that affect SMEs’ success. The
importance of enterprise factors focuses on variables directly related to the daily
operation and make-up of the business. Variables include use of technology, use
of a business plan, marketing, management skills and others.
1.3. What are important environmental factors influencing SME success?
This question looks at how the local environment has an effect on SMEs’
success. Environmental factors are divided into two: the first are those related to
the economic situation of the country and the competition; the second are those
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related to the infrastructure of the environment, such as Government support,
legality and advice services.

2. What is the current situation of the SME support mechanism?
The researcher looks at the current situation of the local support programme in order to
evaluate the adequacy and ability of existing support services in addressing those
factors, thus promoting SME success. Furthermore, consideration is also given to how
existing support could be developed so as to meet the needs of SMEs and to identify
any gaps in the current support. The adequacy of existing support services to meet the
needs of these factors must be assessed. Finally, strategies must be developed in order
to overcome any inadequacies found in the existing support systems.

1.7. Research Objectives
1. To identify critical success factors for SMEs
The research will identify the CSFs based on two aspects: first, the demand side
(owners/managers) and, second, the supply side (support providers) in order to address
the CSFs for SMEs. The critical factors will be identified from previous case studies
and a literature review considering information from all over the world. Furthermore,
success factors will be grouped into three categories, namely entrepreneurial, enterprise
and environmental factors.
2. To explore the role of support networks
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The research will explore the current situation of SMEs in Saudi Arabia in order to
obtain a clear view of the system and practice, which will subsequently help to discover
any gaps or missing links between the support providers and the SMEs’ environment.
3. To evaluate the importance of support networks for the success of SMEs
The research will identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current support
programme and will subsequently provide recommendations based on the results
obtained during the study, which will help to improve the system of support and to fill
in any gaps established in the current support programme for SMEs in Saudi Arabia.
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1.8. Research Process
The research process for the PhD project was intended to take three years, as shown in
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1-1: Research Process
The research begins with a literature review, where the researcher develops an
understanding of the field through reading many articles and books on the chosen
subject. It is important to carefully design the research and then decide upon the
methods of data collection and analysis, followed by the means of data presentation. In
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this project, the researcher expects to identify the CSFs for SMEs and accordingly
develop a supporting framework which can be used by any support provider to develop
SMEs and subsequently make them grow and become more successful.

1.9. Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into the following chapters:
Chapter 1 provides the background to the study and a brief description of the subject
and the situation of SMEs. The research questions for investigation are then detailed
along with the objectives of the study and the structure of the thesis.
Chapter 2 begins with a discussion of the characteristics of entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial theory. The discussion then moves on to define SMEs, covers the
analysis of SME definitions for Saudi Arabia and considers the current situation for
SMEs. A rationale for providing Government- and non-Government-sponsored support
for SMEs is then presented.
Chapter 3 seeks to provide the theoretical concepts of SMEs’ success and progresses to
cover CSFs for SMEs from previous researches based on the literature review. The
factors influencing SMEs’ success are then reviewed under the three categories of
entrepreneurial, enterprise and environmental.
Chapter 4 provides the description of the research methodology and highlights the
research design. Furthermore, it describes the philosophy, strategy and approach of the
research project. It then discusses the data collection method and analyses the tools and
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techniques. The quantitative and qualitative approaches adopted in the study are
discussed and justified. The discussion then moves on to Phase One, Quantitative Study.
The questionnaire’s content, sampling procedure and the mail survey are all discussed
in detail. Thereafter, Phase Two, Qualitative Study and AHP are described in some
depth.
Chapter 5 presents the research results and findings derived from the analysis of
quantitative data from the questionnaire survey. Data are also provided on the variation
in the perceived importance of factors influencing SME success. The data collected
from SME owners/managers are then analysed using SPSS and are then discussed so as
to provide a description of SMEs’ success factors based on the demand side view. The
results and the findings are then accordingly combined with the literature reviewed.
Chapter 6 examines the data collected from the support agencies regarding their views
on SMEs success factors by using the AHP tool and the in-depth interview evidence
from 15 support providers. The discussion then moves on to explain the support
providers’ views on factors influencing success and their own evaluations of existing
support. The interviewees’ views on how to improve existing support are then
discussed.
Chapter 7 draws on the results of Chapters 5 and 6 to propose the different perspectives
of owners/managers and support providers on CSFs for SMEs. The chapter progresses
to improving the awareness, content and delivery of support services.
Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of the study. Findings are summarised in relation to
the stated research objectives, the importance of the findings to practice is discussed and
the contributions of this study to theoretical knowledge are presented. Finally, the
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chapter examines the limitations of the study and makes recommendations for future
researches.

1.10.

Summary

This chapter considers the importance of this research and explores the reasons for
carrying it out. It have seen that the need for change to develop the SME sector. Despite
the fact that SMEs represent 97.17% of the total enterprises, their contribution to the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is estimated to be approximately 28% of the total GDP
generated by the private sector (excluding petrol). In addition, employees of Saudi
nationality represent only 2% of the total number of SME employees, which indicates
that there is something wrong in this sector, which therefore needs to be investigated. In
many other countries, SMEs are the main source of employment, which is not the case
in Saudi Arabia. The second indicator is the lack of clear information concerning what
kind of support is available to SMEs, as previous researches show that only 1% of
SMEs have financial support.
Both the aforementioned indicators have motivated the researcher to investigate the
issues and to attempt to establish more information so as to develop SMEs in Saudi
Arabia and to build a framework for guidelines to be used in SME development.
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2. SMEs and Saudi Arabia
This chapter reviews a range of literature in an attempt to provide a full understanding
of the subjects which might affect the success of SMEs. The success of an SME
ultimately depends on many factors and we must therefore consider how such factors
affect this success.
The first section of the chapter discusses the difficulties in constructing a universally
acceptable SME definition and, in doing so, considers a wide range of definitions.
Noteworthy, there is no universally accepted definition of an SME. The second section
of the chapter discusses the definition of SMEs used and then provides more
information regarding the current situation of SMEs. Finally, the chapter identifies the
working definition used for SME in this research.

2.1. Entrepreneurship
At the beginning of the 20 th Century, the American economist Frank Knight (1921)
defined the entrepreneur as distinct from a capitalist on the basis of the nature of the risk
to which each is exposed. According to Knight, entrepreneurs deal with true
uncertainty, having to rely on their own judgement concerning the likely economic
outcome of a potentially profitable situation, rather than being able to statistically
calculate the probability of such an outcome. This uncertainty constituted incalculable,
uninsurable risk for which the entrepreneur bore full responsibility and, in contrast,
capitalists restricted economic undertakings to those with more predictable outcomes.
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Following Frank Knight, Schumpeter (1883-1950), the German economist, provides
one of the most influential theoretical developments in defining entrepreneurs. What he
proposes has subsequently been considered by revising and extending the concept of the
entrepreneur from that of a market player responding to external forces to one who
initiates and drives market change through the use of innovation.
The Schumpeterian tradition has had the greatest impact on contemporary
entrepreneurship literature. The distinguishing feature of Schumpeter is that
entrepreneurship is viewed as a dis-equilibrating phenomenon, rather than an
equilibrating force. According to Drucker (1986), Schumpeter, in his 1911 classic
treatise,

Theorie

der

wirtschaftlichen

Entwicklungen

(Theory

of

Economic

Development), proposes a theory of creative destruction whereby new firms with the
entrepreneurial spirit displace less innovative incumbents, ultimately leading to a higher
degree of economic growth. Even in his 1942 classic, Capitalism and Democracy,
Schumpeter continues to argue that entrenched large corporations tend to resist change,
therefore forcing entrepreneurs to start new firms in order to pursue innovative activity.
Schumpeter wrote:
‘The function of entrepreneurs is to reform or revolutionize the pattern of
production by exploiting an invention, or more generally, an untried technological
possibility for producing a new commodity or producing an old one in a new
way…To undertake such new things is difficult and constitutes a distinct economic
function, first because they lie outside of the routine tasks which everybody
understand, and secondly, because the environment resists in many ways’
(Schumpeter, 1942, p.132).

Accordingly, Schumpeter determines this ability to innovate or to recognise, to
formulate and introduce new methods, more efficient ways of doing things and creating
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new things, as what differentiates entrepreneurs from other economic actors. He also
contends that being an entrepreneur is a functional role which lasts only a brief period
for the individual, effectively ceasing once the innovation has been implemented and
the person has resumed normal business activities.
Whilst it has become widely acknowledged that entrepreneurship is essentially in force
in the economies of most countries, there is little consensus concerning what actually
constitutes the activity. Despite the Schumpeterian emphasis on the process of starting a
new enterprise as the defining feature of entrepreneurial activity, there is currently no
generally accepted definition of entrepreneurship for developed countries of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 1998). The failure
of the emergence of a single definition of entrepreneurship undoubtedly reflects that this
is a multidimensional concept: ultimately, the actual definition used to study or classify
entrepreneurial activities reflects a particular perspective and management or emphasis.
For example, definitions of entrepreneurship typically vary between the economic and
managerial perspectives. From the economic perspective, for instance, Hebert and Link
(1989) distinguish between the supply of financial capital, innovation, the allocation of
resources amongst alternative uses and decision-making. Thus, an entrepreneur is
someone encompassing the entire spectrum of these functions: ‘The entrepreneur is
someone who specialises in taking responsibility for and making judgemental decisions
that affect the location, form, and the use of goods, resources or institutions’ (Hebert
and Link, 1989, p.213). In contrast, however, from the management perspective,
Sahlman and Stevenson (1991, p.1) differentiate between entrepreneurs and managers
by stating that,
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‘Entrepreneurship is a way of managing that involves pursuing opportunity without
regard to the resources currently controlled. Entrepreneurs identify opportunities,
assemble required resources, implement a practical action plan, and harvest the
reward in a timely, flexible way’.
In the second half of the 20th Century, several economists built on Schumpeter’s theory
that innovative behaviour distinguishes the entrepreneur from other economic actors
(Casson, 1982; Kirzner, 1979; Shackle, 1966). By highlighting individual differences
considered to be behind such behaviours, these theorists have helped to develop the idea
that being an entrepreneur is more than a brief functional economic role that could be
performed by anyone (Chell et al., 1991). For example, Shackle (1966) proposes that
entrepreneurs are able to draw on highly creative imaginations to assist them in
recognising possible profitable opportunities and when making business decisions to
pursue such opportunities in conditions of economic uncertainty. Similarly, Kirzner
(1979) proposes that entrepreneurs are more perceptive than others regarding profit
opportunities. Drawing these views together, Casson (1982) focuses on entrepreneurs’
advantages in decision-making and proposes that they make different, superior
judgements from others regarding the coordination and use of scarce resources.
According to him, this is due either to greater access to relevant information or because
of individual differences between entrepreneurs and others which subsequently enable
them to form a different, more opportunity-aware interpretation of the same
information.
In the latter part of the 20th century and early on in the 21st century, further economic
developments have included the technological revolution, the enabling of more rapid
change and growth and the globalisation of markets, thereby placing increased
importance on competitiveness. These changes have increased the attention being paid
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to entrepreneurs and their ability to influence these developments and to thrive in such
an environment (Delmar & Davidson, 1999; Kanter, 1995).
The most common views of entrepreneurship focus on the perception of new economic
opportunities and the subsequent introduction of new ideas in the market. As Audretsch
(1995) argues, entrepreneurship is concerned with change and, just as entrepreneurs are
agents of change, entrepreneurship is therefore about the process of change. This
corresponds to the definition of entrepreneurship as proposed by the OECD (1998,
p.117):
‘Entrepreneurs are agents of change and growth in a market economy and they can
act to accelerate the generation, dissemination and applications of innovative
ideas….Entrepreneurs not only seek out and identify potentially profitable economic
opportunities but are also willing to take risks to see if their hunches are right’.

While the simplicity of defining entrepreneurship as activities fostering innovative
change

is

attractive,

such

simplicity also

masks

considerable

complexity.

Entrepreneurship is covered with complexity for at least two reasons. The first emerges
because it is an activity crossing multiple organisational forms. Does entrepreneurship
refer to the change-inducing activities of individuals or groups of individuals, such as
networks, projects, lines of business, firms and even entire industries, or even
geographic units of observation, such as agglomerations, clusters and regions? Part of
the complexity involved with entrepreneurship is that it involves all of these
aforementioned types of forms: no single organisational form can claim a monopoly on
entrepreneurship.
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Thus, one of the most striking features of entrepreneurship is that it crosses a number of
key units of analysis. At one level, entrepreneurship involves the decisions and actions
of individuals who may act alone or within the context of a group; at another level, on
the other hand, entrepreneurship involves units of analysis at the levels of the industry,
as well as at spatial levels, such as cities, regions and countries. During the post-war
period, a generation of scholars in a broad spectrum of academic fields and disciplines
devoted their research to identifying issues involving this perceived trade-off between
economic efficiency, on the one hand, and political and economic decentralisation on
the other.

2.2. Small and Medium Enterprises
In view of the absence in the research and related literature of a universally accepted
definition of what constitutes an SME, a range of sources will now be explored and
integrated; these allow for a better understanding regarding the situation from both
academic and official sources.
In fact, a broad range of definitions have been adopted, which has subsequently led
researchers, such as Stanworth and Curran (1976), to hold the view that much of the
research of the recent past has made assertions about the environment of the small
enterprise, but rarely on any systematic theoretical basis. Boswell (1973, p.14) indicates
that,
‘Precise definitions based on money measures like assets, turnover or profits are
subject to the obvious erosion of inflation, as well as being riddled with statistical
and accounting holes. Even measures based on employment which are closer to
common experience, are dubious’.
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The difficulties attributed to the development of a working definition of SMEs have
meant that the issue has not been debated within the relevant literature.
McMahon et al. (1993, p.9) refer to defining SMEs as being ‘vexing and enduring
difficulty’ and continue by indicating that,
‘SMEs are easier to describe than to define in precise terms. In other words, you
will know one when you see one. What SMEs in fact have in general, and which sets
them apart from large enterprises, are other less tangible attributes that are more
difficult or even impossible to measure’.
Moreover, Ang (1991) suggests a number of factors which are believed to distinguish
SMEs from larger businesses in the context of financial management practices. These
include the fact that the securities of SMEs are not publicly traded, owner’s investments
are undiversified, limited liability is rarely present in a true economic sense, managers
tend to have general rather than specific expertise, transaction costs of various sorts are
high and, to the extent that management and ownership are separated, the relationship is
mostly informal. The establishment of these types of differences between different
categories of firm may be useful when developing more universally applicable
definitions of SMEs. However, the problem with most available definitions and lists of
attributes is that, once a particular metric is proposed, examples of ‘large’ businesses
can readily be provided which then seem to satisfy the particular criteria. To use the
example of non-separation of ownership and control, it could be argued that a strict
application of this criterion implies that Impulse Microsoft is an SME to the degree that
it is managed by Bill Gates. In order to distinguish SMEs from large firms, therefore,
the nature of firms in a more general sense should be considered. There is an accepted
economic view that firms exist to serve as a nexus of contracts coordinated by an
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‘entrepreneur’. Williamson (1975) argues that firms exist to facilitate a reduction in
transaction costs by bringing many activities ‘in house’ which would otherwise need to
be contracted externally on a regular basis. This argument is consistent with the work of
Coase (1937), who states that firms write contracts in order to minimise transaction
costs. In other words, they exist where transacting within markets is deemed inefficient.

2.3. Small and Medium Enterprise Definition
The definition of SMEs varies from country to country. In the United States, small
businesses are generally defined as being independent businesses comprising fewer than
500 employees (Office of the Advocacy United States Small Business Association,
2003), but are further classified according to varying industry standards on employment
size, sales and annual turnover for Government programmes, such as contracting (US
Small Business Administration, 2002). In Japan, on the other hand, SMEs are generally
businesses which employ between 4 and 299 employees. However, definitions
ultimately vary according to both sector and capital invested. Furthermore, in the
European Union, the category of SMEs comprises enterprises which employ fewer than
250 persons and which have an annual turnover not exceeding €50 million; moreover,
they have an annual balance sheet of a total not exceeding €43 million. Within the SME
category, a small enterprise is defined as being an enterprise with fewer than 50 persons
and an annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total that does not exceed €10
million, whereas a micro enterprise is one that employs fewer than 10 persons and
which has an annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet not exceeding €2 million
(European Union, 2003).
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Micro

Small

Medium

Large

No. of Employees

<10

11-50

50 -250

250+

Annual turnover

<2m€

2-10 m €

10 - 50 m €

+ 50 M €

Annual Balance sheet total

<2m€

2-10 m €

20 - 43 m €

+ 43 M €

Source: European Union (2003)
Table 2-1: EU definition of SMEs
In the United Kingdom, the best-known description of the key characteristics of an
SME remains that used by the Bolton Committee (1971) in its report, which formulated
a definition with both a qualitative and a quantitative element, namely an economic and
a statistical definition. This describes a small firm as an independent business, managed
by its owners or part-owners, and as having a small market share. The Bolton Report
also adopts a number of different statistical definitions, stating that the size is relevant to
the sector, i.e. the market is large and there are many competitors; however, a firm of a
given size could be small in relation to one sector, whereas a firm of the same
proportion could be considered large in another sector.
Similarly, it also recognised that in some sectors it may be appropriate to define size
according to the number of employees but in others it is more appropriate to use
turnover. For example, in the case of the Government, it is most usual to define size
according to numbers of full-time employees or their equivalents. As the sectors are
different, small businesses in different sectors and industries should be defined in
different ways. The Bolton Committee (1971) draws on a definition that recognises that
a small firm


has a relatively small market share and which cannot affect the market;
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has owner(s) or part-owner(s) who manages/manage the firm in a personalised
way; and



is independent and does not form part of a large company.

The definition from the Wilson Committee on the Financing of Small Firms (1979)
updated the Bolton Committee (1971) turnover requirements for SMEs through a guide
based on the general index of retail prices. Subsequent researches have not given up on
attempting to formulate qualitative definitions for SMEs. They assume that the
fundamental character of SMEs is different than that of the larger firms. Wynarczyk et
al. (1993) also attempt to isolate the basic differences between small and large
companies in terms of qualitative standards. Furthermore, they argue that the three
central ways in which small firms are different from large firms are related to
uncertainty, innovation and evolution. However, Curran and Blackburn (2001) argue
that there would be problems in using this approach for the main differences between
small and large firms, as the focus is not keen enough; they suggest that there is no
established, widely accepted definition of SMEs, and that it would therefore be
unrealistic to demand a uniformed approach to defining SMEs for research purposes.
The UK Companies Act of 1985 states that if a company is to be defined as ‘small’, it
must satisfy at least two of the following criteria:


Have a turnover of no more than £2.8 million.



Have a balance sheet total of no more than £1.4 million.



Have no more than 50 employees.

A medium-sized company must satisfy at least two of the following criteria:
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Have a turnover of no more than £22.8 million.



Have a balance sheet total of no more than £11.4 million.



Have no more than 250 employees.

2.4. SMEs in Saudi Arabia
There are many definitions for SMEs which are all commonly used and the following
list shows some of these.
1. Riyadh Chamber of Commerce (RCC) (1999) defines SMEs, as shown in Table 2-2,
according to the number of people working in the enterprise, which should be
fewer than 100 employees.

No. of Employees

Small

Medium

Large

10-19

20-99

100+

Source: RCC (1999)
Table 2-2: RCC SME Definition
2. The Saudi Chamber of Commerce (SCC) also defines an SME as an enterprise
which has fewer than 100 workers (Alsulamy, 2005).
3. The Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) defines SMEs as any profitable
activity with fewer than 125 workers, with annual sales not exceeding 75 million
SR, or which otherwise has a total balance of no more than 50 million SR
(Alsulamy, 2005), as shown in Table 2-3.
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Micro

Small

Medium

Large

<9

10 -25

25 -125

+125

Annual turnover

< 10m SR

10m -75m SR

+75m SR

Size of assets

< 1M

1m - 50m SR

+50m SR

No. of employees

Source: Alsulamy (2005)
Table 2-3: Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) SME Definition
4. Two researchers, Radwan and Alkibbi (2001), define small enterprises as those
which actively employ between 10 and 25 workers, whereas medium-sized
enterprises employ between 25 and 100 staff. Firms with a capital of between 200
and 1m SR ($50,000 up to $250,000) are considered to be small enterprises, whilst
current market practice considers firms with a capital of up to 5 million SR ($1.33
million) and up to 100 employees as medium-sized enterprises (see Table 2-4).
Micro
No. of employees
Size of assets

Small

<10
<200,000SR

Medium

Large

10-25

25-100

100+

200,000-1M SR

1M-5M SR

+5M SR

Source: Radwan and Alkibbi (2001)
Table 2-4: SME Definition in Saudi Arabia

2.4.1.

Working Definition of SMEs in Saudi Arabia

This research will use the definition of SMEs as based on the RCC definition, as being
more suitable and more relevant for this study. This definition states an SME to be such
according to the following:
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Fewer than 20 employees: small enterprise



20-99 employees: medium enterprise



More than 100 employees: large enterprise

The number of employees is used to define SMEs because this will be easier to
understand and can be asked directly in the questionnaire in order to differentiate
between SMEs and large enterprises (see Table 2-5).

No. of Employees

Small

Medium

Large

10-19

20-99

100+

Table 2-5: SME Definition by Researcher

2.4.2.

SWOT Analysis for Saudi SMEs

Analysis of the Strength, weakness, opportunity and threat for Saudi SMEs results in the
following:

1.

Strengths:


Continuous development of SMEs’ economical potential.



Financial ability for the Government to support the SME section.



Stability of the economic situation.



Good education system.



Tax-free environment.
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2.

Weaknesses:


Weak market information data.



Lack of educational awareness regarding entrepreneurship in both high school
and university education.



Absence of a well-developed entrepreneurial culture and weak management
skills.



Long process for securing a licence to start a business.



Difficulties in accessing financial resources for start-up and micro-enterprises.



Banks in general ask for guarantees which are often difficult to meet by new
SMEs, as these usually do not possess enough assets to guarantee bank loans.



Banks charge high interest rates as they see SMEs as being a higher risk
investment.



Consulting, training and information sources are inadequate.



Improper development of support services (industrial parks and business
incubators).



Lack of support for innovative activities.



Lack of on-line services for SMEs in order to access business information and
accordingly facilitate interaction with public administration.



Insufficient knowledge and information to enable SMEs to access external
markets.



Difficulties in finding suitable workers.



Difficulties in securing foreign worker visas.



Difficulties in finding trained workers.



Difficulties in obtaining Islamic loans.
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3.

Opportunities:


Continuing the process for the simplification of regulation frame.



IT development imposed by competition at an international level and the
necessity of the elaboration of vertical strategies for SMEs with activity in the
IT field.



SMEs can potentially address the unemployment problem.



Help local economies to rely more on SMEs, not only in the petrochemical
industry for exporting.

4.

Threats:


High competition from the local market.



Competition from the international market in terms of products and services,
such as China and Southeast Asia.



Financing of the SME sector is done through banking credits with no attractive
interest rates.



Inefficient investments in the professional training of employers or qualified
personnel.



Mismatches between labour skills and market requirements.

Therefore, with the aforementioned categories and considerations in mind, the
Government’s policy is targeted towards the development of an environment which
could stimulate SME development, increase enterprises’ competitiveness and form a
new enterprising attitude in order to face the pressures of ongoing market competition.
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Necessary actions require a combination of improvements in the regulatory and
administrative environments. The SME sector should be greatly expanded in both size
and scope, as well as providing better integration in terms of the international economy
and technological enhancements.

2.4.3.

Obstacles to SMEs in Saudi Arabia

The SMEs are located in the middle of a hard and discouraging environment, whether
on the level of their limited internal capacities or the climate of investment, which is
distinctly dismissive and does not look at the enterprises’ needs. This is why failure and
bankruptcy spell the end for many SMEs during their first year of establishment: such
businesses were unable to confront the truth alone, i.e. without help or support from the
relevant authorities, whether from the governmental sector or the commercial and
industrial chambers (Alshaibe, 2000).
The commercial and industrial chambers form the industrial enterprise corporation for
all business firms of the private sector and subsequently aim to serve and enhance
development. As SMEs represent the larger sector, all firms are attributed to them, and
so the Chambers and their council have created great interest in developing the role of
these industrial firms in order to deal with their problems, particularly as such a process
evaluates their conditions and requirements for continuous support and help (RCC,
2003).
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2.4.4.

Role in Supporting Saudi SMEs

The SME sector suffers from the absence of a Government to protect it from the
surrounding conditions and still needs organisations and support as enterprises work
under it on two sides: the Ministry of Country and Village Affairs, which grants
licences and follows the activities of the shops, and the Trade Ministry, which is
responsible for issuing a business licence for all commercial and service enterprises and
for registering all of the business in the commercial booklets’ systems. In addition, there
are more than 19 governmental and private authorities, all of which have close and
effective relations with SMEs, such as the Ministries of Labour, Health,
Communications and Education, together with the industrial and commercial chambers
(Alsulamy, 2005).
It is clear that the responsibility for developing and supporting the sector of an
enterprise does not lie with a specific authority. As a result, a clear strategic vision for
supporting this sector is absent, which has led to a decline in its contribution towards
the national economy.
Despite the absence of an authority for protecting the interests of this sector, the
increasing efforts which many governmental authorities are trying to exert cannot be
ignored. Furthermore, the commercial industrial chambers are aiming to prepare
suitable conditions for the support of the sector. However, even these efforts cannot
provide the strategic vision for supporting this important sector.
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2.4.5.

Efforts of Governmental Authorities

In looking at economic activities in developed countries, we are able to establish that
their development comes in stages, which begin with professional work, the small
factory, the medium factory and then the stage of large projects or big companies. This
has led to the creation of a variable and a wide base for all economic activities of
different sizes within each country. Moreover, with the passage of time, integrity and
mutual services occurred amongst these activities, which subsequently leads to
continuous development in the markets and the financial and banking systems.
The truth about economic activity is that it has not gone through this gradual
development which has subsequently created the different productive bases: rather, it
has begun directly with the stage of modern industries through the importation of
production technology from developed countries. This has subsequently led to the nonexistence of the class of craftsmen and native skilled workers, all of whom are
responsible for the work of SMEs and forming the creative side within them. As a
result, these industrial enterprises depend on foreign workers.
In spite of this, an absent fact has to be mentioned: there is a rich professional heritage
for Saudi society. Many professions and jobs have appeared and are still alive, still
serving customers who are satisfied with the originality of the commodities. Amongst
them, the (Mashaleh’s) Arabic Man clothes industry in Ihsaa city, the copper industries
in the southern area and others from professional stock can be the best base for the
establishment of a contributory and developing sector for SMEs (Alshaibe, 2000).
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2.4.6.

Programmes Funding and Supporting SMEs in Saudi Arabia

Difficulty in obtaining suitable funds is one of the most critical obstacles to the
development of the SME sector. Moreover, commercial banks also do not accept the
presentation of suitable funds to these firms, simply because they consider lending
money to such organisations to be a great credit risk (Alsulamy, 2005). Accordingly, the
Government has chosen a strategic direction for achieving social and economic
development by giving this sector support to create a suitable environment for its
development in the business world. Some of the most important programmes
specialising in supporting small firms are described below.

2.4.6.1. Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF)
This programme, known as Kafalah (Guarantee), was established in 2006, in order to
overcome the shortening of the market in the Kingdom and to subsequently facilitate
suitable financing for the small industry, which will be done through reducing the credit
risk rate.
Furthermore, this programme has been established with a capital of 200 Million SR
($53 Million), with the Ministry of Finance to pay 100 Million SR and ten local banks
paying the rest, each according to its own share. Therefore, this programme is financed
by three different sources:
1. The Government, represented by the Ministry of Finance and the Saudi
Industrial Development Fund,
2. Commercial banks and
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3. SMEs.
This programme depends on the financing mechanism, as it finances approximately
75% of the financial value as an exchange value for mortgaging the property of the firm
and any additional property if there is any.

2.4.6.2. Saudi Credit and Savings Bank
The bank is owned by the Government and has a budget of 6 billion SR ($1.65 billion)
to support development projects by offering loans to finance their work. The value of
the loan is determined in accordance with the cost of the project, to a maximum of
300,000 SR ($80,000).

2.4.6.3. Centennial Fund
The Centennial Fund is a Saudi Arabian non-profit organisation which was established
in July, 2004, by a royal charter to help young Saudis to achieve financial independence
by helping them to start their own business. The foundation of the Centennial Fund is
based on the idea of ensuring proper assistance for enterprises for the support of the
youth of both genders. It aims at converting the ideas of the youth into real projects,
minimising the risk rates in their projects and accordingly enhancing their success
opportunities. The same projects are usually full of risk and the rate of failure is very
high internationally if they are not supported and assisted.
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2.4.6.4. Small Business Centre in Technological and Vocational Training
Corporation (TVTC)
The Small Business Centre in the Technological and Vocational Training Corporation
(TVTC) was established in 2006 and has the objective of supporting small technical
projects by providing training and advice services for entrepreneurs. It also has special
arrangements with the Saudi Credit Bank regarding offering an interest-free loan for a
project where the entrepreneurs have studied and passed the course designed to develop
some entrepreneurial management and technical skills so as to help them to operate the
business efficiently.

2.4.6.5. Abdullatif Jamel Fund for Small Business
This fund was created in 2003 by the sons of one of the biggest names in the Saudi
market. The initiative was created and implemented with the intention of supporting
social small businesses by offering an interest-free loan for those people in need. The
objectives of the programme are:
1. To provide a bigger opportunity for the growth of a new basis for Saudi young
businessmen and to enable them to expand their existence in terms of national
income activity.
2. To encourage the establishment of small handicraft and industrial projects in
order to provide support to the established big industries.
3. To provide real and renewable job opportunities for the Saudi youth of both
genders.
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Figure 2-1: Structure of SME financing in Saudi Arabia
Figure 2-1 above shows the structure for SME financing where there are two forms of
financial support offered to the SMEs: Government and non-Government. The first
provides support of two kinds: financial, which comprises loans to SMEs and is
controlled by the Ministry of Finance through the Saudi Credit and Saving Bank, and
non-financial, by the SIDF and TVTC. In the case of non-Government support, there
are many stakeholders such as local banks, the Centennial Fund and the Abdullatif
Jamel Fund for Small Business.

2.5. Summary
This chapter began by providing a description of what the entrepreneurship theory is
and then carried on to illustrate the different definitions of SMEs from different parts of
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the world, and to show that, within the research and related literature, there is no
universally accepted definition of an SME. Furthermore, a range of sources have been
explored and investigated, which allow a better understanding of the situation from both
academic and official sources.
As there are no standard definitions and as each authority has developed its own
definition according to its own needs, such as the number of workers or capital amount
or mixed, it can then subsequently adopt the definitions used by the RCC: small
enterprises are those employing fewer than 20 workers and medium-sized enterprises
employ up to 99.
The Saudi Government has chosen a strategic direction in achieving social and
economic development through giving this sector support to create a suitable
environment for its development in the business world. In addition, some large and
influential Saudi enterprises have joined the Government in their venture and helped the
community by establishing some agencies to support SMEs.
The second part of the chapter has provided a clearer view of the situation of SMEs. As
previously described, there is still no clear strategy for driving SMEs as there is no
authority responsible for developing this sector in the country. This is one of the main
reasons for this research: to provide more information about the situation and the best
practices for developing SMEs. The economic activity of the country starts in small
stages and then develops to bigger ones. Normally, such stages begin with the
professional work, the small factory, the medium factory and the stage of large
companies. This leads to the creation of a variable and a wide base for all economic
activities of different sizes throughout the country.
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However, economic activity did not pass through this gradual development process
which creates different productive bases. Instead, it begins directly with the stage of
modern industries through the importation of production technology from developed
countries. This leads to a lack of craftsmen and native skilled workers who are generally
responsible for the work of SMEs and who actively ensure their creative side. As a
result, these industrial enterprises depend on foreign workers.
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3. Small and Medium Enterprises Success Factors
In this chapter, many sources have been used to study the reasons for SMEs’ being
successful and also for their failure during operation. Success is a key term in the field
of management, although it is not always explicitly stated. Success and failure can be
interpreted as measures of good or indifferent management (Jennings & Beaver, 1997).
In consideration of business studies, the concept of success is often used in referring to
a firm’s financial performance. However, there is no universally accepted definition of
success and, therefore, business success has been interpreted in many different ways
(Foley & Green 1989). Due to the central role played by an entrepreneur in an SME and
since different stakeholders may have different objectives and aspirations for a firm,
Jennings and Beaver (1997) suggest that it would be more appropriate to regard an
entrepreneur as the primary stakeholder and accordingly to begin by considering how
entrepreneurs might ultimately define success and failure themselves.
Based on many authors’ thoughts, we have compared a wide variety of previous
researches in order to describe both ideas and interpretations of SME success factors. In
the first part of this chapter, what we mean by success and failure in the business
environment will be discussed, which will be followed by an analysis of the reasons for
such success. We have classified the reasons into three parts so as to make them easier
to understand: the first part, ‘factors related to the entrepreneur’, will describe the
personal factors of successful entrepreneurs; the second will comprise an analysis of
why an enterprise is likely to be successful, which covers reasons relating to the
business and management practice and attitude; and the last will analyse environmental
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factors of success, such as the economic situation and the support and implementation
practices of Government and private support.

3.1. Success
In the literature of business research, the term ‘success’ has many different
connotations: in the simplest definition, success is equivalent to continued business
operations, whilst the opposite, ‘failure’, means going out of business (Simpson et al.,
2004). There are at least two important dimensions of success: 1) financial vs. other
success, and 2) short-term vs. long-term success. Hence, success can have different
forms, i.e. survival, profit, return on investment, sales growth, number employed,
happiness, reputation and so on (Vesper, 1990). In other words, success can be seen to
have different meanings to different people; however, in spite of these differences,
people generally seem to have a similar idea regarding the phenomenon, i.e. of what
kind of business is successful (Kay, 1995). Simpson et al. (2004) argue that every
entrepreneur has his/her own perception of business success. Furthermore, they state
that success determined from the outside has little relevance if the entrepreneurs do not
see themselves as being successful. Consequently, it could be suggested that the
entrepreneur’s subjective perception of success is a relevant starting point for assessing
the degree of either success or failure. Moreover, the reasons for starting a business are,
on the other hand, reflected in the success criteria used by the entrepreneur (Walker &
Brown, 2004).
The main goals and objectives of SMEs can be concerned with other elements besides
financial and they can also change over time. Furthermore, rather than maximising the
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financial performance of the firm, the owner/manager may ultimately prefer
independence and lifestyle; therefore, the role of an entrepreneur’s values and
expectations may be very important. However, in the long run, even firms with lifestyle
goals should attain at least a minimum profitability in their operations, i.e. their incomes
should exceed costs so as to ensure the continuity of operations. Moreover, according to
Foley and Green (1989), whatever the goals for SMEs, many successful firms have
similar characteristics.
Watson and Everett (1999) consider the successes or failures of a business to be
dependent on one or more of the following factors: type of industry, experience of
owner, location, size, age of business and barriers to entry. They measure success of a
business according to the continuance of operation or longevity of the enterprise in
question.
There is a wide range of measures concerning organisational performance (Brush &
Vanderwerf, 1992). Often, performance is measured by growth (turnover, number of
employees, market share), profitability (profit, return on investment) and survival (Dess
& Robinson, 1984; Smith et al., 1988; Storey, 1998). However, few studies have sought
to determine whether the factors enhancing one measure of performance, such as
survival, are the same as those leading to others, such as growth (Cooper, 1993).
Firm growth has been used as a simple measure of success in business for a long period
time (Storey, 1998). Subsequently, as Brush and Vanderwerf (1992) suggest, growth is
the most appropriate indicator of the success of surviving SMEs. Moreover, growth is
an important precondition for the achievement of other financial goals of business (De
Geus, 1997; Storey, 1998). From the point of view of an SME, growth is usually a
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critical precondition for its longevity (Storey, 1998). Phillips and Kirchhoff (1989) also
state that young firms which grow have twice the probability of survival as young nongrowing firms. It is also further stated that strong growth may reduce a firm’s
profitability temporarily but will then subsequently increase such growth in the longterm (McDougall et al., 1994).
The success of SMEs can be measured in various ways; however, success is
predominantly measured in terms of continuance in operation or longevity and financial
performance, including profitability, sales and market share. Wasilczuk (2000) notes
that small business growth and successes are difficult to assess but can be measured
both objectively and subjectively. Furthermore, objective measures are often referred to
as ‘hard’ information, as they can impact on the accomplishment of specific goals and
objectives of the organisation. Additionally, they are considered to be quantifiable
measures which are able to examine quantity and quality of productivity and the like.
Alternatively, subjective measures are referred to as ‘soft’ information, often including
evaluative or trait information. Most often, objective measures, such as continuance in
operation, sales or profits, are the norm. However, subjective measures, such as the
owner’s own evaluation of his/her success relative to others in the industry, his/her
goals or his/her personal perception of growth, are sometimes used. Moreover, a firm’s
profitability can also be a useful measure of success in the case of large companies.
The measurement of success is more complicated when studying SMEs for several
reasons: first, the central goals and objectives of SMEs may not be financial; second, it
is difficult to obtain reliable information relating to the factors affecting the financial
performances of SMEs such as in the case of a family businesses, whereby it is difficult
to take into account the inputs of family members which are not recorded by the
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accounting system; third, organisational form can create artificial differences such as,
for example, procedures for handling owner compensation, which present major sources
of error (Dess & Robinson, 1984); fourth, SMEs may be very reluctant to provide
financial data on their performance (Dess & Robinson, 1984); and fifth, it may take
several years before a new business venture becomes profitable (Biggadike, 1979).
However, despite the aforementioned, instead of performance indicators calculated from
financial statements, the subjective assessment of firm performance can be used
(Powell, 1992). The use of subjective assessment of performance clearly offers some
advantages over performance indicators calculated from financial statements: for
instance, in relation to cross-sectional studies, the profitability of firms in different
industry sectors is not comparable due to the different degrees of capital intensiveness.
The definition of success may ultimately depend on the time frame: SME performance
can be approached as either a short- or long-term phenomenon: even one year of high
economic output can be interpreted as success; however, the existence of the firm in the
long run, i.e. longevity, can be interpreted as success, meaning firm survival. As a
matter of fact, it has been argued that the most important and most challenging business
goal is long-term survival (Simon, 1996). Moreover, survival is, at least in the longterm, a prerequisite for success in relation to other aspects, such as market share or
profitability. To date, however, studies of firm longevity have focused on large
companies: on the one hand, the probability of survival decreases over time, whereas on
the other, the probability of the survival of new firms is lower than that of older firms,
which therefore refers to their ‘liability of newness’ (Aldrich & Auster, 1986).
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3.2. Business Failure
There are several definitions of business failure (Watson & Everett, 1996) such as, for
example, bankruptcy, insolvency, liquidation, death, deregistering, discontinuance,
ceasing to trade, closure and exit (Storey, 1998). These definitions all overlap to some
degree (Sten, 1998), and each may have different meanings in different countries.
Subsequently, as a result of this conceptual pluralism, comparisons between results of
previous studies of failure are difficult to conclude.
However, it is important to note that not all firms which go out of business do so as a
result of failure and those that do not should be separated from failures: for instance,
according to Thompson (2001), ultimate business failure occurs when a business is
liquidated or sold; however, a distinction should be made between the two kinds of
situations: optional and non-optional. When there are no options, for example, the
discontinuance of the firm or business can be defined as failure; in other cases, on the
other hand, the situation can be labelled as an ‘exit’; hence, in this study, a failed firm is
defined as a firm which has gone into liquidation, i.e. which has ended its business and
left behind unpaid creditors. On the other hand, a business which is sold because, for
example, the entrepreneur wants to realise a profit in an exit, is closer to a success than
a failure.

3.3. SME Success Factors
For each of the proposed factors discussed below, all of the variables to be measured
will be classified into one of three categories: factors relating to the entrepreneur
(personal), factors relating to the enterprise or factors relating to the environment. The
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entrepreneurial factors include those variables which are considered specifically related
to the owner of the SME. The enterprise factors can be considered as any factors
affecting the business, such as the use of knowledge and resources in the market and the
use of technology. The environment factors can be divided into two: the first are related
to the economic situation of the SME and the country; the second are related to the
infrastructure of SMEs, which are accordingly further divided into two parts: financial,
such as financial support and resources, and non-financial, which can comprise other
factors, such as Government support and the use of an external adviser.

3.3.1. Entrepreneurial Factors
Several previous studies have found that demographic characteristics, such as age,
gender, education and former work experience, have an impact on entrepreneurial
intention and endeavour (Kolvereid, 1996; Mazzarol et al., 1999). This section will
analyse the entrepreneurial factors for successful SMEs.

3.3.1.1. Gender
Many studies have taken into consideration gender difference and have subsequently
found that males are more likely to be risk-takers than females. Mazzarol et al. (1999)
state that females are generally less likely to be founders of new businesses than males
and, similarly, Kolvereid (1996) states that males have significantly higher
entrepreneurial intentions than females.
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3.3.1.2. Age of Owner
Entrepreneurs vary in age from young to old; in many instances, an individual may
begin a business as a hobby or secondary source of income, which then subsequently
grows beyond expectations into a profit-driven enterprise. A number of studies have
examined the effect of the owner’s age on the business. In their study of home-based
workers, Heck et al. (1995) conclude that the typical owner is older and more educated.
It was thought that the inconvenience of commuting and the trend towards corporate
downsizing, as well as the lifestyle changes of many, would also contribute to
explaining the increased age of the typical owner. Furthermore, older business owners
are more likely to continue to operate a business as opposed to returning to be an
employee of another company. The study reports that many of the current owners of
businesses have been in their fields for a number of years and have brought with them
years of experience; therefore, it is then likely that the age of the owner could affect the
success of a business. Reynolds et al. (2000) state that individuals aged 25-44 are the
most entrepreneurially active. Moreover, findings from another study in India by Sinha
(1996) disclose that successful entrepreneurs are relatively younger. In their study on
Internet café entrepreneurs in Indonesia, Kristiansen et al. (2003) state that there is a
significant correlation between the age of the entrepreneur and subsequent business
success: the older (over 25s) entrepreneurs are considered to be more successful than
the younger ones. On the other hand, there is research which argues that older people
might prefer self-employment or business ownership because, in so doing, they avoid
mandatory retirement provisions sometimes found in paid employment; they therefore
gain greater flexibility and control over the amount and pace of work which might make
self-employment more suitable for older workers (Parker, 2004). Older individuals can
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be better suited to entrepreneurship than younger workers because of the human,
financial and social capital they have accumulated over a long working career
(Kautonen et al., 2008). Furthermore, research evidence also shows that the survival
rates of businesses established by older entrepreneurs are higher than those of younger
ones (Cressy and Storey, 1995).

3.3.1.3. Education Level
Some business owners are highly educated and extremely successful, whereas others
have yet to complete high school but are nevertheless equally successful. In many
instances, it may ultimately depend on the individual him/herself. Irrespectively,
however, education level can have an effect on the success of a business, as noted in
many studies. Heck et al. (1995) notes that higher educated owners are more likely to
continue to operate a business and subsequently generate greater net income from doing
so; however, the reason for pursuing a home-based business may result from corporate
downsizing or from the unwillingness on the part of the individual to commute into
large urban centres.
Education has been seen as a CSF for SMEs in a study carried out in the South Pacific
by Yusuf (1995). Research by Charney and Libecap (2000) states that entrepreneurship
education produces self-sufficient enterprising individuals. Furthermore, they also state
that such education increases the formation of new ventures, the likelihood of selfemployment, of developing new products and of self-employed graduates owning a
high-technology business. In addition, the study reveals that the entrepreneurship
education of an employee increases the sales’ growth rates of emerging firms and
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graduates’ assets. Similarly, Sinha (1996), who analysed the educational background of
the entrepreneur, reveals that 72% of successful entrepreneurs have a minimum of a
technical qualification, whereas most (67%) unsuccessful entrepreneurs do not have any
technical background. She surmises that entrepreneurs with business and technical
educational backgrounds are in better positions to appreciate and analyse tough reality
and to deal with such intuitively, which seems to play a critical role in entrepreneurial
effectiveness.

3.3.1.4. Number of Hours Dedicated
The notion of ‘the more you put into it, the more you'll get in return’ holds true for this
variable. It seems logical that the more hours invested in a business, the more work gets
done and the greater the payoff. Orser and Foster (1992) conclude that businesses
operating on a full-time basis generally earn a greater return than those operating on a
lesser one, therefore those owners who invest more hours in both developing and
maintaining their businesses will reap the rewards; however, it is possible that some
business owners have the expertise and experience to put in very few hours of work and
still earn substantial returns. Ultimately, this could be attributable to the individuals
themselves rather than the amount of time actually spent on a business.

3.3.1.5. Work Experience
Prior to starting their businesses, entrepreneurs are involved in a number of different
fields of work and, for a variety of reasons, such as desire, flexibility, independence and
family commitments, then decide to open their own. In most instances, they start
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business in an area in which they feel comfortable; however, there are also a number of
individuals who have absolutely no experience in a given field but irrespectively start a
businesses in that area.
According to Gray and Gray (1989), the failure rate for SMEs during the first five years
of existence is about 75% and one of the greatest causes of failure is a lack of
experience. Therefore, if a lack of experience and qualifications in running a business
are cited as the most dominant causes of failure, it then seems likely that increased work
experience and qualifications could be reasons, or certainly factors, for success.
Kolvereid (1996) states that individuals with prior entrepreneurial experience have
significantly higher entrepreneurial intentions than those without it. Conversely,
Mazzarol et al. (1999) also suggests that respondents with previous Government-related
employment experience are less likely to be successful founders of SMEs, although they
did not investigate the relationship between previous employment experience in private
companies and entrepreneurial intentions. Heck et al. (1995) state that owners with a
greater degree of experience in their given fields are more likely to continue to operate
their businesses and to accordingly earn a profit. It is believed that the owner with a
positive attitude towards the business is also highly correlated with business
continuation. Yusuf (1995) sees experience in business as a CSF for SMEs in the South
Pacific. Beam and Carey (1989) state that most business ideas of entrepreneurs come
from previous work experiences (31%) and personal interests or hobbies (26%). The
idea for the business would come from a previous job, so it is then likely that the
entrepreneur would have developed some type of proficiency with his/her chosen
products or services. This will, in most cases, assist the business owner with his/her
venture and increase the likelihood of success.
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3.3.1.6. Availability of Capital
The availability of capital is imperative for any business when first starting up.
Fundamentally, entrepreneurs need capital resources and cash flow when beginning
operations: this gives them the flexibility and ability to operate their newly-formed
businesses without restrictions. Furthermore, this also allows them to make business
decisions without the fear that one poor decision could make the difference between
business longevity and failure. A source of financing that business owners may use is
their personal savings or investments and they can use them as the building block for
the business. This allows them to raise the capital required to start up without having to
secure loans with accruing interest. However, this also makes the businesses more of a
risk on a personal level, as they now have their personal savings invested in the
business. In a study carried out in Australia, Kristiansen et al. (2003) state that financial
flexibility is significantly correlated to business success; moreover, the SMEs which
actively took advantage of family and third-party investment are said to subsequently
experience a higher level of success. Kotey (1999) examines the relationship between
enterprise performance and use of debt finance and states that owner managers who are
more willing to use debt and equity financing are more likely to experience greater
business growth and productivity: this may imply that businesses more willing to adopt
greater levels of financing will ultimately be more successful in growth and
productivity.
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3.3.2. Enterprise Factors
The enterprise factors which focus on these variables are directly related to the daily
operation and make-up of the business. Include the use of technology, use of a business
plan, marketing, use of management skills and others.

3.3.2.1. Technology
Technology has become an integral part of the daily operations of many businesses
today. Several changes which have occurred over the last decade are noteworthy. For
example, rapid changes in technology should be responded to by SMEs in order to
establish alternative ways to sustain their competitive advantage by deploying new
process and new growth methods. Furthermore, technology may play an important role
in this respect. In their study in the US, Gundry et al. (2003) disclose that technological
change innovations have a significant relationship with market growth. In addition, a
study in Ireland unearths that technological posture, automation and process innovation
are all significantly linked to satisfaction on return on investment (Gibbons &
O'Connor, 2003).
Many of these aforementioned changes enable businesses to grasp new and everchanging core competencies which are providing them with a competitive advantage in
their particular field. With more and more technology introduced into daily activities, it
simplifies many of the common and repetitive processes which, at one time or another,
could have required the time of an employee. Therefore, more time and effort can be
invested in other business activities that will drive the growth and success of the
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business whilst simultaneously increasing efficiency and reducing time spent on
activities which can be performed by new technology.
A study by Ariss et al. (2000) examines factors affecting the adoption of new
technology and reviews some of the previous studies relating to technology use and
business performance. They conclude that the increased adoption of various beneficial
technologies can increase both productivity and performance in several ways.
Furthermore, it is believed that it can reduce the amount of skilled labour required,
multiply existing workers' productivity, improve safety (thus reducing accidents and
work stoppages), reduce lead-time and cycle time and both inventories and capacity
requirements. These improvements can benefit the entire organisation by improving its
effectiveness and efficiency.

3.3.2.2. Marketing
In general, most SMEs operate along traditional lines in marketing: stiffer competition
in the market should be responded to proactively by SMEs undertaking market
development.
Access to markets is one of the problems faced by SMEs (Swierczek & Ha, 2003).
Market development, therefore, is considered to be crucial when striving to preserve
high growth in the business. Smallbone et al. (1995), in their study carried out in the
UK, state that the vast majority of SMEs experiencing vast growth identify and respond
to new market opportunities. These include finding new products or services to offer to
existing customers and obtaining new customers for existing products or services.
Furthermore, in a slightly different term, market stability (i.e. a high proportion of
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regular customers) has been stated as significant when determining business success
(Kristiansen et al., 2003). Furthermore, market orientation, defined as organisation
culture, creates the necessary behaviours for the creation of superior value to customers
and has accordingly been found to be significantly correlated with company
performance (Verhees & Meulenberg, 2004). More specifically, it is highlighted that
market orientation is helpful in relation to the selection of an attractive product
assortment when SMEs operate in markets with relatively homogeneous products.
According to Ghosh and Kwan (1996), the most frequent contributing factors for the
success of small businesses are identification and focus concerning a market niche and
also being close to the customers.

3.3.2.3. Business Planning
A business often begins with an idea that is acted upon; however, progressing from the
idea stage to the actual business start-up stage generally involves considerable planning.
In many cases, the amount of actual planning is dependent on the willingness of the
entrepreneur to carry it out. Furthermore, some entrepreneurs prepare business plans as
a means of obtaining finance for their businesses, whereas others use a plan to put all
their ideas down on paper in order to assess whether their business idea is sound and
viable. Knowles and White (1995) suggest that no one should start a business in the
economy without a business plan: they contend that success for SMEs is achieved
through planning, commitment, managing time, nurturing, financing and positioning to
seize opportunities. According to Chaston (1992), many of these activities must be
carried out on a continual basis, as the environment in which a business operates is
continuously evolving. Moreover, insufficient awareness of the need for a business plan
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is identified as one problem at the start-up phase amongst SMEs. In this context, a
business plan can also be regarded as development orientation.
McMahon (2001) reveals that greater development orientation is significantly linked to
better business growth. In line with such a statement, Smallbone et al. (1995) point out
that one characteristic distinguishing the best performing enterprises from others is their
commitment to change. Therefore we believe that well-planned business activities as
manifested in a business plan will yield a better business success. However, as Honig
(2004) and Spors (2007) highlight, there is a serious question regarding whether formal
business planning correlates with business success; it may even be counter-productive,
consequently consuming valuable time and perhaps psychologically diminishing
flexibility during the early stages of actual operations. Only 28 per cent of a sample of
the 1989 Inc. 500 list (the fastest-growing private US firms) had completed formal
business planning (Bhide, 1994). A 2002 follow-up found similar result (Spors, 2007).

3.3.2.4. Location
The location of a business can be critical to its survival (Bradley, 2000). Whilst this is
true for some industries, it is not the case across all. Nevertheless, business owners must
carefully evaluate a location prior to making the decision to open up for business. A
number of factors must be considered when making such a decision, such as its size,
visibility, traffic flow and proximity to competitors. These are but a few of those prior
to selecting a location. Business owners should also carry out a full location analysis,
actively comparing the value of various sites, before reaching a decision. Also for
consideration, Orser and Foster (1992) state that businesses in urban centres earn more
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on average than those in rural locations. Similarly, Heck et al. (1995) state that net
income for businesses in rural environments is about two-thirds that of similar
businesses in urban surroundings.

3.3.2.5. Management Skills
Many previous researches have taken management skills as a factor for the success of
SMEs; this finding is consistent with the universally accepted phenomenon that efficient
management is crucial for the success of any type of organisation. Moreover, whilst a
sizeable number of studies have identified poor management as being a major cause of
business failure (Bruno et al., 1987; Gaskill et al., 1993; Zacharakis et al., 1999), many
have nevertheless found that efficient management is the key to business success
(Steiner and Solem, 1988). Lin (1998), whilst studying success factors of SMEs in
Taiwan, concludes, in part, that the management skills and management concepts of
business founders are deemed to be much more important than their technical skills
where long-term success is concerned. Ultimately, the management of the firm plays a
critical role in determining the firm’s strategy. Moreover, effective management has
been found to be an important success factor for an SME (Ghosh et al., 2001; Yusuf,
1995).

3.3.2.6. Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction has been defined in the literature as an enterprise culture or
philosophy which characterises an organisation’s disposition in terms of continuously
delivering superior value to its customers (Slater & Narver, 1994). Peter Drucker
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(1954), the well-known management guru, emphasised this customer-oriented
philosophy to American manufacturers almost half a century ago when stating that the
sole purpose of a firm is ‘to create and keep customers’. As subsequently interpreted by
many of his disciples, this means that, in order to be successful, organisations must
ascertain the customer’s needs and wants and then accordingly produce the products and
services that will satisfy them (Berthon et al., 1999). According to Reijonen and
Komppula (2007), in their study, they state that the measure of success most frequently
mentioned in in-depth interviews are customer satisfaction and the creation of long-term
customer relationships. Accordingly, good customer relationships and customer service
were also found earlier to be the most important factor contributing to SME success
(Ghosh & Kwan, 1996).

3.3.2.7. Quality of Product or Service
Quality has been perceived as being one of the most important success factors. This
factor is associated with three variables: availability of quality raw materials, use of new
technology and automation and maintaining high quality of products. In a highly
competitive market environment, customers obviously look for high quality products at
reasonably low cost (Chaganti & Chaganti, 1983). According to the findings of a survey
in Japan on a sample of successful small manufacturing enterprises, high-quality
products have been perceived by their owners/managers as the second most important
success factor (Wijewardena & Cooray, 1996). According to Reijonen and Komppula
(2007), entrepreneurs measure their success primarily based on the quality of the
product. McCormack (1989) further agrees with this statement and identifies that one of
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the most important factors to a successful business is a commitment to quality which, to
him, is the only absolute competitive edge.

3.3.3.

Environment Factors

Environment factors are divided into two: first are factors relating to the economic
situation of the country and the competition, second are those relating to the
infrastructure of the environment, such as Government support, legality and advice
services.

3.3.3.1. Social Networks
Social networks have an impact on the likelihood of successful entrepreneurial
endeavours. A social network comprises a series of both formal and informal ties
between the central actor and other actors in a circle of acquaintances and represents
channels through which entrepreneurs gain access to the necessary resources for
business

start-up,

growth and

success

(Kristiansen,

2002).

The

study of

entrepreneurship has increasingly reflected on the general agreement that entrepreneurs
and new companies must engage in networks to survive (Huggins, 2000).
Networks represent a means for entrepreneurs to reduce risks and transaction costs and
also an opportunity to improve access to business ideas, knowledge and capital (Aldrich
& Zimmer, 1986).
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3.3.3.2. Legal Issues
Not many studies have examined the direct relationship between legal aspects of
readiness and business success. In many cases, dealing with legal aspects has forced
SMEs to allocate significant financial resources to bribery. Legal aspects are also often
involved in the selection of operating decisions so as to ensure business success in the
future (Mazzarol & Choo, 2003). Unsuitable legislation is also found to be an obstacle
faced by Slovenian SMEs (Duh, 2003).

3.3.3.3. Financial Support
Access to capital is obviously one of the typical obstacles to the start-up of new
businesses, not least in developing economies with weak credit and venture capital
institutions. Several empirical studies conclude that the lack of access to capital and
credit schemes, as well as the constraints of financial systems, are regarded by potential
entrepreneurs as the main hindrances to business innovation and success in developing
economies. With this in consideration, potential sources of capital may be extended
family networks, community savings and credit systems, or financial institutions and
banks. Dess and Robinson (1984) state that informal sources of credit, though with high
interest rates, constitute substantial contributors to business start-ups in developing
countries, where the capital-to-labour ratio is normally low and small amounts of capital
may be sufficient for a start-up. In developed economies with efficient financial
infrastructures, access to capital may represent similar restrictions in individuals’
perceptions of entrepreneurial options, simply because of the high entry barrier ensuing
from high capital-to-labour ratios in most industries. A more recent study amongst
Vietnamese SMEs also reveals internal limitations which hinder SMEs’ chance to
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succeed, with capital shortage being of great significance (Swierczek & Ha, 2003).
Capital flexibility, as mentioned above, is therefore a factor determining business
success (Kristiansen et al., 2003). According to Ghosh and Kwan (1996), the
availability of financial resources is ranked as one of the top five important success
factors for Singapore SMEs.

3.3.3.4. Government Support
Many governments in the world have been paying more attention to SME development
in order to strengthen the national economy. In short, Government support is a
necessary condition in order to successfully foster SME development. Government
regulations are identified by Reynolds et al. (2001) as being one of the top problems
facing UK SMEs. In addition to a lack of financial support, as mentioned above, a lack
of institutional support is also considered to be one of the hindrances in SME
development (Swierczek & Ha, 2003). A number of reasons may explain the failure of
SME owners/managers in terms of using the public support and services available to
them. Curran and Blackburn (2000) identify five factors: a lack of confidence in support
agencies, services of such poor quality that owners/managers do not access them, poor
fit between services available and the need of SMEs, poor marketing of services and
fees for them being too high. Yusuf’s (1995) study also states that Government support
is one of the CSFs for small businesses in the South Pacific.
Tucker and Lean (2003) state that most of the employment generated in the SME sector
has been achieved through the expansion of existing business and not through the
creation of new ones. Furthermore, Storey (1994) also suggests that, over a ten-year
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period, the fastest growing 4% of small businesses accounted for 50% of the new jobs
created. This statistic favours the development of a comprehensive support programme
that targets successful SMEs.

3.3.3.5. Advisory Service
A significant number of small businesses fail due to limited management-related
knowledge and skills (Beresford & Saunders, 2005). In contrast, there has been
substantial growth in the number of business advisers and support personnel who work
with small business owners to improve their management skills and decision-making.
Accountants, bankers, business consultants, lawyers and educators are amongst those
who offer business-support services to the owners of small firms. Whilst there are
studies demonstrating that professional business advisers have a positive effect on the
business (Kent, 1994; Larsson et al, 2003; McLarty, 2005), there are others which show
that they have only a limited effect, or none at all, on business success (Robson &
Bennett, 2000; Storey, 1998).
In a study of business advice concerning established SMEs in the UK, Robson and
Bennett (2000) state that 95% of firms use at least one source of external advice and
fastest growing firms use more. They add from the results of their study that customers
are the source of advice with the most impact; accountants, business friends and
solicitors then follow with bank managers. Business friends and informal sources of
advice are more important to smaller firms than formal sources. Moreover, Robson and
Bennett (2000) state that, as firm size increases, firms reduce their dependence on
business friends for advice.
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Robson and Bennett (2000) further state that firm size is the dominant predictor of
seeking external advice and proceed to suggest that firms whose profits have fallen
accordingly seek public sector rather than private sector advice. Moreover, private
sector specialist professionals (accountants, bank managers and solicitors), customers,
suppliers and business friends are also amongst the most widely used and have the
highest impact.
Curran and Blackburn (2000) evaluate five reasons for the low take-up in regard to
support services: (1) SMEs are unaware of them, (2) services are over-priced, (3)
services are poorly delivered, (4) consumers distrust suppliers, and (5) Government
agencies do not meet SME needs. Moreover, the use of outside professionals and
advisers, and the advice and information provided by customers and suppliers, are also
considered important for success (Duchesneau & Gartner, 1990; Kent, 1994; Storey,
1998).

3.3.3.6. Availability of Skilled Employees
Based on the pre-study interviews with SME stakeholder, many people indicate that the
availability of skilled workers is a factor of success. In addition, it has also been seen by
many authors as being one of the factors which ultimately affects the success of SMEs.
Thus, Wijewardena and Cooray (1996) state that the availability of skilled employees is
an important success factor for SMEs. Maintaining staff loyalty and policies and
mechanisms for motivating staff are vital (Foley & Green 1989). Also, hard work and
commitment from all staff have been found to be important.
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3.3.3.7. Chamber of Commerce Services
The Chambers of Commerce plays an important role in developing the SME sector, as
they work as the link between the Government and the entrepreneur. During the study
and meetings with both the entrepreneurs and support providers, the Chamber of
Commerce was mentioned many times as being one of the important factors for
supporting SMEs and success.
Figure 3-1 shows the research model which links the three categories which affect
SMEs’ success.

Figure 3-1: Research model
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While there is a mass of literature concerning SMEs and entrepreneurship there is no
generally agreed theoretical framework for carrying out research in this field. In order to
facilitate our own research and understanding of a vast literature on business formation
we developed a research framework based on the extant literature. The framework has
been designed specifically to aid research relating to SMEs and may not be considered
useful where larger businesses are being investigated. Figure 3-1 sets out some of the
factors that are purported to be important in affecting business success. These factors
were identified by a review of the literature on SMEs and entrepreneurs. Clearly there
are many determinants of business success even in very small businesses.
Successful entrepreneur is undoubtedly a complex phenomenon and both Enterprise and
Environment factors impact on SME success. As in large businesses, the characteristics
of the business, the business infrastructure and the particular customer markets served
are important variables affecting SME success.

3.4. Summary
In this chapter, we have compared a wide variety of previous researches in order to
describe both ideas and interpretations of SME success factors. In the first part of this
chapter, we have discussed what we mean by success in SMEs and we can say the term
‘success’ has many different connotations: in the simplest definition, success is
equivalent to continued business operations, whilst the opposite, ‘failure’, means going
out of business. In other words, success can be seen to have different meanings to
different people; however, in spite of these differences, people generally seem to have a
similar idea regarding the phenomenon, i.e. of what kind of business is successful. In
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general every entrepreneur has his/her own perception of business success. Success can
be measured in various ways, such as continuance in operation or longevity and
financial performance, including profitability, sales and market share.
In the second section of this chapter we have classified the factors into three parts so as
to make them easier to understand: the first part, ‘factors related to the entrepreneur’,
such as the gender, education, experience and availability of capital; the second part, the
factors related to the enterprise, which covers reasons related to the business and
management practice and attitude; and the last part, the success factors related to the
environmental factors, such as the economic situation and the support and
implementation practices of Government and private support.
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4. Research Methodology
This chapter will detail the research methods used and the rationale behind the approach
chosen for this research. The previous chapters have provided a detailed overview of
entrepreneurship and SMEs’ definitions and characteristics, nature of support for SMEs
and CSFs for SMEs.
This chapter uses the network conceptual framework in conjunction with the SME
literature covered in Chapters 2 and 3 to explore the stated research aims and objectives.
Several gaps in the literature are identified, with principal areas concerning the
relationship between the research questions. The literature does not fully explore the
nature of the relationship between members and customers and the support provider;
instead, it reviews in some detail the disparate individual demands of clients or
members, rather than the wider mutually beneficial aspects of wider representation,
support and leadership. With these gaps in mind, the principal research aims and
objectives for this thesis area are:


To identify the CSFs for SMEs.



To explore the role of support networks.



To evaluate the importance of the support networks for the success of SMEs

In any research, it is vitally important for the researcher to be aware of all elements of
the research process, including the theoretical and philosophical issues underpinning
management methodologies (Sadler-Smith et al., 2000). In satisfying this requirement,
this chapter will first explore the appropriate philosophical positions from which the
methods should be derived. Second, the chapter will go on to discuss the qualitative and
quantitative methodology adopted, which subsequently allow the researcher to view the
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role, focus and relationships within and across the SME environment. A questionnaire
and an interview with a sample population are also used to collect the data. Third, the
chapter will discuss the data collection method and analyse the tools and techniques.

4.1. Research Philosophy
The underlying philosophy for this research project is positivism. Positivistic
approaches are founded on a belief that the study of human behaviour should be
conducted in the same way as studies in the natural sciences (Collis & Hussey, 2003).
Positivistic approaches seek to identify, measure and accordingly evaluate any
phenomena and to subsequently provide a rational explanation. This explanation will
attempt to establish causal links and relationships between the different elements (or
variables) of the subject and to subsequently relate them to a particular theory or
practice. There is the belief that people do respond to stimulus or forces, rules (norms)
external to themselves and that these can be discovered, identified and described using
rational, systematic and deductive processes. Some of the advantages of a positivistic
approach are as follows:


Suitable for research projects requiring a structured and qualitative approach.



Good for research projects which are, for example, descriptive in nature, i.e.
which identify and quantify the element of any phenomenon: the ‘what’ aspects
of research.



Standardisation makes collation and codifying of gathered data easier.



Research methods are easier to reproduce by other researchers to test one’s
conclusions.
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4.2. Research Strategy
Management and organisational research has seen a long debate regarding the strengths
and weaknesses of qualitative or phenomenological versus quantitative or positivistic
research methodologies. At times, competing, often polemic arguments for either one or
the other approach seem to take more energy than the actual research.
Bryman (1993, p.5) proposes that qualitative and quantitative methodologies are
‘competing views about the ways in which social reality ought to be studied, and as
such are essentially divergent clusters of epistemological assumptions.’ However,
Bryman (2008) concedes that, although these two methodologies are perceived as rivals,
they may nevertheless be integrated for the purposes of research, as well as being
viewed as sometimes being more appropriate for answering certain types of research
questions than others. Denzin and Lincoln (2000) state that qualitative research is
concerned with qualities, processes and meanings, which are not experimentally
examined or measured in terms which are associated with the quantitative approach;
that is, in terms of quantity, amount, intensity or frequency. The quantitative approach
seeks to measure or quantify results in order to explain phenomena rather than
understand them, avoiding focusing on meanings, ideas and practices (Alvesson &
Deetz, 2000).

4.3. Research Approach
It is important that the research methodology chosen is considered appropriate to the
task in hand (Adams & Schvaneveldt, 1985). Having already provided an overview of
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the strengths and weaknesses of using quantitative and qualitative methods, the next
step is to provide an explanation of the methodology chosen for this research.
Hussey and Hussey (1997) provide a useful plan to help distinguish between research
approaches based on four criteria: purpose, process, logic and outcome. Saunders et al.
(2000, p.91) term this approach the ‘research onion’, whereby the researcher peels away
various layers of research orientation and philosophy. Whilst not exhaustive, these two
frameworks nevertheless follow a simple dichotomy, which provides a clear pathway
for a coherent overall research methodology, thereby helping to conceptualise the
different orientations within social science research.
The purpose of research may be classified as exploratory, descriptive, explanatory or
predictive (Hussey & Hussey, 1997). Exploratory research is adopted when there is
little available in the way of literature or studies from which to gather the appropriate
information needed in order to answer the research questions. In the case of an
exploratory study, the researcher looks for patterns, ideas or hypotheses, rather than
testing or confirming hypotheses (Collis & Hussey, 2003). This approach aims to gather
as much information as possible, although it rarely provides ‘...conclusive answers to
problems or issues, but gives guidance on what future research, if any, should be
conducted’ (Hussey & Hussey, 1997).
Descriptive research ‘describes phenomena as they exist’ (Hussey & Hussey, 1997).
This type of research can be applied to particular problems or issues and is carried out
using either qualitative or statistical techniques.
Explanatory research is used to explain why or how something is happening in a
particular given situation. Researchers seek to understand phenomena by ‘…measuring
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causal relations among them’ (Collis & Hussey, 2003). If possible, some measure of
control over variables will be implemented in order to gain a better understanding of
causal relationships.
Predictive research seeks to forecast the likelihood of particular phenomena occurring in
given circumstances. Predictive research is nearly always quantitative because it
involves identifying and/or defining measurable (i.e. quantifiable) variables which can
be manipulated so as to cause measurable (i.e. quantifiable) effects. Predictive research
provides the how, why and where answers to current events and also to similar events in
the future (Hussey & Hussey, 1997).
The logic element refers to whether or not the research is to be deductive or inductive.
Deductive research, which is positivistic or quantitative in nature, allows researchers to
test and develop theories or hypotheses through empirical observation and the
measurement of general inferences. The deductive method is often referred to as ‘...
moving from the general to the particular’ (Hussey & Hussey, 1997, p.13). Inductive
research, a phenomenological approach, is the reverse of deductive research in that it
seeks to draw general inferences from particular instances. It involves ‘moving from
individual observations to statements of general patterns or laws, commonly it is
referred to as moving from the specific to the general’ (Hussey and Hussey, 1997,
p.13).
Moreover, according to Hussey and Hussey (1997), applied research is a research which
has been designed to apply its findings to solving specific, existing problems and basic
researches, and which can then be accordingly classified as research that seeks to clarify
research problems of a less specific nature, contributing to knowledge on general issues.
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In the case of basic research, the researcher is less concerned with the application of the
study, and its outcome is subsequently considered to be more academic than applied
research, contributing, as it does, to the general rather than the individual good.
Generally, after defining clear theories at the beginning of the research, it is then
deemed necessary to select a research approach which clearly focuses on the selection
of different methods to solve the research gap or thesis concerns.
Establishing a research approach is an important task to be completed during any
research study. However, there are many factors to be considered when selecting an
appropriate research methodology. For instance, Remenyi et al. (1998) point out that the
topic to be researched and the specific research question are among main drivers in the
choice of research methodology. They also argue that the literature review should reveal
not only a suitable problem to be researched but also a suitable research methodology.
This research aims to investigate CSFs in the context of SMEs, which should
subsequently lead the researcher to use the exploratory approach as a first step, since the
researcher does not have sufficient knowledge of the subject area and there is a need to
identify what research issues to address. The researcher will then move towards a
deductive approach (see Figure 4-1) so as to transfer the general ideas/theories to
specific situations.

Source: Collis & Hussey (2003, p.52)
Figure 4-1: Deductive Approach
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Given that there is only a small amount of literature available, the purpose of this study
is therefore exploratory, thereby allowing the researcher to seek out patterns and
emerging trends in the gathered data, rather than having to test or confirm a previously
defined hypothesis (Hussey & Hussey, 1997). Given the dearth of literature, a
descriptive or explanatory piece of research would not be considered as appropriate to
the stated research aims. Therefore, the researcher will not use another approach, such
as descriptive, explanatory or predictive as, at this stage, he does not aim to make a
prognosis for the future development of a phenomenon and does not seek to determine
relationships between variables.
Table 4-1 summarises the approach taken in this study in line with that provided by
Collis and Hussey (2003), Hussey and Hussey (1997) and Saunders et al. (2000).
Purpose

Process

Logic

Outcome

Exploratory

Quantitative and Qualitative

Deductive

Basis

Table 4-1: Research approach
The intention is to use exploratory, qualitative and quantitative research in order to gain
insight and accordingly increase familiarity with the subject area so that it might be
better understood, thereby providing a basis for more detailed explanation.

4.4. Research Process
Because of the time pressures experienced almost universally by SMEs, it is therefore
deemed necessary to find a means of data collection which is able to result in sufficient
data from which to draw reasonably reliable conclusions, but that would not
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oppressively impinge upon SMEs. A major challenge facing the researcher was that of
discovering SMEs: in addition to the many SMEs registered in the Trade Ministry and
the Chamber of Commerce, there are a similar or even a higher number of home-based
or non-registered businesses. The researcher was unfortunately unable to find a single
listing of all SMEs.
The Trade Ministry registers all businesses which operate in a formal way. However,
although its register lists all those businesses currently in operation, it also lists all those
that have operated at any time in the past, i.e. businesses no longer trading are not
deleted from the database. In addition, some businesses have been registered under
several different names, a method used to target different consumer bases.

4.5. Data Collection
Usually, data can be collected from two sources: primary and secondary. Primary
sources include surveys, observations and interviews; secondary data sources include
the media, newspapers, books, journals and the Internet. After turning the practical idea
into a research question and then subsequently reviewing the necessary literature, the
method of research must be considered. The methodology selected should be the one
that is considered to be the most effective for collecting the data needed to answer the
research question(s) or to otherwise test the hypothesis/hypotheses. Data collection
methods are mainly divided into two major approaches: quantitative and qualitative,
each with several types of methods and offering a variety of techniques.
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Quantitative research is ‘an objective approach which includes collecting and analyzing
numerical data and applying statistical tests’ (Collis & Hussey, 2003, p.55). The
emphasis of quantitative research, in this instance, is on collecting and analysing
numerical data; it concentrates on measuring the scale, range, frequency, etc. of
phenomena. This type of research, although harder to design initially, is usually highly
detailed and structured and its results can subsequently be easily collated and presented
statistically.
Qualitative research is a ‘research strategy that usually emphasises words rather than
quantification in the collection and analysis of data’ (Bryman, 2008, p.366) According
to Bryman and Bell (2003, p.482), ‘the majority of researchers prefer to choose one
method. However, some researchers suggest combining both methods in one study, socalled triangulation’. The research strategy in the present research project will be a
combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches. The advantages of both
approaches are given in Table 4-2.
Quantitative Approach

Qualitative approach

More controlled

Helps to explain what is happening in
context

Systematic observation

Greater awareness of reality
participants’ lives and context

Concerned with identifiable responses

Can link to own work

Can be clearer and more transparent in Can collect rich and diverse data
terms of research process
Could be more general sample if using large
data sets or large/representative survey
Source: Adapted from Collis & Hussey (2003)
Table 4-2: Quantitative and qualitative research approaches
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In order to effectively cover such a large area with all SMEs in all industries and
consider the performance of SMEs, there is a wide range of data which need to be
collected and analysed. As the research approach and research strategy had previously
been precisely determined, secondary data from many sources were then chosen in
order to explore the relevant issues to fill the research gap. Secondary data could be data
in the form of published statistics (by Government departments, associations and
research foundations), annual reports and abstracts, and index services (covering a
variety of periodicals, academic journals and newspapers) (Diamantopoulos &
Schlegelmilch, 1997). Secondary data collection is considered to be the most
appropriate due to a lack of human, time and financial resources when conducting the
primary research on such a large topic. Moreover, high-quality secondary data are likely
to be reliable and valid within this research context and were sourced from Government
departments, official associations and published annual reports.
In detail, secondary data were firstly collected from official Government departments,
including Saudi National Statistics, the Small Business Centre, the Trade Ministry and
the Chamber of Commerce. These sources of data are important when striving to obtain
an overview and to accordingly reveal overall related issues in the sector of Saudi SMEs
and their successes. In addition, secondary data were also obtained from the statistics
sources of official associations of different sectors for the purpose of providing a deep
insight into the success of SMEs. Besides which, other surveys and reports have also
been taken into account so as to help the collection and subsequent analysis of data in
order to build-up a full view of SME successes. Ghosh et al. (2001), for example,
carried out a study on SMEs’ key success factors in Singapore for the top 50 SMEs and
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another study, by Ghosh and Kwan (1996), concerns the key success factors, challenges
and issues facing SMEs in Singapore, Malaysia, New Zealand and Australia.
Finally, Internet-based sources are also regarded as one of the valuable sources for data
collection. In detail, many related journals, newspapers and articles concerning Saudi
Arabian SMEs and their successes were collected and thus contributed to the research
analysis.

4.6. Quantitative Research
To collect quantitative data for the research project, a research questionnaire is to be
designed and then distributed by mail to local SMEs. The questionnaire includes
different sections seeking information regarding many aspects of enterprise challenges
and success factors. Multiple-choice and scale-type questions will be used in order to
collect responses in an objective manner. In addition, open questions will be used to
collect subjective information. A 1-5-point Likert scale will be used to rate the CSFs
and the difficulties in SME projects. Importantly, a questionnaire’s prime advantage is
its efficiency in terms of both speed and cost when generating large amounts of data that
can be subjected to statistical analysis. Furthermore, a questionnaire has inherent
advantages when compared to other methods, as it will allow respondents to answer
questions at times which are convenient to them and will subsequently allow them to
see the context of a series of questions and to take time when answering and looking up
information. A questionnaire is defined as:
‘The collection of data on a number of units and usually at a single juncture in time,
with a view to collecting systematically a body of quantifiable data in respect of a
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number of variables which are then examined to discern patterns of association’
(Bryman, 1989, p.104).
According to Robson (2002), the advantages of a questionnaire are as follows:


Can be one of the least resources techniques.



Simple to use, basic awareness training being sufficient to get things started.



Can readily involve many people within the organisation.



Questions asked can be customised to suit the organisation.



Can enable the organisation to receive feedback which can be segmented by
function and by level.



Can be used in parallel with the workshop approach to provide a more balanced
view of a deployment team.



Can give a good visual reference if results are graphed.

In fact, the mail questionnaire also has several weaknesses, particularly when
considering its typical low response rate. Low response rates are problematic in that
they reduce confidence regarding the extent to which survey findings can be generalised
to the population from which the survey sample is drawn. Furthermore, response errors
are another problem. A third problem area arises from the conceptual inadequacy and
administrative errors that can be caused by the researcher (Saunders, 2000).
A postal questionnaire is the simplest method of collecting data from a large population
of SMEs, which can be done without incurring enormous costs. Such a survey would be
sent to a random sample of the total population (Denscombe, 1998; Rice-Lively and
Gorman, 1997). Questionnaires are at their most productive when used with large
numbers of respondents in many locations (Denscombe, 1998).
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One of the biggest constraints faced by SMEs is the time shortage, which frequently
results in a very low response rate to postal questionnaires. Singh and Slegers (1998),
for example, report the return rate of their postal survey of SMEs to be so low that they
were unable to draw statistically significant conclusions. As such, it is therefore
important to consider the time poverty experienced almost universally by SMEs, which
leads to a reluctance to devoting much time to completing questionnaires, and also the
fact that the researcher requires in-depth information which is possibly difficult to
obtain from a postal questionnaire. A number of writers also note the importance of a
covering letter when striving to gain support for compliance with completing the
questionnaire. Combining this method with that which Denscombe (1998) calls
‘sponsorship (or cooperation with other organisations), the rate of return of completed
questionnaires could be improved.
In order to enhance the response rate as much as possible, past researchers suggest the
use of motivational strategies to gain the co-operation of respondents (Malhotra, 1993).
A key strategy adopted for this purpose is to convince the potential respondents of the
national importance of the survey and the personal benefits the respondents are likely to
gain as a result of the research project (see Appendix A). With such a recommendation
in consideration, the respondents were subsequently assured that information provided
would be treated with the strictest of confidence so as to encourage them to answer the
questions without fear of reprimand or victimisation.
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4.6.1.

Validity and Reliability Testing

The validity and reliability of the data collected and the response rate achieved
ultimately depend on the design of the questions, the structure of the questionnaire and
the result of pilot testing. A valid question will enable accurate data to be collected and
one that is reliable will mean that these data are collected consistently. Foddy (1994)
argues that:
‘The question must be understood in the way intended by the researcher and the
answer given by the respondent must be understood by the researcher in the way
intended by the respondent’ (Foddy, 1994, p.17)

This means that there are at least four stages which must occur if the question is to be
valid and reliable, as shown in Figure 4-2.

Source: Foddy (1994, p.178)
Figure 4-2: Stages for validity and reliability
In order to evaluate the validity and reliability of the questionnaire, it was first reviewed
by the supervisor in order to check the design and selection of the questions and the
layout. Adjustments were then made based on the feedback. Following a review, a pilot
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survey was then conducted. The purpose of a pilot test is to refine the questionnaire in
such a way that respondents will have no problems in answering the questions and there
will be no problems in recording the data. In addition, this enables the researcher to
obtain some assessment of the questions’ validity and the likely reliability of the data
that will be collected.

4.6.2.

Sampling

Sampling is the process of systematically selecting the group of people or cases to be
included in your research project and is a very important factor in survey research
(Graziano & Raulin, 2000; Trochim, 2006). A sample represents the population and is
more manageable to work with than the whole population of' pool of cases (Neuman,
2006). In sampling, this includes defining the population from which our sample is
drawn. A population can be defined as including all people or items with the
characteristic one wish to understand. Because there is very rarely enough time or
money to gather information from everyone or everything in a population, the goal
becomes finding a representative sample (or subset) of that population. Before deciding
which sample technique is best suited for this study, it is crucial to understand the
difference between probability and non-probability sampling. Non-probability sampling
does not involve a random selection and probability sampling does. However, this does
not necessarily mean that non-probability samples are not representative of the
population, but it does mean that non-probability samples cannot depend upon the
rationale of probability theory. By using probability sampling, the probability that the
study represents the population is known because the confidence intervals for the
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statistic can be estimated. However, the non-probability sampling technique may or may
not represent the population well, and it will often be difficult to know how close it is to
representing the universe. In general, researchers prefer probabilistic or random
sampling methods to non-probabilistic ones, and consider them more accurate and
rigorous.
A sampling frame is a list or a resource that contains and closely matches the elements
of your defined population (Neuman, 2006). It is, however, often difficult to get
accurate listings of the theoretical population to be investigated, and in such cases the
attainable list, i.e. the list of the accessible population from which a sample can be
drawn, constitutes the sampling frame (Trochim, 2006).
A probability sampling scheme is one in which every unit in the population has a
chance (greater than zero) of being selected in the sample, and this probability can be
accurately determined. The combination of these traits makes it possible to produce
unbiased estimates of population totals, by weighting sampled units according to their
probability of selection. Non-probability sampling is any sampling method where some
elements of the population have no chance of selection (these are sometimes referred to
as 'out of coverage'/'under-covered'), or where the probability of selection can't be
accurately determined. It involves the selection of elements based on assumptions
regarding the population of interest, which forms the criteria for selection. A variety of
sampling methods can be employed, individually or in combination. Factors commonly
influencing the choice between these designs include:


Nature and quality of the frame



Availability of auxiliary information about units on the frame
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Accuracy requirements, and the need to measure accuracy



Whether detailed analysis of the sample is expected



Cost/operational concerns

In a simple random sample of a given size, all such subsets of the frame are given an
equal probability. Each element of the frame thus has an equal probability of selection:
the frame is not subdivided or partitioned. Furthermore, any given pair of elements has
the same chance of selection as any other such pair.
Systematic sampling relies on arranging the target population according to some
ordering scheme and then selecting elements at regular intervals through that ordered
list. Systematic sampling involves a random start and then proceeds with the selection
of every specific number after the element from then onwards.
Stratified sampling, where the population embraces a number of distinct categories, the
frame can be organized by these categories into separate "strata." Each stratum is then
sampled as an independent sub-population, out of which individual elements can be
randomly selected. Cluster sampling Sometimes it is cheaper to 'cluster' the sample in
some way e.g. by selecting respondents from certain areas only, or certain time-periods
only.
Collis and Hussey (2003, p.155) identified three points as the basis of a good sized
sample:


Chosen randomly (every SME must have the chance of being chosen).



Large enough to satisfy the needs of the investigation undertaken.



Unbiased.
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4.7. Qualitative Research
Rogers and Bouey (1996, p.52) point out that, ‘without a doubt, the most utilized data
collection method in qualitative research studies is the interview.’ Many authors
classify qualitative interviews into three types: structured, unstructured and semistructured. A structured interview is an interview where the interviewer has prepared a
set of questions and will then subsequently follow the question list closely. In the case
of an unstructured interview, the interviewer has a general area of interest and concern
but will let the conversation develop within this area (Robson, 2002). In a semistructured interview, the interviewer will have a list of themes and areas to be covered
and there may be some standardised questions, but the interviewer may omit or add to
some of these questions or areas depending on the situation and the flow of the
conversation.
Interviews are used in the case of both quantitative and qualitative researches; however,
there are key differences between these. Qualitative interviews are more flexible and
open-ended and are often used to develop ideas and research hypotheses rather than to
gather facts and statistics. This method has some disadvantages, including a low level of
reliability and comparability, since unstructured interviews are not standardised and,
furthermore, there are high costs in both time and money. However, it is vital for this
study to use this method of data collection since it will ensure enormous flexibility for
the data collection process.
The interviews will range from structured to semi-structured. In order to analyse the
structured questions, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is needed. This will be
described in detail in the next steps.
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In-depth interviews involve the collection of information from multiple sources rich in
context (Creswell, 1998). These interviews, which are designed to gather data relevant
to the research objectives, can generate valuable insights (Yin, 2003). As a method of
data collection, in-depth interviews are recommended if the purpose of the study is to
understand ‘an event, activity, process, or one or more individuals’ Creswell (2002, p.
496); this suggests the suitability of in-depth interviews for this study. The qualitative
research in phase two of this study uses 15 in-depth interviews. Yin (2003) states that
the data gathered from in-depth interviews using multiple cases or respondents are
regarded as being more robust. Furthermore, in order to allow the interviewees to
express their thoughts freely and to accordingly provide detailed information, the
interviews should take place in a non-competitive environment (Aaker et al., 1997).
Furthermore, so as to satisfy this requirement, the interviews are conducted at locations
of the respondents’ choice. This provides an excellent way to gather rich data.
In-depth interview techniques are both expensive and time-consuming and, for these
reasons, it is only possible to use small samples. Eisenhardt (1989) states that, even
though there is no ideal number of interviews or cases, a number between four and ten
interviews is deemed satisfactory. Furthermore, it is difficult to generalise theory with
less than four cases; however, with more than ten, the volume and the complexity of
data makes it difficult to manage. Eisenhardt (1989) argues that, ideally, the researcher
should stop adding more cases when the incremental learning from each new case is
minimal; in other words, when theoretical saturation is reached due to observation of
phenomena seen before. The author contends that, in practice, data collection ends when
theoretical saturation combines with practical considerations, such as time and money.
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4.7.1.

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

The AHP is a decision-making technique which was developed in 1980 by the
mathematician Thomas L. Saaty (Palmer, 1999). AHP reflects the way in which people
think and behave; it accelerates the thought processes and broadens consciousness so as
to include more factors in the decision-making process than would ordinarily be
considered (Saaty, 1999). AHP can deal with qualitative attributes as well as
quantitative ones (Hafeez et al., 2002; Kurttila et al., 2000; Saaty, 1980). Furthermore,
it has been found to be a useful decision-analysis technique and has been applied in
cases dealing with strategic planning, including marketing applications (Wind & Saaty,
1980)and design and evaluation of business and corporate strategy (Wind,1987).
According to Kangas (1992), the advantages of AHP include its ability to make both
qualitative and quantitative decision attributes commensurable and its flexibility with
regard to the setting of objectives.
AHP can be used in the case of making decisions which are complex and unstructured
(Partovi, 1994). The decisions described by these criteria do not fit in a linear
framework but contain both physical and psychological elements (Mian & Dai, 1999).
AHP provides a method to connect what can be quantified and the subjective judgement
of the decision-maker in a way that can be measured. AHP is
‘...a method of breaking down a complex, unstructured situation into its components
parts; arranging these parts, or judgements on the relative importance of each
variable; and synthesizing the judgements to determine which variables have the
highest priority and should be acted upon to influence the outcome of the situation’
(Saaty, 1990, p.12).
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A problem is put into a hierarchical structure, with level 1 reflecting the overall goal or
focus of the decision, level 2 containing factors or criteria for the decision, level 3
containing sub-factors and level 4 containing the decision options. The prioritisation
process is then subsequently accomplished by assigning a number from a scale
developed by Saaty so as to represent the importance of the criteria. A matrix with
pairwise comparisons of these attributes then provides the means for calculation. It is
imperative to point out that the AHP approach is run by means of a specific software
package called Expert Choice, which requires the inputting of data collected and then
the processing of those data using a computer for output in the form of numerical tables
and figures. This software is used by the United States’ Government and large
corporations for complex decisions (Palmer, 1999).
The AHP process involves the following phases: hierarchy structuring, weights’
defining and synthesis (Lirn et al., 2003; Saaty, 1999). Structuring the hierarchy refers
to formulating the hierarchy in terms of objectives, criteria in different levels of the
hierarchy, rating scales used for the evaluation of decision-alternatives and formulating
the alternatives to be evaluated. Defining weights means collecting data in order to
obtain the weights for the criteria. Synthesis means the final evaluation of the decisionalternatives’ performance on the basis of the lowest level criteria in the hierarchy (Lirn
et al., 2003). The method uses pairwise comparisons and has its own scale for
evaluations. The scale ranges from 1-9, with 1 for ‘equal’ and 9 for ‘absolutely more
important than...’, covering the entire spectrum of the comparison (Vaidya & Kumar,
2006) (see Table 4-3).
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Intensity of
importance

Definition

Explanation

Equal importance

Two criteria contribute equally to evaluation of
performance

3

Weak importance of one item
over another

Experience and judgement slightly favour one
criterion over another

5

Strong importance

Experience and judgement strongly favour one
criterion over another

7

Very strong importance

A criterion is strongly favoured and its dominance
is demonstrated in practice

9

Absolute importance

Evidence favouring one criterion over another is of
the highest possible

2, 4, 6, 8

Intermediate values between
two adjacent judgements

When compromise is needed

1

Table 4-3: AHP comparison scale
4.7.2.

Advantages and Disadvantages of AHP

Advantages of AHP are mainly based on its versatility, its ability to handle complex
problems and also with regard to dealing with qualitative criteria. However, all systems
have both up-sides and down-sides. Accordingly, the most criticised disadvantages of
AHP are rank reversal, pairwise judgements and comparison scale.
First, the advantages of AHP are examined.
AHP is not limited to tangible attributes and it can be used to measure qualitative
criteria as well (Leung & Cao, 2001). Therefore, an advantage is the ability to deal with
both qualitative and quantitative criteria (Leung & Cao, 2001; De Vreese et al., 2003).
Secondly, AHP has the ability to handle complex problems (Leung & Cao, 2001; De
Vreese et al., 2003; Banuelas & Antony, 2004). According to Leung & Cao (2001),
AHP is a method which is able to handle complex problems on multiple levels because
it provides a consistency index which is used to measure the coherence that decision-
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makers have in their judgements (Banuelas & Antony, 2004) and also for the additional
reason that the process easily illustrates the trade-offs between objectives and interests
(De Vreese et al., 2003). The realisation, understanding and awareness necessary to
consider the different objectives which may consequently affect the situation make the
decision-makers and subject-matter experts contemplate the outcomes of the decisionmaking process much more carefully (Banuelas & Antony, 2004). Thus, the method is
suitable for complex decision-making.
The third advantage is claimed to be its ease of implementation (De Vreese et al., 2003).
Therefore, it is versatile in terms of its application and it is, for example, easy to
interpret the estimated priorities in the hierarchy (De Vreese et al., 2003).
A major criticism has arisen from the presence of rank reversal in AHP (Leung & Cao,
2001; Gass, 2005; Markala & Jumpponen, 2006). The order of superiority of the
decision alternatives may reverse if a new alternative is added to the hierarchy.
Furthermore, in some cases, this will produce new information and the reverse of order
may be justified. However, in some other cases, the rank reversal will occur only
because of the mathematical characteristics of AHP. Therefore, the comparisons of
different alternatives and criteria in AHP are firmly bound in the group of alternatives
and criteria and, subsequently, if the group is changed, the comparisons will therefore
have to be renewed (Markala & Jumpponen, 2006). On the other hand, AHP’s ability to
incorporate the phenomenon of rank reversal has also been evaluated as an asset (Leung
& Cao, 2001; Markala & Jumpponen, 2006).
Secondly, it is argued that the pairwise judgements of AHP are ambiguous (Leung &
Cao, 2001; Markala & Jumpponen, 2006). The questions in AHP have been described
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as irrational simply because the question of how much A is better than B does not fully
describe the point of comparison. On the other hand, however, in many practical
applications, the decision-makers have not considered the questions unpleasant or
otherwise difficult to answer (Markala & Jumpponen, 2006).
Thirdly, criticism has appeared concerning the scale of 1-9 in AHP because it limits the
relations of the weightings. For example, if factor A was five times as important as
factor B and B was five times as important as factor C, then factor A should be 25 times
as important as criterion C. However, this outcome does not fit in consideration of the
AHP scale (Markala & Jumpponen, 2006). Moreover, there are also problems in
transforming verbal expressions into numbers (De Vreese et al., 2003; Markala &
Jumpponen, 2006) because people may have very different interpretations of verbal
expressions (Markala & Jumpponen, 2006). Besides these issues, it has been pointed out
that adding to the number of criteria or alternatives subsequently increases
exponentially the number of pairwise comparisons (Swiercz & Ezzedeen, 2001).
Moreover, only a limited number of decision alternatives may be compared at any one
time. Saaty recommends ten as the maximum number to be compared (De Vreese et al.,
2003) and small differences in the utility of alternatives cannot be taken as definitive
evidence that one alternative is considered more preferable (Banuelas & Antony, 2004).
Essentially, there is a lack of sound statistical theory supporting the AHP (De Vreese et
al., 2003). AHP does not assume transitivity of preferences, which means that if
alternative A is preferred to alternative B and alternative B is preferred to alternative C,
then alternative A is not automatically preferred to alternative C (Gass, 2005).
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4.7.3.

Purpose of In-Depth Interviews

The overall aim of the 15 in-depth interviews in this study was to add depth detail and
meaning to the quantitative data. The extant literature provides many recommendations
with regard to the style and techniques for adopting in in-depth interviews. Patton
(1987) comments on issues relating to the effectiveness of such interviews by
emphasising the importance of using appropriate forms of questioning which actively
facilitate open responses. Moreover, when addressing the issues relating to the wording
and phrasing of questions, many have recommended avoiding the use of questions
which may drive the respondent towards a closed set of potential replies.
As an additional consideration, many researchers have recommended avoiding the use
of jargon and questions which are loaded or otherwise leading, as well as doublebarrelled or double-negatives, when conducting in-depth interviews (Oppenheim, 1998;
Robson, 1993), which also applies to questionnaires.
Oppenheim (1998) argues that certain interpersonal skills are considered to be essential
when striving to make interviewees feel happy about co-operating to their fullest ability
until the termination of an interview. The important interpersonal skills, as cited by the
author as essential in conducting effective personal in-depth interviews, include: (1)
learning to show the respondents interest in their replies by rewarding them with praise;
(2) developing a rapport with interviewees whilst maintaining neutrality, and (3)
showing empathy to respondents’ feelings, particularly when sensitive issues are
addressed.
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4.8. Data Analysis
In order to ensure a good interpretation of the data, it is important that data sources are
organised in such a way that they may be analysed efficiently. There are a number of
computer programs which can be used to analyse survey research these allow users to
quickly sort through information and to consider the data from different angles.
Computer software programs with database spreadsheets are widely available and
Microsoft Access and Microsoft Excel are just two such programs. More advanced
programs, such as the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), are also suitable
for data storage but ultimately require greater technical skill to use the more
sophisticated statistical analyses.
In the case of quantitative data analysis, the researcher used SPSS since it is a statistical
analysis and data management software package. This package can take data sources
from almost any type of file and use them to generate tabulated reports, charts and plots
of distributions and trends, descriptive statistics and conduct complex statistical
analysis. Therefore, in order to present the findings effectively, It needs to firstly
acquire relevant skills, such as writing, statistical and computer skills, but it is very
important to mention that carrying out such a piece of research without any assistance or
at least advice from someone, like a statistical or computer expert or linguistic
specialist, is not a simply task. Robson (2002, p.388) states that ‘…vast technology on
the carrying out of quantitative (or statistical) analysis exists, and it would be foolish to
expect everyone carrying out an enquiry to have all of it at their fingers’.
For the researcher, SPSS offers a faster and easier way to complete the data collection
and analysis processes. As a minimum, SPSS allows the sorting of cases according to
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different fields, which subsequently produces descriptive statistics (frequencies, means,
cross-tabulations and basic graphic displays, such as bar or pie charts). The main reason
for the choice of the SPSS analysis technique rather than one of the many others is that
the alternative programs are expensive and complicated and also necessitate the
researcher to have extensive training and practice in order to become an expert user.
The least structured phase of qualitative research is data analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Making sense from the massive amount of data gathered and subsequently constructing
a framework for communicating the essence of what is revealed by data is a key
challenge in the process of qualitative analysis (Patton, 1990). The author states that the
above could be achieved by reducing the volume of information and identifying
significant patterns in the data that represent, dimensions, categories and themes. De
Vos (1998) states that qualitative design does not give a researcher a definite recipe to
follow and that researchers select hybrid designs which best suit particular studies.
Therefore, following the collection of large volumes of data from 15 in-depth
interviews, the data were subsequently analysed using Marshall and Rossman’s (1989)
five-stage process and Creswell’s (1998) within-case and cross-case analysis
procedures.
The five-stage process, as recommended by Marshall and Rossman (1989) for
qualitative analysis, involves: (1) organising data, (2) generating categories, themes and
patterns, (3) testing emerging hypotheses, (4) searching for alternative explanations and
(5) writing the report.
The first stage of organising data involves coding, reduction and developing summaries
of information. This can be done by using a manual programme. The purpose of coding
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is to organise the data into categories, which are ultimately guided by the aims and
objectives of the study. Moreover, the interview transcripts are studied with the
objective of assigning a code to every relevant piece of information. The coding that
arises from reading the transcripts represent the items discussed by the interviewees.
The subsequent data reduction is achieved through writing summaries of the individual
transcripts of the interviews.
During the second stage, the researcher looks for common elements within the data
which are believed to be significant to the issues investigated in the study. The data are
then subsequently organised into categories and sub-categories and analysed
accordingly to identify the patterns and themes which emerge from the results of the indepth interviews. The key elements of the data identified in qualitative analysis are
referred to as ‘themes’ (Ayres et al., 2003).
Excerpts from interview transcripts are used with the aim of identifying the emerging
themes. This was an iterative process whereby the researcher revisits the categories and
sub-categories and modifies them as the analysis continues. Moreover, some items are
included in more than one theme due to their overlapping characteristics. This was
carried out for each of the 15 interviews. During this process, care was taken not to
reduce the data to such an extent that they were stripped of their content. Furthermore,
the themes that emerged became the findings of the study.
During the third stage of analysis, testing of hypotheses, the original data were revisited
in order to establish evidence to support the patterns and themes which emerged from
the preceding data reduction process. This process involved the use of quotes from the
interviews. At the fourth stage of searching for alternative explanations, the other
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possible reasons for a particular phenomenon were explored. The fifth and the final
stage involved writing a report which actually reflects the views of individual
interviewees. Furthermore, the conclusions and implications which are useful in terms
of further developing the support to SMEs’ success emerged from what Patton (1990, p.
341) refers to as the researcher’s ‘notions about causes and consequences.’

4.9. Summary
In this chapter, the researcher has revealed the research method used to collect the data
needed for the research. A triangulation approach was used in which quantitative and
qualitative data were collected, considered able to effectively address different levels of
the study and to answer the ‘what’ and ‘how’ questions. A combined strategy based on
surveys and interviews was also implemented in this research. A questionnaire (for
survey) and semi-structured interviews were used as data collection methods.
Statistical analysis methods were used to analyse the quantitative data collected through
the questionnaire. Several statistical techniques were to be applied to the data, such as
descriptive statistics, frequency statistics and test methods. The SPSS software package
was also to be used to assist in the analysis. Furthermore, the AHP technique was
applied to the qualitative data collected during the interviews so as to analyse the weight
of the success factors. Finally, in-depth interviews were held to collect reachable data
regarding the SMEs’ success factors and to accordingly answer the second research
question regarding the current support situation and ways in which to develop this for
SMEs.
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However, it cannot be claimed that a firm is guaranteed success if it only takes good
care of these success factors. But it is likely that a firm which does not deal adequately
with these factors will decrease its probability of success compared with firms which
pay adequate attention to these issues.
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5. Quantitative (Survey) Data Analysis
This chapter is based on the results gathered from a survey of 146 entrepreneurs.
Descriptive statistics are used to present the data both systematically and meaningfully
and to highlight any trends and characteristics of those surveyed, whilst simultaneously
providing adequate statistical support to the findings.
In addition, the coefficient alpha (also known as Cronbach’s alpha) is used as the first
test of internal consistency when assessing the reliability of a multiple-item variable.
Hence, the reliability of the scales was tested and Cronbach’s alpha was accordingly
used as the indicator. Finally, a correlation analysis was carried out between the factors
in order to indicate the relation strength and direction.

5.1. Quantitative Analysis
5.1.1. Sample size
As in this study the aims are to investigate the CSFs for SMEs in Saudi Arabia, so the
targeted samples are the local SMEs. Based on previous study in this field, many
authors have identified the normal response rate for similar mail survey studies as
between 5% and 39% (Alreck and Settle, 1995; Kotey and Meredith, 1997; Watson et
al., 1998) It was therefore decided to send 1000 questionnaires which with an average
expected return of around 17%, which might produce 170 responses which are
satisfactory for statistical analysis. The best way to reach the local SMEs was the
Chamber of Commerce’s business directory (year 2007 version) to identify the SMEs
still in business during the research period to obtain the correct addresses. There were
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around 540 pages, so the 1000 questionnaires were sent which covered a large sample
of local SMEs, taking into consideration the limitation of resources available for
research of this kind due to time, money, effort and support available. A systemic
sampling method were used to select one address from the first five address in the page
and another from the last five address on the same page, choosing one of the first or last
five was due to that not all of the addresses complete as for some of them there was no
postal address or no postal code so it’s difficult to choose only a specific number on the
page and some of the pages had only a full page advertisement so there are no address
to be chosen. In general there were around 500 pages with enterprises addresses and this
reach to the total of 1000 each of which was highlighted to identify this address as
having been chosen.
52 usable questionnaires were returned, therefore generating a 5.2% response rate. As
noted above a response rate of between 5% and 39% might be expected from a mail
survey of this type. Therefore, to ensure sufficient data were collected to allow
subsequent in-depth analysis, it was necessary to send questionnaires to a further 1,000
Saudi SMEs. During this second stage, 94 usable questionnaires were returned, thereby
generating a 9.4% response rate. In total, 146 suitable questionnaires have been
gathered for analysis, therefore acquiring a 7.3% response rate.

5.1.2.

Data Preparation

Data preparation is an important part of any survey, as it influences tremendously the
quality of the data produced. Data preparation can be structured, according to
Richardson et al. (1994), into the following two steps:
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1. Questionnaire editing before data entry. This is a very important activity for ensuring
the quality of the collected data. Hence, all returned questionnaires were edited for
completeness.
2. Coding and data entry: This is one of the steps of the surveying process, where an
extremely fast development of methods can be observed. Today, the most frequently
used method is based on interactive computer programs.
Thus, this research’s questionnaire comprises mainly recoded questions, although
respondents were given freedom with the inclusion of ‘other’ in several parts of it.
A coding guide for the survey questionnaire items was developed to aid in the transfer
of the survey data into a computer file. Furthermore, accuracy of data entry was
determined by examining the frequency of out-of-range coded responses on all survey
items and by comparing the coded responses of twenty randomly selected surveys
against the original responses. Statistical analyses were then carried out using SPSS
(Version 16.0).

5.1.3.

Demographic Data Analysis

In the first section of the data analysis, the demographic data collected from the
questionnaire will be analysed. SME owners and managers were asked about their ideas
and experiences regarding many SME-related subjects, starting with information on
their current business.
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5.1.3.1. Gender
Based on the 146 responses received, a total of 135 responses came from males,
whereas only 11 responses were from females.
5.1.3.2. Age
Age was divided into four groups so as to simplify the questionnaire for the
respondents; the majority fall into the age group of 30-49 with 100 responses, followed
by those older than 50 with 34, then 11 aged 18 to 29. Finally, only one response came
from a person under 18.

Figure 5-1: Age of Owners/managers
As can be seen in figure 5.1, the majority of responses came from the age group 30-49,
with 100 respondents. 33% of this group have a postgraduate degree and 74 own the
enterprise. 38 have over 10 years’ experience and 54 have been in the current business
for over 10 years.
For the age group 19-29, 10 have a university degree and only one a postgraduate
degree. Only three have 6-10 years’ experience, whilst the other two have less than
three years’ experience and six have no previous experience at all. For the age group
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over 50, 30 out of 34 have been in the business for over 10 years and 25 have full-time
involvement in the business.
5.1.3.3. Education
Respondents were asked about their level of education so as to provide a better
understanding as to whether or not there is any link between this and the factors for
success. Six different levels were used and the majority of responses came from people
with a university degree, undergraduate and postgraduate, with 75 and 39, respectively,
followed by 17 with high school level and 12 with a diploma. From the sample, it can
be seen clearly that the majority of the respondents have at least high school level,
which indicates a high level of education for the SME owners and managers; only 3
people have less than high school or no education at all.

Figure 5-2: Education Level
With regards to high school participants, 16 out of 17 have full-time involvement in the
business. Furthermore, 16 are male, whereas only one female has high school education.
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13 have been in this business for over 10 years. All 17 own the business and, for the
diploma education level, 11 out of 12 own the business and are all male.
48 of the University degree respondents own the business and 27 of the answers came
from a manager with a bachelor’s degree. 57 of those with a bachelor’s degree have
full-time involvement in the business.
5.1.3.4. Nationality
The majority of responses came from Saudi nationals, with 129, and 17 from nonSaudis, all male. Based on the analysis of the non-Saudis, the majority work on a fulltime basis and only one works part-time within the enterprise. This is clear, as the nonSaudi have a strong restriction on working part-time and in other businesses at the same
time, whereas the Saudis may work part-time with other jobs in the Government or
private sectors. 11 of the non-Saudis are managers, whereas only six are owners.
Moreover, 11 are in the 30-49 age group. For the Saudis, the majority are sole owners,
with 66 out of 129, and 34 work in the family business.
5.1.3.5. Ownership
As it is very important to measure success from different angles, respondents were
asked about their position in the enterprise, as it needed only to measure the view of
success of the entrepreneur and manager. An answer from anyone else was rejected as it
did not help to define the success factors based on daily work. From the sample, it
found that 74% of the responses came from the SME owners and 26% from the
managers of the enterprise.
Of 108 owners, 29 have a postgraduate degree and 48 have a bachelor’s degree.
Moreover, 74 have full-time involvement in the business and 16 are involved part-time
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with a private job also. 100 of the owners are male and only 8 are female. 64 have had
their business for over 10 years. 61 run a medium enterprise and 47 have small and
micro-enterprises.
In the manager analysis, only one of the 38 has a diploma degree, whereas the rest
gained a university degree. Furthermore, 27 of the managers are Saudi and 11 are nonSaudi.
5.1.3.6. Role
After asking about the role within the SMEs, we needed to establish more regarding
what kind of daily role the respondents play within the SMEs, so five different roles
were created to provide more in-depth information concerning the daily activity of the
entrepreneur or the enterprise manager. The majority of the answers indicate that the
owner/manager roles involve working alone in the daily work, with 52.6%, followed by
management role and distance supervising, with 21.8% and 18.6%, respectively. Only
5.1% have a daily technical role and around 1.9% have another role (not listed).
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Figure 5-3: Daily role involvement

5.1.3.7. Owner/Manager Business Involvement
As established during the literature review, the number of hours dedicated is related
with business success, so the respondents were asked about their involvement in the
daily business and how much time was spent. Moreover, 107 of the owners/managers
are involved on a full-time basis and 12 part-time only. Part-timers with another job
were asked to provide more information regarding their position; 16 of them have a
private job and 11 have a Government job.
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Figure 5-4: Owner/manager Involvement
103 of the full-time involvement responses came from males, with four from females.
83 owners/managers in full-time involvement are positioned within medium enterprises,
76 are in the age group 30-49 and 91 with full-time involvement are Saudi. The entire
responses for part-time involvement, with another job, came only from Saudi nationals.
5.1.3.8. Kind of Experience
The experience of the entrepreneur has been one of the factors contributing to success in
SMEs, which indicates an important question to be asked regarding the kind of
experience before starting up the enterprise. Private sector previous experience was the
highest, with 44 respondents having gained it, followed by experience from running
another type of business, with 37. Family business experience was third with 33, then
Government job experience with 19 and, finally, entrepreneurs with no previous
experience numbered 13.
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Figure 5-5: Previous experience
39 out of 44 of the people who gained experience in the private sector are in full-time
involvement in the business, 36 Saudi and 8 non-Saudi people gained experience in a
family business, 28 out of 33 own the business, 32 of whom are male. Twenty-two have
been in this business for over 10 years and 36 out of 37 of the people who gained
experience from running another type of enterprise are male.
5.1.3.9. Years of Previous Business Experience
This question asked the respondents about the number of years spent in business before
starting this one and it found that 57 of the responses came from people with previous
experience of more than 10 years. People with experience from three to five years came
second with 26, followed by 25 people with no previous experience at all. Experience of
less than three years came in fourth with 20; finally, 18 people had experience of
between six to ten years.
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Figure 5-6: Years of experience
All of the people with experience of less than three years are male. 21 out of 26 of the
people with experience of 3-5 years fall into the age group 30-49 years and 5 in the over
50 age group. 25 of the people with experience of 3-5 years are Saudi and only one is
non-Saudi. For those people with more than 10 years’ experience, 49 out of 57 are in
full-time involvement in the business, 55 are male and only 2 are female. 51 are Saudi
and only 6 are non-Saudi.
5.1.3.10. Number of Previous Ventures
This question was posed in order to gain more information on whether respondents had
been involved with any previous start-up venture: 34.2% have been involved with fewer
than 3 previous ventures, followed by three to five ventures in which 28.8% were
involved, people with no previous experience of running another start-up venture came
third with 21.2% and, finally, people with more than ten and between six to nine
ventures had 10.3% and 5.5% respectively.
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Figure 5-7: Involvement in previous ventures

5.1.3.11. Years in Business
Figure 5-7 shows the percentages for the number of years in business of the current
enterprises: nearly 60% have been running for over 10 years, 18.5% have been running
for 6- 9 years, 14.5% for 3-5 years and, finally, 7.5% have been in business for less than
3 years.
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Figure 5-8: Years in business
87 of the studied enterprises have been in business for over 10 years. 73 of the
owners/managers are in full-time involvement and 82 are male.
5.1.3.12. Number of Employees
It is very important for this study to concentrate only on small and medium-sized
enterprises (small and medium enterprises were previously defined as any enterprise
with fewer than 100 employees), so it was very important to ask about the number of
employees. Any questionnaire not satisfying this condition was then subsequently
rejected. In the survey, the majority of the responses came from the medium enterprise,
50-99 employees’ group, with 61; 20-49 employees’ group with 32, and microenterprise, fewer than 5 employees, with 19; 10-19 and 5-9 employees came at the end
of the list, with 18 and 16, respectively.

Figure 5-9: Number of employees
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In this item, the majority of responses came from medium-sized enterprises with 93 and
only 34 responses came from small businesses. All of the responses for fewer than 5
employees came from Saudi owners/managers. In the group of 5-9 employees, all of the
responses came from a male owner/manager, and for 10-19 employees, 17 out of 18
responses came from Saudi owners/managers. It is very clear that the majority of the
owners/managers in the employee size of 50-99 employees have full-time involvement
in the business, with 56 out of 61 respondents.
5.1.3.13. Percentage of Saudi Employees
As previously described, one of the main challenges for SMEs is that they do not offer a
good number of jobs to Saudi citizens. In this study, the highest result was for 38
enterprises with a percentage of Saudi employees’ group of around 10-19%, , followed
by 5%-9% of Saudi employees with 34. Only 31 of the enterprises have more than 30%
of Saudi employees, which is the minimum requirement of the Government. 26 of the
sample have fewer than 5% Saudis in the total number of employees. Finally, the 2030% group came last, with 18 enterprises.
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Figure 5-10: Percentage of Saudi employees
It is very important for the decision makers to increase the employment rate of Saudi
citizens in the SMEs; as Figure 5.13 shows, a small percentage of Saudis are working
with SMEs. This is one of the main issues which the Government is taking into
consideration, as they are trying to increase the employment rate by encouraging SME
owners/managers to offer jobs to Saudi citizens: the policy in Saudi Arabia as of now
(as noted above) is for any enterprise to have more than 30% Saudis comprising the
total number of employees. In order to achieve this target, the Government has to
encourage businesses to offer jobs to Saudi citizens and it will pay 50% of the Saudi
employee’s salary.
5.1.3.14. SME location
According to the survey results, the majority of SMEs from the analysed sample are
based in the Central region of Saudi Arabia (46.7%), followed by the East and West
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regions, with 21.2% and 19.3%, respectively. The West contains the Red Sea port of
Jeddah, which has a large population, as well as the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina.
The East also has a high concentration of population and contains the majority of Saudi
Arabia’s oil industry. The rest of the samples, with a low number of SME responses,
come from the South and North regions, with 6.13% and 6.6%, respectively.

Figure 5-11 SME Location
5.1.3.15. Business Sector
In this section, the classifications used by the Saudi Chamber of Commerce have been
adopted to classify business. When it refer to ‘Agriculture’, it mean any farming plant
producing fruit and vegetables, which has to be registered with the Trade Ministry to get
a licence so that it can subsequently get a visa to bring foreign workers to work on the
farm. In this study, 3% of the answers came from Agriculture enterprises, with a
percentage of Saudi employees of less than 5%. 34% of the responses came from
service sector enterprises, i.e. any businesses providing ‘intangible goods’. However,
the focus is on those people interacting with people and serving the customer rather than
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transforming physical goods. Next, 33% of the responses came from retail businesses,
which involves the sale of goods or merchandise from a fixed location, such as a
department store, boutique or kiosk, or by post, in small or individual lots, for direct
consumption by the purchaser. Manufacturing refers to the use of machines, tools and
labour to make things for use or sale and is ranked third with 24.5%. The hospitality
industry comprises companies within the food services, accommodation and
entertainment sectors; in this study, Food and hospitality has 6% of the total responses
received.

Figure 5-12 Business sector
5.1.3.16.Kind of Partnership
It is very important to measure the kind of partnership of the enterprise as, in this study,
the majority of the enterprises (75) are solo, which means the business is owned by one
person. There are 39 family businesses, 23 local partnerships (more than one Saudi
owner) and 9 foreign partnerships (Saudi and non-Saudi owners).
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Figure 5-13 Partnership
5.1.3.17. Start-up Motivation
In the last of the demographic items, the respondent was asked for the reason or
motivation for starting this business. Based on the literature review and the preinterview with the SME stakeholders, nine reasons for starting a business were revealed:
to be independent came out as the highest, with 25.5%, followed by a family business
tradition as a reason or motivation for starting a business, with 15%. 13.7% of the
respondents chose ‘getting wealthy’ as a reason for starting.
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Figure 5-14 Start-up motivation
We included this item with the aim of revealing what makes any entrepreneur start up a
venture, as it may help policy makers or researchers to understand the situation or the
reasons which drive any entrepreneur towards setting up a business.

5.2. CSFs for SMEs
The analysis of the CSFs for Saudi SMEs was based on the questionnaire survey of 146
respondents during the autumn of 2008. A total of 20 factors were tested to measure
which of them are considered to be most critical for SME success. All the factors used
in the study were measured on a 5-point Likert scale, where responses of 1 represent
‘strongly disagree’ and 5 ‘strongly agree’.
The use of a five-point Likert scale in the study was partly because it allowed a
numerical value to be given to an opinion (Hussey and Hussey 1997), and partly
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because `a more than five-point scoring method had been shown to possess no
advantage' (Oppenheim 1992: 195).
Similar studies in the field of Entrepreneurship (Watson et al., 1998; Ghosh et al., 2001)
show that a five-point scale is slightly more reliable than a six or four-point scale and
many researchers agree that the neutral rating in a 5-point scale is needed when
conducting survey research. Though the majority of similar Entrepreneurship studies
prefer a 5-point scale to rate the success factors (Watson et al., 1998; Ghosh et al.,
2001), it is ultimately the responsibility of survey questionnaire designers to decide
upon the scale that best fits their needs. In this study, 5-point Likert scale have been
used which fit with the purpose of the study as it rate the factors based on the
importance weight, Also, it is easier for the respondent not to get confused with the
option and a neutral point is needed as we do not want to force the respondent to chose
between important or unimportant as some factors fit between the two ratings.

5.2.1.

Reliability of Data

One of the best ways to measure the reliability of the data is to measure the internal
consistency, which refers to the degree to which the factors hang together. One of the
most commonly used indicators of internal consistency is Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.
Ideally, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for a scale should be more than 0.7 (Devellis,
2003). The alpha values are quite sensitive to the number of items in the scale, so with a
short scale (e.g. fewer than ten items), it is common to find quite low Cronbach value
(e.g. 0.5) (Pallant, 2007).
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Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha Based on

Cronbach's Alpha

Standardized Items

.711

.728

N of Items
20

Table 5-1: Reliability for SME CSFs
Table 5-1 shows the Cronbach alpha for the 20 CSFs, the overall alpha coefficient for
all independent factors is 0.711 in this case, from which it can be concluded that the
constructs have adequate reliability for the next stage of validity analysis.

Summary Item Statistics

Mean

Item Means
Item
Variances

Minimum Maximum

Range

Maximum /
Minimum

Variance N of Items

3.956

2.788

4.726

1.938

1.695

.351

20

.799

.242

1.768

1.527

7.318

.190

20

Table 5-2 Summary Item Statistics
Table 5-3 shows the reliability analysis for all of the three groups (Entrepreneurial,
Enterprise and Environment) the reliability rates for the three group specially the
entrepreneur and Enterprise are quite low comparing with the overall rate of .711 but as
the two group have a small number of factors 6 and 7 respectively, because of the small
number of factors in the group which cause the low rate which supported by Pallant
(2007) it is common to find quite low Cronbach value (e.g. 0.5) for small number of
items in the Cronbach alpha analysis.
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Entrepreneurial

Enterprise

Economic
Environment

CSFs

.576

.595

.653

.711

based on
Standardised
Items

.584

.639

.625

.728

Items (N)

6

7

7

20

Cronbach's
Alpha
Cronbach's Alpha

Table 5-3 Reliability for SME CSFs
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5.2.2. CSF Analysis
Table 5-4 shows the mean of the CSFs for SMEs in Saudi Arabia, in descending order
of criticality. The results will then be discussed in coordination with the literature
review for the first ten SME CSFs.

No.

SME CSFs

Mean

Min

Max

Std. Dev.

1

Quality of product or service

4.73

3

5

.492

2

Commitment to customer satisfaction

4.66

3

5

.518

3

Business planning

4.55

3

5

.588

4

Availability of skilled workers

4.51

2

5

.624

5

Marketing

4.41

2

5

.681

6

Past work experience

4.32

1

5

.731

7

Availability of capital

4.29

1

5

.830

8

Number of hours dedicated

4.27

2

5

.784

9

Management skills

4.27

2

5

.678

10

Social network

4.16

1

5

.836

11

Technology

4.10

2

5

.740

12

Financial support

3.95

1

5

.974

13

Education level

3.90

1

5

.942

14

Location

3.78

1

5

1.041

15

Legal issues

3.75

2

5

.837

16

Government support

3.56

1

5

1.174

17

Advisory service

3.25

1

5

1.088

18

Age of owner

3.05

1

5

1.165

19

Chamber of Commerce

2.82

1

5

1.190

20

Gender of owner

2.79

1

5

1.244

Table 5-4 : CSFs for SMEs in Saudi Arabia
5.2.2.1. Quality
The quality of the product and service was ranked as being the first factor of success in
the SME owner and manager questionnaire, with a mean average of 4.73 out of 5. This
supports the finding of the study in Japan by Wijewardena and Cooray (1996), which
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involved a sample of successful small manufacturing enterprises where high-quality
products was perceived by their owners/managers as the second most important success
factor. McCormack (1989) agrees that one of the most important factors for a successful
business is a commitment to quality, which in his opinion is the only absolute
competitive edge.
5.2.2.2. Customer Satisfaction
Commitment to customer satisfaction was ranked second, with a mean average of 4.66
out of 5. This finding is supported by another study in Singapore and Australia by
Ghosh and Kwan (1996), where customer satisfaction was ranked first. Reijonen and
Komppula (2007) also state that the measure of success most frequently mentioned in
in-depth interviews was customer satisfaction and the creation of long-term customer
relationships.
5.2.2.3. Business Planning
Business planning has been ranked by SMEs owners and managers as the third CSF for
SME success, with a mean average of 4.55 out of 5. This supports the idea of Knowles
and White (1995), as they suggest that no one should start a business in today’s
economy without a business plan. They contend that success for SMEs is achieved
through attention to both planning and commitment.
5.2.2.4. Availability of Skilled Workers
The availability of skilled workers has been ranked in the fourth place, with a mean
average of 4.51 out of 5. This supports the finding of the pre-study, which was made
prior to data collection with the SME stakeholders, as many of the businesses depend on
labour from other countries since the costs of foreign workers are less than those of
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Saudis. Another reason for this may be that foreign workers may have more experience
in the field. This result supports Wijewardena and Cooray (1996), as they state that the
availability of skilled employees is an important success factor for SMEs.
5.2.2.5. Marketing
The marketing of the product or service is one of the critical factors for SMEs with a
mean average of 4.41 out of 5. Ghosh and Kwan (1996) state that the most frequent
reasons for achieving success in SMEs are identification of and a keen focus on a
market niche and being close to the customers. Smallbone et al. (1995) also found in a
study in the UK that the vast majority of the high-growth SMEs had successfully
identified and responded to new market opportunities. With a slightly different term,
market stability (i.e. high proportion of regular customers) was found to be significant
in determining business success (Kristiansen et al., 2003).
5.2.2.6. Work Experience
Past work experience is one of the CSFs for SMEs. In this study, past work experience
ranked sixth, with a mean average of 4.32 out of 5. This finding is further supported by
many previous studies, such as that of Heck et al. (1995), who state that owners with a
greater degree of experience in their given fields are more likely to continue to operate
their businesses and subsequently earn a profit. Furthermore, Good and Levy (1991)
also state that 31% of business ideas of entrepreneurs are derived from previous work
experience, so it is then likely that the entrepreneur would have developed some type of
proficiency with his/her chosen products or services. This will, in most cases, assist the
business owner with the venture and subsequently increase the likelihood of success.
Experience in business has been seen as a CSF for SMEs by Yusuf (1995) in his study
of South Pacific SMEs.
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5.2.2.7. Availability of Capital
With a 4.29 mean average, the availability of capital for the entrepreneur has been
ranked seventh amongst CSFs for SMEs. Entrepreneurs need capital resources and cash
flow when beginning operations. Furthermore, according to Ghosh and Kwan (1996),
the availability of financial resources is ranked as one of the top-five important success
factors for Singapore and Malaysia SMEs. Moreover, Kristiansen et al. (2003) state that
financial flexibility is significantly correlated to business success; in addition, those
SMEs taking advantage of family and third-party investment experience a higher level
of success.
5.2.2.8. Number of Hours Dedicated
The number of hours dedicated to the business by the owner is highlighted as being
critical for SME success, with an average of 4.27. Orser and Foster (1992) discuss a
similar finding in their study, as those businesses being operated on a full-time basis
generally earn a greater return than those operated on a part-time one. Therefore, those
owners who are investing more hours in developing and maintaining their businesses
will reap the rewards.
5.2.2.9. Management Skills
Many previous researches have considered management skills as a factor for the success
of SMEs, a finding which this study also supports. As can be seen from the average
mean, management skills are a critical factor for SME success and are ranked ninth,
with an average of 4.27 out of 5. Lin (1998) supports the finding of this study and,
whilst studying success factors of SMEs in Taiwan, concludes in part that the
management skills and management concepts of business founders are deemed much
more important than their technical skills where long-term success is concerned.
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5.2.2.10. Social Network
Social network was ranked tenth as a CSF for SMEs. With this in mind, it is noteworthy
that many previous studies have considered social networking as a factor for SME
success and this study can also state that social networking helps to reduce risks and
transaction costs and also to improve access to business ideas, knowledge and capital
(Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986).

5.3. Challenge Factors Analysis
In the questionnaire, the views of owners/managers were sought regarding what the
main factors are which they considered challenging to their business, in addition to the
main reasons why Saudi people do not start their own business.

5.3.1.

Factors Challenging Businesses

Based on the study of the local situation of SMEs and pre-interviews with SME
stakeholders, seven factors considered critical in challenging SMEs were included in the
questionnaire. Table 5-5 shows the main factors challenging business, based on the
owner/manager view.
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Factors challenging businesses
Min

Max

Mean

Std. dev

Competition from foreign workers

2

5

4.40

.774

Government regulations

1

5

4.18

.952

Lack of government support

1

5

3.88

1.023

Difficulty to find funding

1

5

3.84

1.022

Lack of governance from government

1

5

3.83

1.053

Marketing difficulty

1

5

3.73

.873

Difficulty to find workers

1

5

3.61

1.066

Table 5-5 Factors challenging businesses
Competition from foreign workers is the leading factor challenging businesses as there
are a large number of businesses both managed and owned illegally by foreigners, most
of whom give a monthly agreed profit to the owner just to get the licences under his/her
name, without his/her having to care about anything regarding the business itself. This
kind of business management arrangement is illegal. The second challenge is
Government regulations, as there are many long steps determined by the Government to
start a business and sometimes it might take a while, which is costly for the owner who
has to pay for rent and equipment and wait a long time to get the licence and a visa if
he/she wants to get a foreign worker. The third challenge is the lack of Government
support, as there are no specific Government authorities responsible for assisting SMEs
in facing such challenges and for trying to solve their problems and difficulties.

5.3.2.

Reasons for Saudis’ Not Starting up Business

In the questionnaire, seven factors were updated in order to determine the most
significant for Saudis’ not starting up and owning a business. These seven factors were
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based on the pre-interviews with the SME stakeholders and a study of the local SME
situation.

Reasons for Saudis’ not starting own business
Min

Max

Mean

Std. dev

Difficult to find financial support

2

5

4.30

.755

No interest in business venture

2

5

4.25

.853

Competition from foreign workers

1

5

4.10

.927

No past experience

1

5

3.92

.936

Government regulations

1

5

3.83

.992

Fear of failure

1

5

3.56

.939

Difficult to find suitable workers

1

5

3.54

.983

Table 5-6 Challenges for Saudi People
Based on the questionnaire responses from the 146 owners/managers of SMEs, the main
factor for Saudi people’s not starting a new business is difficulty in finding financial
support. Furthermore, from the study carried out by the Riyadh Chamber of Commerce
(2003), less than 1% of businesses have obtained funding from banks. This was a clear
indicator that there is something wrong in this sector, and investigation is needed in
order to discover the reason for the low number of loans from banks. The Government
also has to take action so as to encourage local banks to make borrowing easier for local
SMEs, which are going to benefit the local economy. Moreover, as described earlier in
Chapter 3, there are some Government and private organisations which have started to
provide local SMEs with support, either financial or non-financial. However, if their
work is compared with the total number of enterprises in the country, this is still not
considered to be sufficient, especially in rural areas of Saudi Arabia there is no local
authority to support local SMEs.
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The second factor was no interest in business ventures on the part of Saudi youth and
many do prefer a paid Government job to being adventurous, taking a risk and starting a
business. The fear of competition regarding foreign workers is the third factor and, as
described in the previous section, it is a main challenge for Saudi SME
owners/managers.

5.4. One-Sample T-test
The One-Sample T-test compares the mean score of a sample for similarity to that of the
population. Table 5-7 shows that the one sample T-test statistics found to be very
significantly from the midpoint value of 3. The CSFs are positive and the p-value from
this statistic is .000 which is less than 0.05 (level of significance usually used for the
test), such a p-value indicates that the average weight of the sampled population is
statistically significant. Also these results confirm that these factors are important to the
success of SME, except those with (p<0.01): ‘Chamber of Commerce’, and ‘Gender of
owner’, are on the negative side. Consequently, the success of SME is depending upon a
group factors.
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Test Value = 3
T

df

Mean

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Sig. (2Mean
Difference
tailed) Difference
Lower Upper

Quality of product or service

42.425

145

4.73

.000

1.726

1.65

1.81

customer satisfaction

38.679

145

4.66

.000

1.658

1.57

1.74

Business planning

31.973

145

4.55

.000

1.555

1.46

1.65

Availability of skilled
workers

29.308

145

4.51

.000

1.514

1.41

1.62

Marketing

25.017

145

4.41

.000

1.411

1.30

1.52

Past work experience

21.734

145

4.32

.000

1.315

1.20

1.43

Availability of capital

18.743

145

4.29

.000

1.288

1.15

1.42

Number of hours dedicated

19.644

145

4.27

.000

1.274

1.15

1.40

Management skills

22.594

145

4.27

.000

1.267

1.16

1.38

Social network

16.727

145

4.16

.000

1.158

1.02

1.29

Technology

18.000

145

4.10

.000

1.103

.98

1.22

Financial support

11.726

145

3.95

.000

.945

.79

1.10

Education

11.597

145

3.90

.000

.904

.75

1.06

Location

9.067

145

3.78

.000

.781

.61

.95

Legal issues

10.776

145

3.75

.000

.747

.61

.88

Government support

5.779

145

3.56

.000

.562

.37

.75

Advisory service

2.815

145

3.25

.006

.253

.08

.43

Age of owner

.497

145

3.05

.620

.048

-.14-

.24

Chamber of Commerce

-1.808- 145

2.82

.073

-.178-

-.37-

.02

Gender of owner

-1.929- 145

2.79

.056

-.212-

-.43-

.01

Table 5-7 One-Sample T-test
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5.5. Demographic Factors Means
This part will analyse the means for CSFs based on some of the demographic items in
order to discover if there are any differences between the answers received or between
the respondent categories.

5.5.1.

Critical Factors Based on Nationality

Table 5-8 shows the analysis of the CSFs based on separate nationality, either Saudi or
non-Saudi.
CSFs based on nationality
NationNo.
ality
1
2
3
4
5
Saudi
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
NonSaudi
6
7
8
9
10

Factor

Mean

Std. dev.

N

Quality
Customer satisfaction
Business planning
Availability of skilled workers
Marketing
Past work experience
Availability of capital
Number of hours dedicated
Management skills
Social network
Quality
Customer satisfaction
Availability of skilled workers
Management skills
Past work experience
Marketing
Number of hours dedicated
Technology
Business planning
Availability of capital

4.73
4.66
4.58
4.51
4.41
4.29
4.28
4.26
4.24
4.14
4.71
4.65
4.53
4.47
4.47
4.41
4.41
4.35
4.35
4.35

.496
.523
.596
.639
.680
.744
.848
.813
.693
.864
.470
.493
.514
.514
.624
.712
.507
.606
.493
.702

129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

Table 5-8 CSFs based on nationality
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The analysis shows that the first two CSFs are the same for both Saudis and non-Saudis,
as both agree that the quality of the product and service is the main factor for SME
success. Furthermore, regarding commitment to customer satisfaction, this is ranked as
the second most critical factor. However, there are some differences, the main one being
concerned with business planning: for the Saudi respondents, business planning is the
third CSF, whereas for the non-Saudis, it is the eighth. This indicates that the Saudi
owners/managers have more concern for planning for the business and drawing up the
future business goals. Moreover, the availability of skilled workers is the third critical
factor for non-Saudi respondents and the fourth for Saudis. In addition, the second main
difference is management skills, which came fourth for non-Saudis, whereas the Saudis’
responses are ranked in ninth place. Finally, marketing is ranked fifth in the Saudis’
responses, whereas non-Saudis ranked it in seventh place.

5.5.2.

Critical Factors Based on Ownership

This section analyses the data based on ownership in order to establish whether there are
any differences in the views of owners and managers.
From Table 5-9, based on the similarity of the answers for owners and managers, it can be
summarised that there is a big similarity between the responses in this category, as they have

all agreed on the importance of the first seven critical factors. The differences are on
factor No. 8, as in the owner responses the factor is the number of hours dedicated
followed by management skills, whereas regarding the manager responses, management
is ranked eighth, followed by the number of hours as ninth.
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CSFs based on ownership
Position No.

Owner

Manager

factor

Mean

Std. Dev

No.

1

Quality

4.71

.494

108

2

Customer satisfaction

4.63

.540

108

3

Business planning

4.56

.601

108

4

Availability of skilled workers

4.51

.648

108

5

Marketing

4.37

.705

108

6

Past work experience

4.27

.781

108

7

Availability of capital

4.24

.874

108

8

Number of hours dedicated

4.24

.830

108

9

Management skills

4.21

.684

108

10

Social network

4.15

.884

108

1

Quality

4.76

.490

38

2

Customer satisfaction

4.74

.446

38

3

Business planning

4.55

.555

38

4

Availability of skilled workers

4.53

.557

38

5

Marketing

4.53

.603

38

6

Past work experience

4.45

.555

38

7

Availability of capital

4.42

.683

38

8

Management skills

4.42

.642

38

9

Number of hours dedicated

4.37

.633

38

10

Social network

4.18

.692

38

Table 5-9 CSFs based on ownership

5.5.3. CSFs Based on Owner/manager Involvement
In this section, we have analysed the data based on the involvement of owners/managers to
measure differences in CSFs between full-time and part-time involvement. As shown in Table

5-10, people with part-time involvement rank the same for the first two factors but
availability of skilled workers is placed third. Those with full-time involvement ranked
exactly the same regarding the first ten factors chosen earlier in the study, because the
sample group for full-time involvement is large, with 107 people.
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Involvement = Part-time with Private sector job

CSF

No.

Mean

Std. dev

Quality

16

4.81

.403

Customer satisfaction

16

4.63

.500

Availability of skilled workers

16

4.56

.512

Availability of capital

16

4.50

.730

Business planning

16

4.44

.512

Social network

16

4.37

1.088

Education

16

4.31

.602

Marketing

16

4.25

.577

Past work experience

16

4.25

.577

Number of hours dedicated

16

4.25

.775

Table 5-10 CSFs based on owner/manager involvement
Part-time involvement respondents as shown in Table 5-11, concerning public sector
jobs, have ranked availability of skilled workers factor as first, than customer
satisfaction, and quality ranked as fifth.

Involvement = Part-time with public sector job
CSF

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Availability of skilled workers

11

4.73

.467

Customer satisfaction

11

4.64

.505

Availability of capital

11

4.64

.505

Marketing

11

4.45

.688

Quality

11

4.45

.522

Management skills

11

4.36

.505

Business planning

11

4.36

.674

Location

11

4.36

.809

Social network

11

4.27

.647

Past work experience

11

4.18

.405

Table 5-11 CSFs based on owner/manager involvement
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5.5.4. CSFs Based on Business sector
In this section, the data have been analysed based on the business sector to measure
differences in CSFs between each of the five business sector groups.
5.5.4.1. Agriculture sector
Business sector = Agriculture
CSF
N
Mean
Quality
5
5
Past work experience
5
5
Availability of skilled workers
5
4.60
Customer satisfaction
5
4.60
Marketing
5
4.60
Availability of capital
5
4.60
Business planning
5
4.60
Management skills
5
4.40
Government support
5
4.40

Std. Dev.
.000
.000
.548
.894
.548
.548
.548
.548
. 548

Table 5-12 CSFs based on Agriculture business sector
As shown in Table 5-12, respond from the Agriculture sector ranked Quality and Past
work experience as the first two factors followed by Availability of skilled workers,
Customer satisfaction, Marketing, Availability of Capital and Business planning with
the same importance. From this result, it is clear that the responses from this sector give
the similar result as there were only five responses from this group. The finding shows
the importance of the Quality of the Agriculture product and also experience in this field
as it is hard for anyone to succeed in this field without good experience in the industry.
Finding suitable workers to work on the farm and marketing the product are two of the
important factors for success in the Agriculture industry.
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5.5.4.2. Retail sector
Table 5-13 show the responses received from the SME Retail sector. This group gave
the first two factors, Quality and Customer satisfaction, the same as the general ranking.
The third factor Availability of skilled workers, have been ranked third instead of fourth
in the general ranking which caused Business planning to be ranked in fourth place. The
responses gave the Availability of skilled workers a more important rating than
Business planning, which are obvious to the retail industry where the importance of the
business is to sell the product and if you have good sales people, this will increase the
sales.

Business sector = Retail
CSF
N
Quality
55
Customer satisfaction
55
Availability of skilled workers
55
Business planning
55
Marketing
55
Past work experience
55
Management skills
55
Number of hours dedicated
55
Availability of capital
55

Mean
4.65
4.60
4.58
4.47
4.40
4.27
4.24
4.22
4.20

Std. Dev.
.584
.564
.534
.663
.710
.651
.666
.832
.869

Table 5-13 CSFs based on Retail business sector

5.5.4.3. Food and hospitality sector
Table 5-14 shows the responses received from the Food and hospitality sector: Quality
and Marketing have been ranked as the first important factors, followed by Business
Planning and Availability of skilled workers in third. Customer satisfaction has been
ranked in fifth place.
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Business sector = Food and hospitality
CSF

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Quality

10

4.60

.516

Marketing

10

4.60

.516

Business planning

10

4.50

.527

Availability of skilled workers

10

4.50

.527

Customer satisfaction

10

4.40

.699

Availability of capital

10

4.30

.823

Number of hours dedicated

10

4.30

.949

Government support

10

4.20

.789

Past work experience

10

4.20

.789

Table 5-14 CSFs based on Food and hospilality business sector
5.5.4.4. Service sector
Table 5-15 shows the responses from the service business sector which had the largest
number. The first four factors are the same as in the general ranking but the differences
are in the Number of hours dedicated, as in the service sector it was ranked fifth where
as in the general ranking it was in eighth place. Also, Management skill was ranked
sixth where as in the general ranking it was ninth.

Business sector = Services
CSF

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Quality

57

4.81

.398

Customer satisfaction

57

4.67

.512

Business planning

57

4.61

.526

Availability of skilled workers

57

4.42

.731

Number of Hours dedicated

57

4.32

.848

Management skills

57

4.32

.631

Marketing

57

4.32

.686

Past work experience

57

4.28

.726

Availability of capital

57

4.18

.984

Table 5-15 CSFs based on Service business sector
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5.5.4.5. Manufacturing sector
Table 5-16 shows the responses received from the Manufacturing sector, ranking the
first two factors, Quality and Customer satisfaction, the same in as the general ranking.
The third factors, Availability of skilled workers was been ranked third instead of fourth
as in the general ranking, which caused the Business planning to be ranked in fourth
place. The responses gave Availability of skilled workers a more important rating than
the Business planning, which is obvious for the Manufacturing industry due to the need
for skilled workers to run the machinery. Use of the latest Technology has been ranked
in ninth place which indicated the importance of using the latest technology to help in
the working process as of the Manufacturing sector.

Business sector = Manufacturing
N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Quality

41

4.68

.471

Customer satisfaction

41

4.63

.581

Availability of skilled workers

41

4.56

.550

Business planning

41

4.54

.636

Availability of capital

41

4.41

.591

Marketing

41

4.39

.666

Past work experience

41

4.34

.883

Management skills

41

4.27

.742

Use of Technology

41

4.27

.672

Table 5-16 CSFs based on Manufactring business sector

5.5.5. Descriptive analysis based on previous experience
Table 5-17 shows the descriptive analysis based on different kinds of previous
experience for the 9 CSF for SMEs. Owners/Managers with Governmental and family
experience gave a very important rating for Business planning, more than they gave to
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any other factor, with a score of 4.76 and 4.74 respectively out of 5. Owners/Managers
without past experience gave a high score for Involvement, 4.62 out of 5 based on their
view, as they see the importance of giving the business more time to grow and to
become successful. Owners/Managers with past experience from running another
enterprise gave high importance to the Marketing factor, with a score of 4.65 out of 5.

N

Mean

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.62

.506

37

4.35

.633

4.14

19

4.00

1.000

CSFs

Involvement

Past work
experience

Availability
of capital

Marketing

Business
planning

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
4.31
4.92

Std.
Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

4

5

4.56

3

5

3.52

4.48

2

5

Private sector

44

4.30

.734

4.07

4.52

3

5

Family business

33

4.18

.917

3.86

4.51

2

5

Total

146

4.27

.784

4.15

4.40

2

5

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.23

.725

3.79

4.67

3

5

37

4.32

.626

4.12

4.53

3

5

19

4.32

.749

3.95

4.68

2

5

Private sector

44

4.34

.680

4.13

4.55

3

5

Family business

33

4.30

.918

3.98

4.63

1

5

Total

146

4.32

.731

4.20

4.43

1

5

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.54

.660

4.14

4.94

3

5

37

4.22

.976

3.89

4.54

1

5

19

4.37

.761

4.00

4.74

3

5

Private sector

44

4.25

.811

4.00

4.50

2

5

Family business

33

4.27

.801

3.99

4.56

2

5

Total

146

4.29

.830

4.15

4.42

1

5

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.46

.660

4.06

4.86

3

5

37

4.65

.538

4.47

4.83

3

5

19

4.11

.875

3.68

4.53

2

5

Private sector

44

4.36

.718

4.15

4.58

3

5

Family business

33

4.36

.603

4.15

4.58

3

5

Total

146

4.41

.681

4.30

4.52

2

5

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.54

.519

4.22

4.85

4

5

37

4.46

.605

4.26

4.66

3

5

19

4.74

.653

4.42

5.05

3

5

Private sector

44

4.41

.622

4.22

4.60

3

5

Family business

33

4.76

.435

4.60

4.91

4

5

Total

146

4.55

.588

4.46

4.65

3

5
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Management
skills

Customer
satisfaction

Quality

Availability
of skilled
workers

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.23

.832

3.73

4.73

2

5

37

4.35

.633

4.14

4.56

3

5

19

4.11

.737

3.75

4.46

3

5

Private sector

44

4.25

.686

4.04

4.46

3

5

Family business

33

4.30

.637

4.08

4.53

3

5

Total

146

4.27

.678

4.16

4.38

2

5

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.69

.480

4.40

4.98

4

5

37

4.68

.530

4.50

4.85

3

5

19

4.63

.597

4.34

4.92

3

5

Private sector

44

4.64

.532

4.47

4.80

3

5

Family business

33

4.67

.479

4.50

4.84

4

5

Total

146

4.66

.518

4.57

4.74

3

5

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.77

.439

4.50

5.03

4

5

37

4.73

.450

4.58

4.88

4

5

19

4.58

.607

4.29

4.87

3

5

Private sector

44

4.75

.488

4.60

4.90

3

5

Family business

33

4.76

.502

4.58

4.94

3

5

Total

146

4.73

.492

4.65

4.81

3

5

No past experience
Experience of running
another enterprise
Governmental

13

4.54

.519

4.22

4.85

4

5

37

4.68

.475

4.52

4.83

4

5

19

4.63

.496

4.39

4.87

4

5

Private sector

44

4.39

.689

4.18

4.60

2

5

Family business

33

4.42

.751

4.16

4.69

2

5

Total

146

4.51

.624

4.41

4.62

2

5

Table 5-17 Descriptive analysis based on previous experience

5.5.6. Descriptive analysis based on Number of employees
Table 5-18 shows the descriptive analysis of responses received for the 9 CSFs for
SMEs, based on the number of employees in the enterprise. Enterprises with 20-49
employees gave Quality the highest rating with 4.81, more than they rate any other
factors. Enterprises with 10-19 employees gave Customer satisfaction the highest rating
with 4.78 out of 5. Enterprises with 5-9 employees gave the lowest rating for
Importance of previous work experience, with 3.94.
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CSFs

Involvement

Past work
experience

Availability
of capital

Marketing

Business
planning

Managemen
t skills

Customer
satisfaction

Quality

Availability
of skilled
worker

Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total
Less than 5
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
Total

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146
19
16
18
32
61
146

4.00
4.25
4.06
4.41
4.36
4.27
4.21
3.94
4.44
4.53
4.30
4.32
4.32
4.06
4.17
4.41
4.31
4.29
4.37
4.44
4.11
4.47
4.48
4.41
4.68
4.31
4.50
4.56
4.59
4.55
4.37
4.06
4.39
4.22
4.28
4.27
4.47
4.56
4.78
4.69
4.69
4.66
4.74
4.69
4.61
4.81
4.72
4.73
4.42
4.19
4.67
4.66
4.51
4.51

.943
.683
.938
.712
.731
.784
.787
.443
.511
.567
.863
.731
.671
.998
1.043
.712
.827
.830
.597
.629
.676
.718
.698
.681
.478
.479
.618
.619
.616
.588
.684
.443
.608
.608
.777
.678
.513
.512
.428
.535
.534
.518
.452
.479
.608
.397
.521
.492
.607
.981
.485
.483
.595
.624

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Minimum Maximum
Lower Bound Upper Bound
3.55
4.45
2
5
3.89
4.61
3
5
3.59
4.52
2
5
4.15
4.66
3
5
4.17
4.55
2
5
4.15
4.40
2
5
3.83
4.59
3
5
3.70
4.17
3
5
4.19
4.70
4
5
4.33
4.74
3
5
4.07
4.52
1
5
4.20
4.43
1
5
3.99
4.64
3
5
3.53
4.59
2
5
3.65
4.69
2
5
4.15
4.66
3
5
4.10
4.52
1
5
4.15
4.42
1
5
4.08
4.66
3
5
4.10
4.77
3
5
3.77
4.45
3
5
4.21
4.73
2
5
4.30
4.65
3
5
4.30
4.52
2
5
4.45
4.91
4
5
4.06
4.57
4
5
4.19
4.81
3
5
4.34
4.79
3
5
4.43
4.75
3
5
4.46
4.65
3
5
4.04
4.70
3
5
3.83
4.30
3
5
4.09
4.69
3
5
4.00
4.44
3
5
4.08
4.48
2
5
4.16
4.38
2
5
4.23
4.72
4
5
4.29
4.84
4
5
4.57
4.99
4
5
4.49
4.88
3
5
4.55
4.83
3
5
4.57
4.74
3
5
4.52
4.95
4
5
4.43
4.94
4
5
4.31
4.91
3
5
4.67
4.96
4
5
4.59
4.85
3
5
4.65
4.81
3
5
4.13
4.71
3
5
3.66
4.71
2
5
4.43
4.91
4
5
4.48
4.83
4
5
4.36
4.66
3
5
4.41
4.62
2
5

Table 5-18 Descriptive analysis based on number of employees
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5.5.7. Descriptive analysis based on Education
Table 5-19 shows the descriptive analysis based on Education for the 9 CSF for SMEs.
Owners/Managers with high school degree gave a very important rating for the
Availability of skilled workers more than they gave to any other factor, with a score of
4.65. Owners/Managers with High school degree gave a high score for customer
satisfaction 4.71 out of 5 based on their view, as they see the importance of satisfying
the customer to become successful. Owners/Managers with diploma degree gave the
lowest rating for the importance of Availability of capital, with 3.83.

CSFs

Involvement

Past work
experience

Availability of
capital

Marketing

No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total
No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total
No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total
No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
.
.

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

1

5.00

.

2

5.00

.000

5.00

17
12

4.24
4.00

.831
.853

75

4.25

39
146
1

Minimu Maximu
m
m
5

5

5.00

5

5

3.81
3.46

4.66
4.54

2
3

5
5

.737

4.08

4.42

2

5

4.36
4.27
5.00

.843
.784
.

4.09
4.15
.

4.63
4.40
.

2
2
5

5
5
5

2

3.00

.000

3.00

3.00

3

3

17
12

4.00
4.50

1.118
.798

3.43
3.99

4.57
5.01

1
3

5
5

75

4.43

.597

4.29

4.56

3

5

39
146
1

4.23
4.32
5.00

.667
.731
.

4.01
4.20
.

4.45
4.43
.

3
1
5

5
5
5

2

3.00

.000

3.00

3.00

3

3

17
12

4.00
3.83

1.000
1.115

3.49
3.13

4.51
4.54

1
2

5
5

75

4.47

.684

4.31

4.62

3

5

39
146
1

4.26
4.29
4.00

.818
.830
.

3.99
4.15
.

4.52
4.42
.

2
1
4

5
5
4

2

5.00

.000

5.00

5.00

5

5

17
12

4.41
4.58

.618
.669

4.09
4.16

4.73
5.01

3
3

5
5

75

4.51

.645

4.36

4.65

3

5

39
146

4.15
4.41

.745
.681

3.91
4.30

4.40
4.52

2
2

5
5
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Business
planning

Management
skills

Customer
satisfaction

Quality

Availability of
skilled worker

No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total
No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total
No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total
No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total
No education
Less than high
school
high school
Diploma
University
degree
Postgraduate
Total

1

5.00

.

.

.

5

5

2

3.00

.000

3.00

3.00

3

3

17
12

4.59
4.42

.507
.669

4.33
3.99

4.85
4.84

4
3

5
5

75

4.59

.548

4.46

4.71

3

5

39
146
1

4.59
4.55
5.00

.595
.588
.

4.40
4.46
.

4.78
4.65
.

3
3
5

5
5
5

2

3.00

.000

3.00

3.00

3

3

17
12

4.06
4.33

.827
.778

3.63
3.84

4.48
4.83

2
3

5
5

75

4.32

.573

4.19

4.45

3

5

39
146
1

4.28
4.27
5.00

.724
.678
.

4.05
4.16
.

4.52
4.38
.

3
2
5

5
5
5

2

5.00

.000

5.00

5.00

5

5

17
12

4.71
4.58

.470
.669

4.46
4.16

4.95
5.01

4
3

5
5

75

4.64

.510

4.52

4.76

3

5

39
146
1

4.67
4.66
5.00

.530
.518
.

4.49
4.57
.

4.84
4.74
.

3
3
5

5
5
5

2

5.00

.000

5.00

5.00

5

5

17
12

4.65
4.75

.493
.622

4.39
4.36

4.90
5.14

4
3

5
5

75

4.75

.438

4.65

4.85

4

5

39
146
1

4.69
4.73
5.00

.569
.492
.

4.51
4.65
.

4.88
4.81
.

3
3
5

5
5
5

2

5.00

.000

5.00

5.00

5

5

17
12

4.65
4.25

.493
1.138

4.39
3.53

4.90
4.97

4
2

5
5

75

4.47

.553

4.34

4.59

3

5

39
146

4.59
4.51

.595
.624

4.40
4.41

4.78
4.62

3
2

5
5

Table 5-19 Descriptive analysis based on Education

5.6. Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis is used to describe the strength and direction of the linear relation
between two variables. In this instance, the analysis was carried out with the aim of
analysing the relationship between independent variables. The Pearson’s correlation
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matrix, as shown in Table 5-20, demonstrates the correlation between the independent
variables as being either low or moderate, which suggests the absence of multicollinearity between independent variables. The correlations can range from -1.00 to
+1.00 and indicate the strength of the relation between the two values (Pallant, 2007).
Different authors suggest different interpretations; however, Cohan (1988) suggests the
following guidelines on degree of relationship:


r = 0.10 to 0.29 Small relation



r = 0.30 to 0.49 Medium relation



r = 0.50 to 1.0

Customer Business
satisfaction planning

CSFs

Quality

Customer
satisfaction
Business
planning

Past work
experience
Availability
of capital
Number of
hours
dedicated

Availability
Number
Past work Availability
Management
of skilled Marketing
of hours
experience
of capital
skills
workers
dedicated

Pearson r

.469**

.315**

.080

.174*

.050

.076

.160

.263**

Sig. (2tailed)

.000

.000

.339

.036

.549

.361

.053

.001

Pearson r

.243**

.207*

.030

.141

.086

.250**

.184*

Sig. (2tailed)

.003

.012

.717

.089

.300

.002

.026

*

.151

-.018-

.387**

Pearson r

.120

.133

.168

Sig. (2tailed)

.148

.110

.042

.068

.831

.000

.003

.142

.179

*

.190

*

.081

.972

.088

.031

.022

.331

Pearson r

.015

-.052-

-.031-

.194*

Sig. (2tailed)

.856

.534

.706

.019

Availability Pearson r
of skilled
Sig. (2workers
tailed)
Marketing

Large relation

Pearson r

.293

Sig. (2tailed)

**

.000

.246

**

.233**

.003

.005

Pearson r

.101

.095

Sig. (2tailed)

.227

.252

Pearson r

.056

Sig. (2tailed)

.502

Table 5-20 SME CSF correlation matrix
In Table 5-20, it can be seen that there is no large correlation between the SME factors,
but there are just four medium correlations between the following factors: Quality with
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Customer satisfaction, Quality with Business planning, Business planning with
Management skills and, finally, Availability of capital with Social network.
For the medium correlation first case are Business planning with Management skills,
Business planning is considered in the literature as a key determinant of good
performance. It is also a vehicle to identify an enterprise's weakness and strengths. By
identifying the firm's weaknesses and strengths, the business owner/manager can plan
and also formulate alternative strategies in order to gain competitive advantage over
his/her rivals within the industry of operations, one of the skills of a good manager are
the ability to plan and change the strategy of the SME based on the change of the
business situation to achieve the best result. This suggests that the stronger the
relationship with Management skills, the bigger the influence.
Quality of the product is an important factor and in this study it has been ranked as the
first important factor for success, Quality has a two medium relation with Customer
satisfaction and with the Business planning. The correlation indicate the relation
between the Quality and the customer satisfaction which are supported by many
research as to improve the customer satisfaction you need to improve the Quality of the
product and services which the SME over to it is customer.
Finally, the third medium relation between the Quality of product and service with the
Business planning, As it have been discussed before the Important of each factors are
linked tighter and have effect on the SME CSFs.
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5.7. Summary
This chapter presents the results of the survey questionnaire involving 146 SMEs
owners/managers. Survey findings relating to all parts of the survey instrument have
been analysed and possible indications from the outcomes have been highlighted.
Furthermore, the average mean was used in order to measure critical factors, a series of
analyses tested questionnaire scale reliability and a correlation analysis followed to
measure the correlation between the factors.
The findings from the scale reliability analysis show that all 20 factors meet the
reliability analysis test criteria and are grouped into their own predetermined dimension,
based on the literature review.
Quality has been ranked as the most critical factor for SME success, followed by
Commitment to customer satisfaction and then business planning. Furthermore,
Availability of skilled workers was positioned fourth, which is different from many
other studies. In general, many Saudi SMEs rely on foreign workers in the business and
many of them face many difficulties in bringing in the best workers, especially in the
case of high-skilled work. Furthermore, there are also many problems with Government
regulations in terms of getting the number of visas wanted and on time.
Correlation analysis was used in this study with the objective of describing the strengths
and direction of the linear relation between two factors. Subsequently, the study has
been able to establish a few relationships between two factors, such as Business
planning with Management skills; Quality of the product and services with Customer
satisfaction, and finally, Quality of the product and services with the Business planning.
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6. Qualitative Data Analysis
This chapter analyses the qualitative data obtained from the interviews. The analysis is
formed in two sections. In the first, AHP techniques have been used to measure the
factor weights based on the individual views. The decision to use this technique was
based on its advantage for analysing a number of factors and gaining a weight for each
to enable measurement of the importance of each of the 20 factors. The second section
involves semi-structured interviews with the SMEs’ support providers, which have been
used to try to gain more information based on the support providers and expert
information regarding the SMEs and the support system.

6.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The AHP technique was applied in this study to conduct pairwise comparisons amongst
the SME CSFs. It was effectively used to translate the outcomes of pairwise judgements
into analysable qualitative data. The main advantage provided by AHP is eliminating
any bias that could result from subjective value judgements and subsequently providing
both consistent and robust results with the use of AHP-related software, Expert Choice.
The application of AHP methodology involves four phases, namely:
Phase 1: Structuring problems and building the AHP model.
Phase 2: Collecting data through pairwise comparisons carried out by interviews.
Phase 3: Determining normalised priority weights of individual factors.
Phase 4: Analysing priority weights of CSFs.
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Based on the identified CSFs, as discussed in Chapter 3, those for SMEs in Saudi
Arabia were formulated as a hierarchy, whereby each section represents a set of relevant
critical factors; the hierarchies comprise of the goal, criteria and sub-criteria (success
factors) figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 AHP hierarchy diagram
In Phase 2, the relevant data were collected through interviews with the experts on SME
support to determine the relative importance of criteria or sub-criteria. The nine-point
scale, as suggested by Saaty (1980), was used to assign the relative scores. Fifteen
representative interviews were hold with two private SME management consultants,
four SME experts from the Chamber of Commerce, three representatives from SIDF
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(Saudi Industrial Development Fund, Riyadh), two from the Small Business Centre in
the Technological and Vocational Training Corporation and, finally, four from Local
banks (SMEs’ financial support expert).
Each of the evaluators is a senior consultant, director or general manager, all
representing a wide spectrum of experience and expertise ranging from consultancy to
private and public sector organisations. Each has more than three years’ experience in
SME support. They are knowledgeable about the SME situation and system. Thus, the
evaluators can represent effectively the general practices and opinions in the Saudi
Arabian SME sector in evaluating the criteria and assigning the relative scores so as to
determine the relative importance of criteria or sub-criteria used in the AHP model, as
shown in Figure (6-1). Fifteen evaluators who accepted to participate in this study have
been selected from SMEs’ support providers and experts in this field for of making
pairwise comparison judgements in personal interviews. Each was asked to carefully
evaluate and accordingly assign relative scores using the nine-point scaling system in a
pairwise style with respect to the criteria of one level of hierarchy given the criteria at
the next higher level. This process was continued in relation to all levels of the entire
hierarchy. The longest interview took around 50 minutes, with the shortest lasting 30
minutes.
As a result, a series of pairwise comparison judgement matrices were obtained with
respect to the criteria, sub-criteria and the alternatives used in the AHP model.
Furthermore, by interviewing the evaluators personally, problems due to different
definitions or interpretations used for the success factors were minimised.
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As suggested by Saaty, the Geometric Mean (GM) approach, as opposed to the
Arithmetic Mean (AM) approach, was used to combine the matrices obtained from each
evaluator. As previously mentioned, conducting personal interviews instead of sending
a questionnaire would enable any problems regarding the inconsistencies amongst the
judgements provided by the evaluators to be resolved. Furthermore, evaluators could be
interviewed again and any problems would subsequently be resolved much faster.
Based on the normalised priority weights, the relative importance of success factors is
assessed, as explained in the following sections. It should be noted, however, that the
priority weights obtained by using the Expert Choice software and the conclusions
drawn from them are the results of analysis of the collective judgements selected for this
study.

6.1.1.

Consistency Ratio (CR)

Consistency ratio (CR) is a measure to check the consistency of judgement. It is a very
distinctive characteristic provided by the AHP approach in order to enhance the
robustness of collected data. It is not uncommon to obtain inconsistent judgements
during the pairwise comparisons due to a decision-maker’s inaccurate evaluation.
Therefore, CR works as a monitor to adjust any inconsistent data using a particular
numerical scope of [0.0 to 0.1] (see Table 6-1). Furthermore, it is essential to ask the
decision-maker or respondent to re-judge the pairwise comparison if the CR is greater
than 0.1 until the CR becomes less than 0.1.
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Value of CR

Result / Action

≥ 0.1

Pairwise judgement requires re-evaluation

< 0.1

Judgement consistent and acceptable

= 0.0

Theoretical best fit judgement

Source: Expert Choice (2002)
Table 6-1: Consistency ratio (CR) possible outcomes

6.2. Analytic Hierarchy Process Analysis
The 20 SME CSF tested in the AHP interviews with the 15 Saudi SME support
providers have been classified into three groups to weight the importance of each factor
in comparison with other factors with a rating from 1= equal importance to 9= extreme
importance of one factor over another.
Furthermore, the AHP procedure is identical to that applied at the success factors stage.
In brief, a typical three-level hierarchical model was designed and a pairwise
comparison was made out amongst factors. In this method, it was possible to evaluate
relative importance and priority. Moreover, using AHP subsequently allowed the
researcher to distinguish between their importance levels and to deliver more robust and
logical data as a consequence.
In the interview, participants were asked for their view on the importance of the
Entrepreneurial factors to the success of the SMEs. Normalised priority weights of level
1 are shown in Figure 6-2.
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Gender of owner
Age of owner
Education
Number of hours dedicated
Past work experience
Availability of capital
Figure 6-2 Priority weights for Entrepreneurial factors
Experience of the entrepreneur was regarded by the respondents as being the main
element for the success of the SME, followed by availability of capital and the number
of hours dedicated. The analysis of the pairwise judgement regarding the entrepreneurial
factors is considerably robust, as it shows an inconsistency ratio of 0.03.
The second section of the interview dealt with the importance of the enterprise factors
for SME success. In Figure 6-3, it is seen that the quality of the product and service was
the main enterprise element for the success of the SMEs, followed by commitment to
customer satisfaction, then business planning. The analysis of pairwise judgement
regarding the enterprise factors is considerably robust, as its inconsistency ratio is 0.03.

Location
Marketing
Business planning
Use of technology
Management skills
Customer satisfaction
Quality
Figure 6-3 Priority weights for Enterprise factors
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The third section of the interview was concerned with the importance of the
environment factors in relation to the success of SMEs. Figure 6-4 shows the
availability of skilled workers was ranked as highest in the environmental group, with
almost a third of total importance of this group, followed by availability of financial
support and social network. The analysis of pairwise judgement regarding the
environmental factors is considerably robust, as its inconsistency ratio is 0.04.

Social network
Legal issues
Financial support
Government support
Advisory service
Availability of skilled workers
Chamber of Commerce
Figure 6-4 Priority weights for Environment factors
In the fourth section, the weight for each of the three groups in comparison with each
other is measured in order to determine which has more importance for the success of
SMEs. The priority weights in level 2 in Figure 6-5 clearly show that the enterprise
factors are highest, with almost 46.5% of the importance to affect the success of SMEs.
Entrepreneurial factors are the next most important with 28.9% and, finally, the
environmental factors, with an importance weight of 24.5%. The overall inconsistency
ratio (0.06) is within the acceptable range, as it is less than 0.10. In addition, the results
are considered logical and consistent (Expert Choice, 2002) as there are no missing
judgements, i.e. with 0 missing judgements.
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Entrepreneurial
Enterprise
Environment
Figure 6-5 Priority weights for SME CSFs

Figure 6-6 AHP priority weights
Figure 6-6 shows the priority weight for the 9 critical factors of SMEs based on the
scale analysis of the support provider.

6.2.1.

Critical Factors for SMEs

This section shows the CSFs for SMEs based on the views of the support providers.
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Figure 6-7 shows the first four factors are exactly the same as in the rating by the Saudi
SME owners/managers. There are some differences in the places, as entrepreneurs’ past
work experience was fifth in the support provider analysis, whereas SME
owners/managers rated it sixth. The availability of capital is ranked sixth for support
providers, whereas the owners/managers analysis ranked it seventh. Moreover,
marketing has the highest difference between the success ratings, as SME
owners/managers rate it fifth but it came in ninth place for the support providers.

Figure 6-7 AHP analysis for SME CSFs
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6.2.2.

Interview Analysis

This section analyses the data from the semi-structured interviews with the 15 SME
experts. The interviews conducted in Arabic were then subsequently translated into
English for ease of analysis. (See Appendix C for list of semi-structured questions).
6.2.2.1. Quality of Products and Services
All interviewed experts stress the importance of the quality of the products and service
provided as factors influencing the success of the SMEs. The importance of quality to
gain repeat orders, to generate positive word of mouth and to create an enviable
reputation is stressed by the interviewees.
6.2.2.2. Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction is an important factor for SME success in the view of
interviewees. Furthermore, satisfying the customer is viewed as the main element to
gaining loyalty to the product and service, although word of mouth is an important
factor in the Saudi culture as a result of providing a high level of customer service. The
majority of the experts interviewed indicate that customer satisfaction is an important
factor for SME success, which is a notion supported by many similar studies (Ghosh
and Kwan, 1996; Ghosh et al., 2001)
6.2.2.3. Business Planning
Support providers feel that the extent of planning represents an important influence on
SME success. Past researches have also found a positive association between planning
and success (Orser et al., 2000). One of the interviewees stated that some
owners/managers fail because they do not have a business plan and do not even
maintain proper records of their transactions.
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6.2.2.4. Availability of Skilled Workers
The availability of skilled workers is one of the main factors of agreement gathered
from the interviewees as, for many of them, the availability of skilled workers is one of
the main reasons contributing to SME success. As described earlier, there are two kinds
of worker: local and foreign. Many of the respondents conclude that there are many
difficulties in terms of finding suitable skilled and experienced workers. With regard to
the local workers, many of the respondents express a less favourable view than many of
the SME owners/managers regarding having a local worker for two main reasons: (1)
the experience or skills of the local employees are not enough in some job; and (2) the
salaries they expect are higher than what can be paid to a foreign worker in some cases.
For the foreign workers, the main difficulties are getting a work permit.
6.2.2.5. Past Experience
Responding to the question regarding the influence of past work experience on the
performance of their current business, the majority of the support providers
acknowledge that past experience of the owner/manager has a positive impact in terms
of managing certain aspects of business. In general, there was a large number of
respondents who agree on the usefulness of entrepreneurial past experiences in relation
to managing a successful business.
Another interviewee indicates that entrepreneurs with past experience are more
successful as a result of that previous employment, which enables them to identify the
potential markets for the rewarding businesses they own. The interviewees also discuss
the benefits of the broader general management experience they gained as a
consequence of their previous employment.
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6.2.2.6. Availability of Finance
Support providers and experts feel that financial support in the form of Islamic financial
loans, grants and subsidies should be provided to the SMEs to assist their survival and
growth in the current competitive environment. Some felt Government actions, such as
lobbying banks, is required to get lower interest rates and to relax some of the tougher
conditions set to grant financial assistance. Interest-free Government loans should be
provided in order to help to overcome short-term cash flow problems, and simplification
and relaxation of regulations impeding success of SMEs, reduction of import duties on
raw materials and business rates are some other actions called for from the Government.
The influence of ‘ease of access to finance’ has been mentioned by several support
providers amongst a range of issues, such as high interest rates and high bank charges,
but the biggest concern is the attitude of banks towards SMEs. Furthermore, support
providers and experts typically comment that the demand for collateral is unjustified,
given the size of their resources. This was regarded as being a real barrier to expansion.
Furthermore, under-capitalisation is also cited as a problem due to non-availability of
finance at low interest rates.
Referring to the issue of funds for working capital and the purchase of assets, one
interviewee states that, ‘banks make requests for collateral SMEs cannot provide’ and
deny them the access to required funds. Hussain et al. (2006) identify the nonavailability of funds as a crucial factor which hinders SME success. Moreover, owing to
the failure of a large number of SMEs, banks persistently view these businesses as being
high-risk ventures, which consequently makes it difficult for SMEs to acquire sufficient
funds.
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If these ventures are to succeed, it is necessary for the Government and the financial
institutions to develop schemes to address this issue, which acts as a major barrier to the
success of some of the SMEs. In response to the question on financial support, another
support provider, who was more sympathetic towards the banks and financial
institutions, stated that ‘Banks are business organisations; they need to minimise their
risks and maximise their profits’.
6.2.2.7. Involvement
As indicated by the support providers, many of them have a condition in offering
financial support to the entrepreneur to have full involvement in the business. Some of
the Government agencies have also started an agreement with the Ministry of Labour to
offer a basic salary to new entrepreneurs to help them during the first two years of
operation and to support them to continue with the enterprise venture. One interviewee
stated, ‘This programme will solve many problems of owners as it helps them to
maintain a good life during the first few years of the venture’.
6.2.2.8. Management Skills
The management skills of the owners/managers are mentioned as a factor for SME
success. Many previous researches have taken management skills as a factor for the
success of SMEs; this finding is consistent with the universally accepted phenomenon
that efficient management is crucial for the success of any type of organisation. One
interviewee stresses the importance of human resource management skills in achieving
SME success. The view of this person is that a lack of such skills will eventually
consequently lead to the disappearance of a business. Another interviewee states that
entrepreneurial development and human resource development activities are important
when attempting to encourage the success of SMEs.
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6.2.2.9. Marketing
Marketing was mentioned during the interview, mainly based on the support providers’
views that the importance of marketing is to expand the number of customers and to
accordingly promote the enterprise’s name. Smallbone et al. (1995), in their study
carried out in the UK, state that the vast majority of the high-growth SMEs had
successfully identified and responded to new market opportunities. Moreover, new
market opportunities include finding new products or services to offer to existing
customers and obtaining new customers for current products and services.
6.2.2.10. Government Support
The fact that the availability of Government support is not widely known may also be
due to the currently available support as being rather narrow or specific and hence
useful to some businesses but not others. Whatever the case, a majority apparently
regards the Government’s support efforts as being of little or no consequence, which
reflects the perceptions held of its adequacy and appropriateness. This suggests that
changes to the existing Government support system could be proposed in order to
enhance its credibility and accordingly to encourage its use as a preferred option to
overcome the problems faced by SMEs.
6.2.2.11. Technology
Interviewees stress the importance of providing modern technology when striving to
ensure SMEs are able to improve their competitiveness in the local and foreign markets.
One stresses that, ‘Competitive technology should be made available to entrepreneurs.
What is available today is only the basic technology.’ Making reference to the current
support available, another interviewee states, ‘What is missing is technology’. Robertson
(2003) highlights the importance of technology to SMEs in developing countries to
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converge with the markets in the developed world. The support advisers interviewed
emphasised the importance of these aspects of technology to SME success.
Another interviewee feels that advice is required upon purchasing computers and the
use of business software to improve the efficiency of SMEs. The overriding perception
of the interviewees who commented on the need for additional support with technology
is that the current technology utilised by most SMEs ultimately poses a barrier to the
success of their businesses.

6.2.3.

Motivational Factors

There was general agreement amongst interviewees that owners’/managers’ drive and
motivation have an important influence on the success of SMEs. Past researchers have
identified owner/manager motivation as being one of the factors that significantly
affects SME establishment and success (Morrison et al., 2003; Watson et al., 1998).
One states that ‘those who have the initiative and the will to succeed become
successful.’ Another support provider, referring to a key reason why entrepreneurial
owners/managers embark on starting SMEs, states that it is closely linked to ambition:
according to this interviewee, what the majority strive for is a comfortable living for
both themselves and their families and, once this is achieved, they are not very keen on
growing their businesses any further. However, according to this support provider, the
competitive environment forces some to initiate innovative actions for their survival,
which results in growth even though they did not have an ambition to grow any further
after having achieved a reasonable standard of living.
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6.2.4.

SME Challenges

In the interviews, it was very important to understand the current situation of SMEs so
that the support agencies are asked in regard to their experience of SMEs to state what
the main challenges are for SMEs.
6.2.4.1. Business Challenges
Difficulty in terms of finding suitable workers is the main challenge for SMEs in Saudi
Arabia, as was mentioned by 12 of the 15 interviewed support providers, which is
caused by the new Government restrictions to control the number of foreign workers
and to try to offer this opportunity to locals, However, many businesses cannot rely on
local workers, as it is difficult to find a skilled and trained worker or someone who has
good experience to work in the enterprise. Difficulty in finding financial support is also
seen to be the second main challenge, indicated by ten of the support providers, an
indication already given in previous studies (Alshaibe, 2000; Alsulamy, 2005) on the
low percentage of funds available for SMEs, measured to be around 1% of the
enterprises having received financial support. Furthermore, competition from foreign
workers is stated as the third element, as there are many foreigners both managing and
owning businesses illegally by acquiring a licence issued under the name of a Saudi
owner and paying the owner a monthly fixed profit. The Government are trying to solve
this problem by imposing big fines on anyone who provides total responsibility to a
foreign worker to own and manage the business.
6.2.4.2. Challenges for Saudi People
It is important to ask the SME support providers about the main challenges facing Saudi
people in starting their own business. As there is a low percentage of Saudi people
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working in the SME sector, difficulty to find financial support is the main challenge
indicated by all of the support providers. Competition from foreign workers is the
second element indicated by 12 interviewees, as there are many foreigners working in
Saudi Arabia and they control the businesses, which sometimes makes it very difficult
for locals to start a business competition. Fear of failure is stated as the third challenge,
where an entrepreneur will fear the loss of his/her investment, which may consequently
take a long time to recover from and to repay any loan which he/she might have used to
start a business.

6.3. SMEs’ Support Evaluation
In this section, the support service providers were asked about their view of the current
support situation in Saudi SMEs. One support provider feels that a range of factors,
such as marketing problems, lack of research, lack of managerial skills, quality
problems, financial problems, lack of business planning and failure to use appropriate
technology, inhibit the success of SMEs. Referring to the reasons as to why some
businesses fail, one person stated that those who lack business discipline do not value
support. Matlay (2000) also states that owners/managers are people least likely to
participate in training. According to this interviewee, such owners/managers believe that
a professional approach to business management is a unique requirement for large
organisations and is not essential for the development of smaller businesses.
Three of the support providers describe the owners/managers of successful SMEs as
people with entrepreneurial capability, business skills and knowledge and a professional
approach to management. During interviews, it was revealed that sound business
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knowledge is gained either through past experience or through a conscious effort to fill
the identified gaps in terms of knowledge by attending appropriate training
programmes. Another support provider states, ‘Most owners/managers are not marketoriented, do not conduct research in the development of their products and services but
simply imitate what others do’. This interviewee suggests the need for entrepreneurial
development programmes to be created and implemented to provide them with the
knowledge, skills and other forms of support required for improving their
entrepreneurial capability to achieve sustainable success of their enterprises.

6.3.1. Evaluation of Existing Support
Five of the interviewed experts said to be satisfied with the support programme offered
by local support in consideration of SMEs. However, others expressed concerns
regarding the existing support available to SMEs, even though they said they were
happy with a majority of the support programmes. One commented, ‘All milestones
have been achieved for current projects’. Another added, ‘The impact is good but not
excellent’. A third interviewee stated, ‘Impact is not measured, but we have many
success stories’. This interviewee also said, ‘Help cannot be given by force; those who
are successful go after the support providers’. Whilst the above five interviewees
broadly value the current support available to the SMEs, the consensus of opinion is
nevertheless that there was ample opportunity to make a greater impact by addressing
some of the present inadequacies. One support provider, when making reference to
inadequacy of support to SMEs, stated, ‘They do not know who to talk to and where to
go for support.’ This person was expressing his views in relation to problems associated
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with low awareness of available support. The responses from support providers suggest
substantial and significant agreement amongst them with regard to the lack of awareness
of support.

6.3.2.

Follow-up Support

Ten of the fifteen interviewees agreed that the support available to SMEs can be
considered insufficient. One interviewee attributes the inadequacies of current support
to the way in which SMEs are designed and operate. He argues that there are many new
SMEs and there is not enough support available to them. This person comments, ‘You
need quality and quantity and there should be a continuous follow-up for about two
years’. One interviewee, confirming that the support programmes are very useful,
stresses that, in order to enhance the impact of current support, there is a need for
‘Constant involvement.’ Continuing, this interviewee states, ‘There should be
mechanisms in place to follow up their activities.’ The importance of follow-up
programmes is also stressed by another interviewee, who states, ‘Most businesses have
growth potential but have very little understanding of the different problems that they
will have to face as they grow’. The low survival rates of SMEs provide evidence to
support the view that inadequate follow-up support will have a negative effect on SME
success. The general sense amongst interviewees is that the follow-up programmes are
invaluable for those businesses to learn about how to pursue success.
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6.3.3.

Identification of Support Needs

Another interviewee, commenting on the impact of existing support, adds ‘You have to
first identify the needs and then provide support’. Continuing, is person state, ‘To
identify the impact you need to live with them and this becomes very costly’. This
interviewee also comments, ‘Most organisations provide standard solutions; therefore,
the impact is less’. Neshamba (2004) recommends an independent review of support
needs of small businesses to improve the relevancy of support programmes to individual
needs of small businesses.

6.3.4.

Training and Advice

Respondents feel support is further required to provide training and advice in various
disciplines, such as marketing, finance and human resources pertaining to SME
management. One interviewee states ‘Provide opportunities for people to acquire the
basic skills so that the SMEs could hire them’. Past researchers state that appropriate
action for Governments comprises developing policies which support generic needs of
SMEs, such as training. Most interviewees emphasise the need for practical advice that
helps to resolve the specific problems of SMEs. Their comments clearly reflect the
various natures of the problems faced by SMEs along with specific advice and training
required to resolve them. The responses again suggest and emphasise the importance of
delivering support in such a way as to address the specific problems faced by the
individual businesses during training and advisory sessions.
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6.3.5.

Access to Support

An interviewee feels that, whilst support is adequate in urban areas, it is not enough in
the less prosperous suburban and rural areas. He states that ‘Geographically isolated
areas have less support in comparison to urban towns.’ Another interviewee, agreeing
concerning the inadequacy of current support, states, ‘Most support providers are still
in the large cities and in the urban areas; other areas are neglected.’ Past researchers
who examined the influence of location on SME success have found businesses situated
in urban areas have greater opportunity to access support as compared to those in rural
ones (O’Farrell and Hitchens, 1988).

6.3.6.

Views on Use of Support

All support providers believe that the support programmes they delivered are capable of
addressing most of the success-related issues confronted by SMEs. However, they have
observed reluctance amongst owners/managers to take advantage of training and advice
available, even in strategically critical areas, such as business planning, which have
direct relationships with the success of SMEs.
Some interviewees also point blame towards the ‘know-all’ attitude which prevails
amongst some owners/managers for non-use of support. According to an interviewee,
most owners/managers are uncertain regarding the benefits that would accrue to them
by making use of some of the support available. Another interviewee states, ‘Only 20%
are willing, some do not realise the value of it, they come when there is a crisis or to
solve their problems’. The managing director of another business support provider
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explains the reasons for the low use of available support and states that, ‘People do not
value training, knowledge is not seen by them as something tangible and therefore there
is reluctance’. He comments that what some of the owners/managers want is to make
money every minute.

6.3.7.

Assessment of Usefulness of Support

The support providers feel that they deliver quality programmes and their work has
contributed to the improved success of SMEs. Furthermore, one of the interviewees
states ‘Our programmes are very useful to the participants, there is high interest’.
Another support provider, commenting on the effectiveness of the programmes, states,
‘Our programmes are really beneficial, have increased the success rates, those who
have followed programmes have shown above average progress’. Another added, ‘Our
programmes are quite beneficial, we have addressed the problems of a few sick
enterprises, we have good success rates and we have seen the advancement of micro
businesses to medium business status as a result of our programmes’. However, the
interviewees who considerably praise their own support programmes are nevertheless
concerned regarding the lack of sufficient follow-up activity and programmes to help
the changing needs of SMEs.
All the interviewees who were moderately satisfied with the nature of the support
programmes also cite some problems relating to them. One states, ‘In addition to
technical skills, we need to focus on programmes that enable entrepreneurial
development. In some we need an attitude change to help them succeed. It is only then
that we will see an impact at the macro level’. Underlining the importance of
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considering the background and the individual needs of entrepreneurs when delivering
support programmes, this interviewee states that ‘some are prescriptive, specific
problems are not addressed’.
One interviewee also feels that the local authorities are not working closely with
industries and entrepreneurs. This hampers the flow of information concerning the
available support services to SMEs, thereby resulting in possible lost opportunities. He
was of the opinion that sensitising the local authorities to the role they could play would
improve the quality of support available to SMEs at the local level. He specifically
makes the point that local authorities should help SMEs by providing information on
resources which are locally available.

6.3.8. Improvements Suggested by Interviewees
There were some recommendations made by the interviewees for ways in which to
improve the awareness of the support available. They were: (1) to create a main
Government authority to be responsible of the entire SME sector, (2) to develop a onestop-shop to facilitate access to support, and (3) develop central and regional databases
detailing information about the support providers. One interviewee feels that it would be
beneficial to develop a database of specialist support providers all from different
industrial backgrounds and to subsequently make these available to SMEs so that they
could access the right support providers when needed.
Many interviewees have also discussed the importance of having a central Government
authority responsible for SMEs to work as a link between all of the support service
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providers in the country; this will help to improve promoting SME support and success.
Furthermore, a lack of co-ordination of support has also been stressed by an interviewee
who states ‘There is no co-ordination of available support; there are many support
providers who are hardly used.’ This interviewee also argues in favour of the
development of a one-stop-shop to access support. In turn, if some of the available
support is not used, this could then consequently serve as a signal which is not viewed
as credible.
They were supportive of the development of a one-stop-shop to act as a link between
SMEs and support providers to co-ordinate business support programmes. As
interviewee suggests that a one-stop-shop could develop databases containing
information on Government legislation and private sector support providers. The
suggested arrangements would save owners/managers valuable time by making it
unnecessary to contact a number of different organisations to get a licence or to find a
suitable support provider when in need of one.

6.4. Summary
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the results of the mail questionnaire survey,
15 in-depth interviews were conducted. The AHP technique was used in this study in
order to conduct pairwise comparisons amongst the SME CSFs. There are 20 SME
success factors which have subsequently been tested in the AHP structured interviews
with the 15 Saudi SME support providers. According to an interviewee, the overall
awareness of available support is considered to be disappointing and existing support is
deemed inadequate when addressing factors influencing SME success. The importance
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of having a central Government authority to be responsible for SMEs and work as a
link between all of the support service providers working in the country and
development of a one-stop-shop, central and regional databases and databases of
specialists are the recommendations made by respondents to improve existing support.
All support providers interviewed are said to be satisfied with the support they provide,
although they identified weaknesses delivered by some others. In general, however, the
support providers agree that support is inadequate and awareness is low.
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7. Discussion of Findings
SMEs have a great impact on the local economy of a country and many studies show
how SMEs can improve it by increasing investment and creating jobs for locals. In
Saudi Arabia, the Government has recently realised the importance of this sector in
creating more jobs for locals and in helping the local economy to not to have to rely
only on the petrochemical industry.
The first research aim was to identify the CSFs for SMEs. Nine factors out of 20 have
been concluded to be CSFs for SMEs and there is further agreement between
owners/managers and support providers on those nine factors. The second aim was to
identify the current support structure for SMEs and accordingly identify the
weaknesses, and subsequently to suggest recommendations for the development of this
sector.
The structure of this chapter is an examination of the results presented in Chapters 5 and
6. The quantitative research using a postal questionnaire reveals the extent of
contributions made by the owners/managers in addressing the important factors
affecting the success of SMEs. These results are complemented by the findings of the
qualitative research, obtained through AHP and in-depth interviews with support
providers and experts in the field of SMEs. The different views of the owners/managers
and the support providers on the CSFs for SMEs are discussed in this chapter.
Furthermore, after assessing the implications of the results of the qualitative and
quantitative research, the chapter attempts to satisfy the second research question,
namely, ‘identify the current situations of SME support mechanism’.
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7.1. Research Objectives Revisited
As seen in Chapter 1, the stated objectives to be achieved by this research are as
follows:
1. To identify critical success factors for SMEs
The research has identified the CSFs based on two aspects of the stakeholder: first, the
demand side (owners/managers) and, second, the supply side (support provider), in
order to address the CSFs for SMEs. The critical factors will be identified from previous
case studies and literature reviews from all over the world. Moreover, the success
factors will be grouped into three categories, namely entrepreneurial, enterprise and
environmental factors.
2. To explore the role of support networks
Studying the current situation of the SMEs to provide a clear picture of the system and
practice which will help to discover if there any gaps or missing links between the
support providers and the SMEs’ environment.
3. To evaluate the importance of the support networks for the success of SMEs
Identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the current support programme and
accordingly providing recommendations based on the results obtained during the study,
which will help to improve the system of support and to fill in any gaps found in the
current SMEs’ support programme in Saudi Arabia.
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7.2. Small and Medium Enterprise Success Factors
As explained in Chapters 5 and 6, the success factors’ analysis uses the SPSS for the
postal questionnaire, whereas the AHP interview is used to isolate the critical factors for
SMEs, as shown in Table 7-1

Factors

Owners/Managers
SPSS

Rank

Support providers
AHP

Gender

2.79

20

.015

20

Age

3.05

18

.017

19

Education

3.90

13

.036

11

Involvement

4.27

8

.068

7

Past work experience

4.32

6

.083

5

Availability of capital

4.29

7

.070

6

Location

3.78

14

.019

16

Marketing

4.41

5

.046

9

Business planning

4.55

3

.088

3

Technology

4.10

11

.031

12

Management skills

4.27

8

.052

8

Customer satisfaction

4.66

2

.106

2

Quality

4.73

1

.124

1

Social network

4.16

10

.031

12

Legal issues

3.75

15

.019

16

Financial support

3.95

12

.045

10

Government support

3.56

16

.024

15

Advisory service

3.25

17

.025

14

4.51

4

.084

4

2.82

19

.018

18

Availability of skilled
workers
Chamber of Commerce

Rank

Table 7-1 SMEs’ success factors
Table 7-1 shows that the first four factors are exactly the same, as rated by the SME
owners/managers and support providers. There are a few differences between the two
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groups: marketing rated by support providers as ninth, whereas by the owners/managers
analysis as fifth, which moves other factors back by one rating.
In general, we can see that there are no big differences between the views of the
owners/managers and those of support providers concerning the nine CSFs for SMEs;
the only difference apparent regards marketing, rated by owners/managers higher than
by support providers. The next section discusses the first three CSFs of SMEs.

7.2.1.1. Quality of Product and Service
The quality of the product and service has been ranked by the owners/managers and also
support providers as being the highest CSF for SMEs in Saudi Arabia. Results from
quantitative analysis for the first group show a mean of 4.73 out of a possible 5, which
therefore identifies this factor as critical to success. In addition, almost all interview
respondents indicate that quality is the main CSF. Moreover, past researches support
these findings. In a survey in Japan on a sample of successful small manufacturing
enterprises, high-quality products was perceived by their owners/managers as the
second most important success factor (Wijewardena & Cooray, 1996).
Based on these findings, it can be argued that the quality of the product and service
significantly influences the success of SMEs and, in order to increase success,
owners/managers must therefore care about maintaining a high level of quality so as to
maintain customer satisfaction to keep existing customers and gain new ones. In
essence, executives should look to quality as a factor for success rather than only as a
customer requirement.
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7.2.1.2. Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction is ranked second in the quantitative and qualitative analysis, the
importance of the commitment to customer satisfaction having been highlighted by
many other similar studies. According to Reijonen and Komppula (2007) in their study,
the most frequently mentioned measure of success in in-depth interviews is customer
satisfaction and the creation of long-term customer relationships. Furthermore, good
customer relationships and customer service have been stated by Ghosh and Kwan
(1996) as being the most important factors contributing to a success of SMEs.
7.2.1.3. Business Planning
Business planning is the third CSF for SMEs. Knowles and White (1995) suggest that
no one should start a business in today’s economy without a business plan. This
indicates the importance of the business plan’s being considered as a reason for success.
Moreover, the importance of business planning has to be continually realised, not only
during the start-up. According to Chaston (1992), many planning activities must be
carried out on a continuous basis, as the environment in which businesses operate is
constantly evolving. Moreover, insufficient awareness of the need for a business plan is
identified as one problem during the start-up phase amongst SMEs. In this context, a
business plan can also be regarded as development orientation. Furthermore, McMahon
(2001) reveals that greater development orientation is significantly linked to better
business growth. Therefore, it believes that well-planned business activities, as
manifested in a business plan, will yield better business success.
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7.2.2. Using AHP Technique
The AHP technique was used in this study to make pairwise comparisons between
particular factors. It was effectively used to translate the outcomes of human pairwise
judgement into analysable qualitative data. The main advantage as offered by AHP is
eliminating any human biases that would result from human subjective-value judgement
and providing consistent and robust results. Also, with the use of the AHP-related
software, Expert Choice.
Compared with subjective-value analysis in which some variables may be discarded
because of using discrete numbers, the AHP approach has provided more consistent and
coherent data due to the interrelated comparison amongst variables. Specifically, it has
effectively helped to rank and prioritise the factors used according to their relative
importance. Finally, AHP enabled the researcher to re-consider and validate data using
the advantages of the consistency ratio (CR).
In brief, a typical three-level hierarchical model was designed and a pairwise
comparison amongst factors was made. In this method, it was possible to evaluate the
relative importance and priority of CSF for SMEs. In contrast with the mechanism
established for subjective value assessment, using AHP subsequently allowed the
researcher to distinguish between their contributions and, hence, deliver more robust
and coherent data. Whilst in subjective value analysis, every factor is individually
considered and assigned a discrete value, in the AHP method, factors are comparably
and collectively evaluated and their impact on each other is taken into account. As a
consequence, the value of strategic flexibility of every factor represents its respective
weight of importance against the other factor and not its exclusive value.
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7.3. SME Challenges
In the questionnaires and in-depth interviews, it was very important to understand the
current situation of SMEs’ challenges, so the owners/managers and support agencies
were asked, in regard to their experience of SMEs, to understand what the main
challenges are for SMEs.

7.3.1. Challenges for Saudi Arabians’ Not Starting Business
Based on owners/managers of SMEs, the main factor for Saudi people’s not starting
new business ventures is difficulty in finding financial support; this confirms the study
carried out by Riyadh Chamber of Commerce (2003) there are only fewer than 1% of
the businesses which have obtained funding from banks. Support providers also indicate
that there are difficulties in finding financial support, which is the main challenge for
Saudi people’s not starting their own business. The second factor for owners/managers
is a lack of interest in business ventures on the part of Saudi youth, with many
preferring a paid Government job to going into a venture and starting a business alone.
Competition from foreign workers is the second factor, based on the view of the support
providers, and third, based on owners/managers, as there are many foreigners working
who ultimately control the businesses, which sometimes makes it very difficult for
locals to start a business competition. Fear of failure is the third challenge, as described
by support providers.
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7.3.2.

Business Challenges

Difficulties in finding suitable workers is the main challenge for SMEs, as mentioned
by the majority of support providers, caused by the new Government restrictions to
control the number of foreign workers and to try to offer this opportunity to locals. On
the other hand, for Owners/Managers, competition from foreign workers is the main
factor challenging business and was also third for support providers, as there are a large
number of businesses illegally managed and owned by foreigners who give a monthly
agreed profit to the owner just to secure licences under his name, without having to care
about anything regarding the business itself. This kind of business management
arrangement is illegal.
Difficulties in finding financial support is the second main challenge as indicated by 10
of the support providers, an indication already given in previous studies (Alshaibe,
2000; Alsulamy, 2005). For owners/managers, the second challenge is Government
regulations as there are many long steps determined by the government to start a
business and sometimes it might take a while, which is costly for the owner who has to
pay for rent and equipment and wait a long time to get the licence and a visa if he wants
to get a foreign worker. Finally, the third challenge is the lack of Government support,
as there are no specific Government authorities responsible for assisting SMEs in facing
such challenges and which actively try to solve their problems and difficulties.
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7.4. Support Programme
The second research question of the study aimed to discover the situation of the support
programme and the way in which to develop the support system. During the interview
with the support providers, many comments were made concerning their experience
with the SME situation and challenges. Many interviewees recommended the
development of databases (generalists and industry specialists) as a measure for
addressing the difficulties in accessing support when required. This justifies the
recommendations made by the interviewees to build databases of accredited support
providers capable of addressing the identified support gaps. Providing the
owners/managers with direct access to support provider databases will enable them to
easily find the required support when needed.
Furthermore, a lack of awareness of support was again raised during the interviews with
support providers as being an issue related to the non-use of support. This suggests a
need to enhance awareness so as to increase its use by the owners/managers of SMEs.
It is evident from the preceding discussion that gaps do exist and are apparent in the
support provided to SMEs to address the factors influencing their success. The poor
awareness of available support, non-availability of required support and the inability of
the available support to address the specific needs of the businesses are identified as
major causes contributing to the perceived ‘support gaps’. Bennett (2006) emphasises
that Governments should initiate action in order to mitigate the weaknesses in
infrastructure, education and employee skills to improve the competitiveness of a
country.
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7.4.1.

Content of Support

In an attempt to fill-in the support gaps identified in the study, it is first necessary to
establish procedures to provide sufficient coverage of the content related to important
factors influencing the success of SMEs. The content of support they require varies
according to their type of product or service, the technology used and the opportunities
and threats present in the markets in which they operate. Some studies do indicate that
‘needs-based’ support programmes developed following the identification of the
immediate needs of the SMEs are more likely to be successful than ‘supplier-led’ or
‘product-based’ programmes (Hurmerinta-Peltomaki & Nummela, 1998). Jayawarna et
al. (2003) identify the differences in skill needs of a business, based on the number of
employees. They also state smaller businesses require training in skills associated with
day-to-day running of the business, whereas larger businesses require ‘soft-skills’, such
as training, coaching and team-building. Owners/managers of SMEs also have a strong
desire for tailor-made programmes which take into account the size of the business, the
industry to which they belong and the business’s stage in the business life-cycle
(O’Dwyer et al., 2003). Furthermore, given the heterogeneous nature of SMEs, the
delivery of support should be preceded by an assessment of the personal priorities of
owners/managers in support needs to address the factors they perceive as hindering the
success of their businesses.

7.4.2. One-Stop Shop
The one-stop shop has been recommended by the support providers for linking the
support providers together so as to promote and develop the support system. There are
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many benefits when creating such a system as this will help the SME owners/managers
to get the right support when needed and accordingly promote all kinds of available
support. Furthermore, it provides more information and data regarding the market.
Furthermore, it will help to establish a direct link with the Government authorities to get
a licence or a work permit for an employee or to help application for a worker visa.

7.4.3.

Delivery of Support Programmes

The importance attached to those factors influencing the success of SMEs varies
considerably between businesses. For instance, it is argued that this variation is a
significant reason for why the support does not adequately address the factors
influencing success of individual businesses. Sadler-Smith et al. (2000) state that small
businesses are confronted with the intractable problem of being offered market-driven
support programmes which may look attractive but which nevertheless do not meet their
specific needs.
Mole (2000) notes the ‘commoditisation’ of training courses and ‘homogeneity’ of the
solutions, which are proposed as major weaknesses of business support programmes.
Complementing this view, Neshamba (2004) points out that SMEs have their own ways
of learning and, therefore, dictating to owners/managers how to learn may not be in the
best interest of the parties involved. Support providers need to also take into account the
influences of training method preferences when designing the delivery of programmes
(Sadler-Smith et al., 2000). Moreover, what past researchers suggest is a need to pay
greater attention to the individual needs of SMEs when delivering support in ‘business
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basics’ or in strategic, functional, personal development, technical, social or skill-based
areas.
Chaston et al. (1999) emphasise the notion that support providers should first gain an
understanding of how owners/managers learn in order to deliver support programmes
that meet their expectations. Moreover, Morrison and Bergin-Seers (2002) argue that
action-learning is the most appropriate training method for SMEs. The other preferred
learning methods of SME owners/managers are problem-solving techniques and
experimenting (Dalley & Hamilton, 2000; Gibb, 1997), both of which are extensions of
on-the-job training.
7.4.4.

Method for Delivery of Support

The chosen support provider/s would negotiate with the SMEs concerning their
individual requirements in content, delivery method and timing and agree on the details
of the support programmes and delivery schedules. Reference has been made in the
literature concerning the importance of the above aspects of support programmes when
striving to enhance acceptance and effectiveness (Chaston et al., 1999; Curran &
Stanworth, 1987; Gibb, 1990; Hogarth-Scott & Jones, 1993; Morrison & Bergin-Seers,
2002).
The delivery of the selected programme should ultimately accommodate the needs and
constraints of the critical factors identified during this study. In this context, it is
interesting that past researches have suggested that SME owners/managers learn by
doing, by problem-solving and by accordingly using action-learning programmes
(Dalley & Hamilton, 2000; Gibb, 1997; Morrison & Bergin-Seers, 2002). Sadler-Smith
et al. (2000) further portray on-the-job training options as being less expensive in both
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time and money. They further state that this method of training, a conventional job
training approach, includes a wide range of activities, such as visits, observing,
mentoring and coaching, all of which enable employees to learn skills quickly with low
resource input and minimal disruption to their day-to-day business.
On-site visits do not suit all training programmes. Training methods such as taught short
courses or modular professional or personal development programmes are a few
examples. They may be delivered at venues easily accessible by many people working
in different organisations. This suggests that the development of a support regime with
variety of content and flexible delivery methods will offer a win-win prospect to
owners/managers and support providers. The empirical research reported by Morrison
and Bergin-Seers (2002) strongly supports this contention.

7.4.5.

Evaluation process

Finally, there should be a system in place with the aim of monitoring and evaluating the
effectiveness of the support programmes so as to determine whether or not the needs of
owners/managers were met and the identified skill gaps were reduced or filled. As it is
difficult to determine the effectiveness of a support programme with a single
measurement, a combination of elements, such as new knowledge acquired, the
behavioural change achieved and the impact on company performance should be used
for evaluation. Moreover, support providers could make use of the feedback information
to make greater use of good trainers to provide support accordingly to other businesses
requiring similar support. Poor evaluations received on the trainers would be
communicated to the support providers to up-skill their employees using ‘training the
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trainer’ programmes. During this stage, further support required by SMEs should also
be ascertained to schedule delivery of on-going follow-up support in an attempt to
eliminate any potential threats to success of SMEs. The gap in the current support
system, as created by the non-availability of required support to SMEs, which is evident
in interview results, could therefore be bridged by developing the current support
system.

7.5. Government Role to Support SMEs
There are areas where government might act effectively to help the development of
SMEs:
1. Create an authority to be responsible for SME sector: Based on the views of the
support providers there is a need to have a main authority to be responsible for the
SME sector and organise the relations between the support providers to help to
increase the importance of this sector to accomplish its mission.
2. Ease of access to finance: The demand for collateral by the banks is mentioned as a
major barrier to the success of SMEs. Provision of subsidies, Islamic loans and
grants and encouraging banks to be less demanding on SMEs would be a relief to
owners/managers.
3. Increased flow of information to SMEs: Support providers identify the lack of
information as another important constraint upon success. Furthermore, it is
suggested that steps be taken so as to improve the flow of information on trends and
potential in local and international markets and the Government policies that affect
SMEs.
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4. Improvements to infrastructure of business factor inputs: The possible
improvements are in the areas of making available an educated skilled workforce,
research and development assistance to SMEs to improve their quality of products
and services and taking steps to protect international trade through trade agreements.

In most countries over recent years, Government initiatives for SMEs have focused on
providing training and advice with the aim of overcoming areas of market failure
(Bennett, 2006). The support and advice schemes in the USA use a range of training
providers and are now being followed in most EU countries. Bennett further states that
these services have reported high take-up and high levels of satisfaction. This suggests
that the business support services provided by external organisations are meeting the
expectations of SME owners/managers.
Watson et al. (1998) state that SMEs which receive more training and advice
concerning motivation, leadership, recruitment, staff training and management skills
achieve higher success rates. The above suggests a positive association between support
services and SMEs’ success.
Business support services are critical to improving the productivity, competitiveness,
survival and success of SMEs. Past researches provide evidence of satisfactory
performance of support interventions in many countries. The evidence from Saudi
Arabia suggests that the existing support services have not yet achieved the outlined
objectives of enhancing SMEs success so as to encourage job creation and economic
development. This justifies proposing improvements to the existing SMEs support
structure.
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7.6. Summary
The results from the qualitative and quantitative data support each other regarding the
CSFs for SMEs. They show agreement between the views of owners/managers and
those of the support providers about the CSFs for SMEs. Quality of the product and
service has been ranked as the most critical factor, supporting many previous studies
and the importance can be argued by maintaining the level of best quality for success in
a competitive environment. Customer satisfaction has been ranked as the second critical
factor and keeping the customer is more difficult than getting a new one, so any
enterprise has to take care of its existing customers so as to maintain the success of the
business.
Based on the findings, it can therefore be concluded that there are many ‘importanceadequacy’ gaps in the existing SMEs’ support framework. The lack of awareness of
available support and the existence of perceived support gaps in terms of content,
relevance, delivery, location, timing and quality of trainers are also identified as the key
issues needing to be addressed in further developing the existing support system.
During in-depth interviews, a lack of awareness was raised as a fundamental issue
relating to the non-use of support and non-availability of required support. These two
factors contribute their share to the support gaps identified in this study. In order to
address the ‘importance-adequacy’ support gaps and to accordingly minimise the
weaknesses in the existing support system, a recommendation has been identified in
order to solve these problems.
When conceptualising, suggestions were made with a view to improving the
identification and evaluation of support needs of SMEs and to accordingly deliver the
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individualised support required. Evident in the results of the study is room to deliver ad
hoc support programmes with the aim of addressing common needs of SMEs in relation
to the personal development of SME owners/managers.
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8. Conclusion
This final chapter provides conclusions drawn from data analysis and implications of
the research study, all of which will be respectively summarised and presented. The
chapter is structured into five sections: Section 8.1 summaries conclusions related to the
research objective, Section 8.2 provides a discussion of the research findings, Section
8.3 concern contributions to knowledge applied to the success of SMEs and the
knowledge of supporting SMEs in general Section 8.4 examines the limitations of the
research study and the conclusion section 8.5 raises implications and suggestions for
further research.

8.1. Summary of Study
In general, this research attempts to answer three research objectives. The first is ‘to
identify critical success factors for SMEs’. The empirical results show that the quality
of products and services, customer satisfaction and business planning are the first three
critical success factors for SME in Saudi Arabia. The results of this objective have been
discussed in Chapter 5 for the owners/managers and in Chapter 6 for support providers.
The second objective was ‘to explore the role of support networks’ and the research has
explored the current situation of the SMEs. Negative support gaps were apparent in
relation to many factors, all of which were identified as being important in
consideration of SME success. The results of the qualitative study suggest a general
consensus of opinion that existing support is insufficient.
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The third research objective was ‘to evaluate the importance of the support networks for
the success of SMEs’. Support providers’ views were sought as to how best to improve
existing support to SMEs. They identify a range of reasons for supporting inadequacies.
There was a general desire for more individualised support, on-the-job training, and
follow-up support. Moreover, support providers recommend some actions be taken in
order to improve SME support by: (1) creating a main Government authority to be
responsible of the entire SME sector, (2) developing a one-stop-shop to facilitate access
to support, and (3) developing central and regional databases detailing information
about the support providers.

8.1.1. Mechanism of Identifying CSFs for SMEs
This thesis introduced a pairwise comparison mechanism for the purpose of rating the
CSFs for SMEs using the AHP technique. The pairwise comparison methodology aims
to compute the weight and relative importance of the used factors. Regardless of the
number of factors to be judged, the AHP driven by an Expert Choice programme is
considered a powerful tool to make paired comparisons and, therefore, to provide
coherent data for this stage. Alternatively, employing AHP methodology for this task
allows for the delivery of more consistent results of which factors are successfully
weighted and ranked according to the contribution of individual factors.
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8.1.2. Evaluation of Current Support
The findings of this study indicate a very low use of available support by SMEs. The
reasons identified for this low usage are: (1) poor quality of support providers, (2)
support services offered not meeting recipient needs, and (3) non-availability of
required support at times and locations needed. Earlier researchers have highlighted the
above factors as being constraints to promoting the use of available support (Gibb,
1990; Morrison & Bergin-Seers, 2002; O‘Dwyer et al., 2003). These findings, all of
which have implications for the design and content of support, are considered useful for
improving the market acceptance of SMEs support services.
The results of this study suggest that the perceived poor quality of support leads to the
low usage of existing support services, and it is therefore necessary to improve the level
of trust in the services offered by developing highly visible measures of service quality,
which the owner/managers accept as valid and robust. It is further argued that the
demand for support services and their usage could be improved by providing the
owners/managers with measures of service quality which are highly visible, robust and
reliable in their ability to judge the quality of the business support services. The main
challenge for support providers is to integrate successful delivery methods into their
current system of support with emerging methods, to develop a coherent support
delivery system that matches the learning styles of those who seek support.
Support providers offer programmes which address what they believe to be the required
support needs. Many of the existing programmes are developed based on practices of
larger organisations and the content of management education programmes. The topdown nature of the support offered, consideration given to administrative convenience
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rather than customisation and the lack of understanding of individual needs of SMEs are
all concerns which reduce the attractiveness of the support offered.

8.2. Discussion of Research Findings
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the factors affecting the success of SMEs
in Saudi Arabia; it represents an exploratory study which requires an understanding of
those success factors. In order to reach this goal, specific stages were followed and
therefore a number of lessons and findings emerged. These findings are discussed in the
following sub-sections.

8.2.1.

Implications for Practice

Although it is useful to determine the common perceptions of owners/managers
concerning the factors influencing success of SMEs, the results of the study suggest that
these factors are mostly unique to individual businesses. In order to address such
perceptions, support providers must find ways in which to identify these individual
needs.
Storey (1998) points out the absence of any solid evidence to prove an association
between provision of support and the success of SMEs. This raises doubts as to whether
or not the measures proposed in this study would assist SMEs in terms of success and
whether they would, in fact, lead to positive outcomes. Watson et al. (1998) state that
SMEs which receive more training and advice concerning motivation, leadership,
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recruitment, staff training and management skills achieve higher success rates. The
above suggests a positive association between support services and SMEs’ success.
However, the responses of the support providers during in-depth interviews highlight
examples of success stories consequent to the support delivered. These stories furnish
evidence that favour the continued provision of support.
Business support services are critical to improving the productivity, competitiveness,
survival and success of SMEs. Past researches provide evidence of satisfactory
performance of support interventions in many countries. The evidence from Saudi
Arabia suggests that the existing support services have not yet achieved the outlined
objectives of enhancing SMEs success so as to encourage job creation and economic
development. This justifies proposing improvements to the existing SMEs’ support
structure.

8.2.2.

Theoretical Contributions

This study has a number of theoretical implications and contributes to the state of
knowledge in public administration and management. Specifically, it adds to the
literature on entrepreneurship study. An extensive review of pertinent literature revealed
that research on success among SMEs was in general very limited. The discussion of
major findings of this research is presented in Chapter 7. These findings relate to the
effects of several factors on SME success and the effects of the SME support
recommendations. Furthermore, two conclusions can be drawn from this discussion.
The first is that the success of SMEs can be built on certain CSFs so as to achieve the
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best result; second, the gaps of the existing support can be closed or covered by
understanding the needs of owners/managers to assess them during their journey
towards the success of their SMEs.
However, it cannot be claimed that a firm is guaranteed success if it only takes good
care of these success factors. But it is likely that a firm which does not deal adequately
with these factors will decrease its probability of success compared with firms which
pay adequate attention to these issues (Lehtonen 1997)

8.2.3. Implication for Entrepreneurs
This study has a number of important implications for entrepreneurs. By outlining the
problems facing SMEs when seeking success, it enables them to make decisions with
the benefit of more information regarding the problems they are likely to encounter and
help them to address the important success factors. The research points out the
requirements that are sought by Owner/Manager to achieve success. This information
allows entrepreneurs to prepare the stages in advance to understand the situation and
take an action to overcome any challenge might face them toward their venture journey.
Existing owner/managers are also likely to find this study of use to them in planning
and understanding what make SME successful, and what challenge they might face.
They will gain information on those factors which potential suggested as critical, such
as Quality of the product and service, Customer satisfaction business planning, and
Availability of skilled employee. The study will also be of use in informing them of
possible pitfalls, offering guidance on how to avoid these.
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Furthermore, the findings of the survey showed that many owner/managers were
unaware of certain sources of support for SMEs. It is therefore hoped that this work
may aid owner/managers in tapping sources of support that are under-utilised or that
were previously unknown to them.
The study's findings, in a general sense, might also be useful to the existing and
potential owner/managers of SME by offering an extensive source of information to
help them in the planning and running of their businesses. The findings point out, for
example, the importance of training both for the employees of SME and for the
owner/managers themselves.

8.3. Contribution to Knowledge
This research is an exploratory investigation which attempts to examine the success
factors for SMEs. It aims to identify the CSFs and to accordingly propose a suggestion
to improve the support practice. This contribution is further enhanced by the use of
AHP methodology for more robust results. In particular, the exclusive contributions
achieved through this study are outlined as follows:
1. Developing an instrument to conduct a research study in the entrepreneurship field
in Saudi Arabia.
2. Identifying the situation and main challenges for SMEs.
3. Providing an academic base for decision makers regarding the views of the two
stakeholders of SMEs, the owners/managers (demand side) and the support
providers (supply side), on the current situation.
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4. Identifying the CSFs for SMEs.
5. Providing research findings as an important result to help the Government to
address weaknesses and challenges in the current system.
6. Providing, in addition, findings which can be useful to further researchers as this is
one of the first academic studies on SME success in Saudi Arabia.

7. Demonstrating how the AHP technique used during the interviews with the support
providers can be implemented so as to obtain pairwise data without any human bias.

8.4. Research Limitations
As with any piece of academic work, this research suffered several limitations which
have a degree of impact on the results and lessons which emerged. These limitations are
classified into conceptual and methodological difficulties and are summarised as
follows:

8.4.1.

Theoretical Limitations

1. Since the subject is a new academic study, there were many limitations in collecting
enough information regarding the situation and the actual number of enterprises or
employees due to the absence of accurate statistical data at the government level.
2. Based on the literature review, there are many sub-factors of SME success factors and
so, during this study, the researcher has examined only some of them in order to
minimise the time required for data collection.
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8.4.2.

Methodological Limitations

1. Since the framework is designed with two subsequent related key stages, i.e.
identifying the CSFs for SMEs and then identifying the current support structure, this
entails designing two data collection stages by which the results of the first method on
the demand side (owners’/managers’ views) were compared with the supply side
(support providers’ views) to answer the research question.
2. The questionnaire response rate was very low, which was caused by a lack of
understanding of the importance of such a study to the national economy.
3. The interview sample size was relatively limited due to reliance on face-to-face
structured interviews with senior and high ranking managers, which required a
considerable amount of time to arrange.
4. A lack of understanding of the importance of such a study in relation to the national
economy consequently resulted in having a high number of respondents who were
highly educated people rather than other groups, such as uneducated or low level
education entrepreneurs.
In brief, it can be argued that, unless there is sufficient contact with the surveyed
organisations, the response rate of adequately completed, returned postal questionnaires
is unlikely to be adequate due to people’s ignoring the importance of such research to
the national economy. Therefore, the need to have Government support to encourage
respondents to participate in such a study requires attention.
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8.5. Recommendations for Future Research
In accordance with these research achievements and in order to ensure the delivery of
more robust and useful outcomes in future, the present author believes that further work
is needed to fill the existing gaps in knowledge regarding this area. Therefore, the
author recommends that, in particular, a number of methodological and conceptual
issues should be considered, summarised in the following points:
1. Firstly, despite the time issue, it is essential to apply the AHP technique at every
stage of the proposed integrated framework in order to obtain firm conclusions.
2. Secondly, it is imperative to conduct the interviews with experienced entrepreneurs as
they have greatest knowledge and experience of the success factors of SMEs and their
strengths and weaknesses.
3. Thirdly, so that future researches can carry more details of factors to identify any subfactors which might affect the success of SMEs, it is essential to provide more details
regarding the content of each success factor and the extent to which each business
sector, for example, quality of product or service, might be important for industry rather
than for other sectors which have not been investigated in this study.
4. A need to get support from local authorities to encourage the owner/manager to take
part in such studies which help to increase the response rate.
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Appendix A English Questionnaire

Dear Sir/Madam,
AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS FOR SMALL
AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (SMEs) IN SAUDI ARABIA
The purpose of this letter is to invite you to participate in this research project. The aim
of the research is to determine the factors that critically affect the success of small and
medium enterprises in Saudi Arabia. Based on the findings, policy recommendations
will be proposed, where necessary, to address the problems constraining the success of
SMEs. It is hoped this will lead to the development of support programmes to meet the
specific needs of SMEs in Saudi Arabia. It should not take you more than 10 minutes to
tick the relevant boxes.
All information provided will be treated in the strictest confidence. To ensure
anonymity and confidentiality, the names of the individuals or firms completing
questionnaires will not be made available to any person other than the researcher and his
supervisors. The results of the project may be published but in a way that does not allow
identification of the individuals or firms.
This project is being carried out by the undersigned as part of his studies for the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy, under the supervision of Professor Khalid Hafeez and Dr.
Zahid Hussain. Will you please kindly return the questionnaire to this address, please.
Fax 01 4547011
P.O.Box 1291
Riyadh 11431
Thank you in advance for your valuable assistance in this research.
Saud Alfaadhel
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Success factors for Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Saudi Arabia
1) What is your gender?
Male

Female

2) What is your age group?
18 and under

19 - 29

30-49

over 50

3) What is your education level?
No education

Less than High school

High school

Diploma

University degree

Postgraduate

4) What is your position in the business?
Owner

Manager

Other

5) What is your time involvement with the present business?
Full-time

Part-time

Part-time with another job

Part- time with other business

6) How many years of previous experience had you before starting this business?
None

Less than 3 years

3-5 years

5-10 years

More than 10 years
7) What is your experience?
Previous business

Private sector

Government

Family business

8) How many previous business ventures have you been involved in ?
None

Fewer than 3

3-5

5-10

More than 10
9) What is your nationality?
Saudi

Non-Saudi

10) What is your duty in the business?
Distance supervision

Management role

Working on my own

Other

11) What is the age of your business?
Less than 3 years

3-5 years

5-10 years

More than 10 years
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Technical role

12) What is the number of employees in your business?
Fewer than 5

5–9

10 - 19

20 - 49

50- 99

More than 100

13) What is the percentage of Saudi employees in your business?
Less than 5 %

5-10 %

10-20 %

20-30 %

More than 30%
14) Where is your business located?
Central

West

North

South

East

15) What is your main business?
Manufacturing

Service

Foods and hospitality

Retail

Agriculture

Other (Please specify):

16) What kind of partnership is your business?
Solo

Family business

Local corporation

Foreign corporation
17) What was your motivation for starting this business?
Unemployment

Family business

Past experience

Market opportunity

Getting wealthy

Like doing business

Independent

Use of time

Use of academic knowledge

Other (Please specify):

18) To what extent are the following factors important to the success of entrepreneurism?
1
Very
unimportant
1. Gender of owner
2. Age of owner
3. Education level of owner
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2
Unimportant

3
Neutral

5
4
Very
Important
important

4. Number of hours dedicated
5. Past work experience of owner
6. Availability of capital
19) To what extent are the following factors important to the success of an enterprise?
1
2
3
Very
Unimportant Neutral
unimportant

4
Important

5
Very
important

1. Location
2. Marketing
3. Use of business planning
4. Use of technology
5. Management skills
6. Commitment to customer satisfaction
7. Quality of product or service
20) To what extent are the following Environment factors important to the success of a business?
1
2
3
Very
Unimportant Neutral
unimportant

5
4
Very
Important
important

1. Social network
2. Taking care of legal issues
3. Availability of financial support
4. Government support
5. External advisory services
6. Availability of skilled labour
7. Chamber of Commerce service
21) To what extent are the following factors challenging your business?
1
2
3
Very
Unimportant Neutral
unimportant
Government regulations
Difficulty to find labour workers
Competition from foreign workers
Marketing difficulty
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5
4
Very
Important
important

Weak government support
Difficulty to find funding
No government authority to take care of SMEs

21) In your opinion to what extent are the following the main challenges for Saudi people not to start
their own business?
1
2
3
Very
Unimportant Neutral
unimportant
No past experience
No interest in business venture
Competition from foreign workers
Scared of failure
Difficulty to find financial support
Difficult government regulations to start business
Difficulty to find labour

Thank you
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5
4
Very
Important
important

Appendix B Arabic Questionnaire

عشٌشي يبنك  /يذٌز انًُشأح
انسالو عهٍكى ٔردًخ هللا ٔثزكبرّ

َجعث نكى ثٓذِ انزسبنخ طهجب يُكى يشكٕرٌٍ انًشبركخ فً ْذا انجذث انعهًً ثعُٕاٌ

’ دراسخ أسجبة َجبح

انًُشئبد انصغٍزح ٔانًزٕسطخ ثبنًًهكخ انعزثٍخ انسعٕدٌخ’ ْذِ نذراسخ رٓذف إنى رذذٌذ انعُبصز انًؤثزح ثُجبح
انًؤسسبد انصغٍزح ٔانًزٕسطخ ثبنًًم كخ انعزثٍخ انسعٕدٌخ َ .زبئج ْذِ انذراسخ رٓذف إنى رٕضخ ٔضع
انًُشئبد نهًسئٕنٍٍ ٔٔضع انًمززدبد نذعى ْذا انمطبع ٔرذذٌذ َمبط انضعف ٔطزق دعًٓب

َ .زًُى اَّ فً

ثبنًًهكخ
.
انًسزمجم انمزٌت ْذِ انُزبئج سٕف رٓذف إنى رطٌٕز ْذا انمطبع نجعهّ ادذ عُبصز االلزصبدٌخ

يشبركزكى في ْذِ انذراسخ سٕف رمزصز يشكٕرٌٍ ثئكًبل االسزجٍبٌ انًزفك انذي نٍ ٌأخذ يٍ ٔلزكى أكثز يٍ
 10دلبئكَ .زبئج ْذا انجذث سٕف ٌزى إعالَٓب  ,يع انذفبظ عهى أي يعهٕيبد خبصخ ثبألشخبص انًشبركٍٍ أٔ
يُشئبرٓى .أسًبء األشخبص ٔانًُشئبد انًشبركخ نٍ رُشز ٔسٕف رجمً نذي انجبدث ٔال يشزفٍٍ عهى انجذث
فمظ.
ْذا انجذث ٌزى انمٍبو ثّ إلَٓبء يسزهشيبد درجخ انذكزٕراِ فً اإلدارح يٍ جبيعخ ثزادفٕرد ثجزٌطبٍَب نهطبنت سعٕد
ثٍ عجذانعشٌش انفبضم رذذ اشزف انجزٔفسٕر خبنذ دفٍع ٔانذكزٕر ساْذ دسٍٍ ًٌ .كُك انزٕاصم يعُب عهى ادذ
األرلبو انزبنٍخ:

ط٘ذٝم ثش٣ذ 1291
اُش٣بع 11431
كبًظ سهْ 014547011 /
شبكزٌٍ ٔيمذرٌٍ رعبَٔكى
سعٕد ثٍ عجذانعشٌش انفبضم
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أسزجٍبَخ أسجبة َجبح انًُشئبد انصغٍزح ٔانًزٕسطخ فً انًًهكخ انعزثٍخ انسعٕدٌخ

 - 1اُج٘ظ؟
أٗث٠

رًش
 - 2اُؼٔش؟
 18ػبٓب كأهَ

 29-19ع٘خ

 49-30ع٘خ

أًثش ٖٓ 50

ٓ - 3بٓ ٞٛؤِٛي اُؼِٔ٢؟
ؿ٤ش ٓزؼِْ

اهَ ٖٓ اُثبٗ٣ٞخ اُؼبٓخ

اُثبٗ٣ٞخ اُؼبٓخ

دثِٓ ّٞزٞعظ

ثٌبُٞس٣ظ

دساعبد ػِ٤ب

ٓ - 4ب  ٢ٛج٘غ٤زي؟
ؿ٤ش عؼٞد١

عؼٞد١
 َٛ - 5أٗذ ؟
ٓبُي أُ٘شأح

أخشٟ

ٓذ٣ش

 ١أُ٘شأح ؟
 ٝ - 6دٝسى ف
ٓششف ػٖ ثؼذ

ٓششف أداس١

رٔبسط اُؼَٔ ث٘لغي

أخشٟ

ٓششف ك٘٢

 َٛ - 7أٗذ ٓزلشؽ ُِؼَٔ ثشٌَ؟
رلشؽ ًبَٓ ُِؼَٔ

دٝاّ جضئ٢

دٝاّ جضئٓ ٢غ ٝظ٤لخ حٌ٤ٓٞخ

دٝاّ جضئٓ ٢غ ٝظ٤لخ ك ٢اُوطبع اُخبص

ٓ - 8بٞٗ ٠ٛع اُخجشح اُغبثوخ؟
ال ٞ٣جذ

ٗشبط رجبس ١خبص

ٝظ٤لخ حٌ٤ٓٞخ

ٝظ٤قك ٢هطبع خبص
ح

رجبسح ػبئِ٤خ

 ًْ - 9ػذد ع٘ٞاد اُخجشح اُغبثوخ ُي هجَ ثذئي ٛزا اُ٘شبط اُزجبس١؟
ال ٞ٣جذ خجشح عبثوخ

ٖٓ  3-1ع٘ٞاد

ٖٓ 6 – 4ع٘ٞاد

ٖٓ  10-7ع٘ٞاد
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أًثش ٖٓ  10ع٘ٞاد
 ًْ - 10رجشثخ رجبس٣خ عبثوخ خضزٜب؟
ال ٞ٣جذ

أهَ ٖٓ 3

ٖٓ 5 -3

ٖٓ 10 - 6

أًثش ٖٓ ٓ 10شبس٣غ عبثوخ
 ًْ - 11ػٔش أُ٘شأح؟
اهَ ٖٓ  3ع٘ٞاد

ٖٓ  5-3ع٘ٞاد

ٖٓ  10 -6ع٘ٞاد

أًثش ٖٓ  10ع٘ٞاد

 ًْ - 12ػذد أُٞظل ٖ٤ك٘ٓ ٢شئزي ؟
أهَ ٖٓ 5

ٖٓ 9-5

ٖٓ 19-10

ٖٓ 49-20

ٖٓ 99-50

أًثش ٖٓ ٞٓ 100ظق

ٗ ًْ - 13غجخ اُغؼٞدح ك٘ٓ ٢شئزي ؟
أهَ ٖٓ %5

ٖٓ %10-5

ٖٓ %20-11

ٖٓ %30-21

أًثش ٖٓ %30
 - 14أٞٓ ٖ٣هغ ٓ٘شئزي ؟
أُ٘طوخ اُٞعط٠

أُ٘طوخ اُـشث٤خ

أُ٘طوخ اُشٔبُ٤خ

أُ٘طوخ اُج٘ٞث٤خ

أُ٘طوخ اُششه٤خ

ٓ - 15ب ٞٛاُ٘شبط األعبع ٢ك ٢أُ٘شأح ؟
ط٘بػ٢

خذٓ٢

ع٤بحخ ٝرـز٣خ

رجبس١

صساػ٢

أخش( ٟأرًشٛب):

ٓ - 16بٞٗ ٞٛع أُ٘شأح ؟
كشد٣خ

ششاًخ ٓحِ٤خ

ػبئِ٤خ

ششاًخ أج٘ج٤خ
ٓ - 17ب ٞٛاُذاكغ ُجذء ٗشبط ٛز ٙأُ٘شأح ؟
ػذّ ٝجٞد ٝظ٤لخ

االعزلبدح ٖٓ اُخجشح اُغبثوخ

رجبس ٙػبئِٚ٤
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اهز٘بص كشطخ رجبس٣خ

اُؼَٔ ػِ ٠ص٣بدح اُذخَ

االعزلبدح ٖٓ اُزخظض اُذساع٢

حت اُؼَٔ اُزجبس١

اُشؿجخ ك ٢االعزوالُ٤خ

االعزلبدح ٖٓ أٝهبد اُلشاؽ

أخش( ٟأرًشٛب):

 - 18أ ٖٓ ١األعجبة اُزبُ٤خ ٓؤثشح كٗ ٢جبح أُغزثٔش؟
2
1
ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح أثذا ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح

3
ٓزؼبدُخ

4
ٓؤثشح

5
ٓؤثشح جذا

 - 1ج٘ظ أُبُي
 - 2ػٔش أُبُي
ٓ - 3غز ٟٞرؼِٓ ْ٤بُي أُ٘شبح
 - 4ػذد عبػبد أُجزُٝخ ك ٢اُؼَٔ
 - 5اُخجشح اُغبثوخ ُِٔبُي
 - 6اُوذسح أُبُ٤خ ُِٔبُي
 - 19أ ٖٓ ١األعجبة اإلداس٣خ اُزبُ٤خ ٓؤثشح كٗ ٢جبح أُ٘شأح؟
2
1
ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح أثذا ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح

3
ٓزؼبدُخ

4
ٓؤثشح

5
ٓؤثشح جذا

 - 1أُٞهغ
 - 2اُزغ٣ٞن اُج٤ذ
 - 3رخط٤طي اُج٤ذ ُِٔششٝع
 - 4اعزخذاّ اُزو٘٤خ
 - 5أُٜبساد اإلداس٣خ
 - 6االٛزٔبّ ثشضبء اُضثبئٖ
 - 7جٞدح أُ٘زج ٝاُخذٓخ

 - 20أ ٖٓ ١األعجبة اُج٤ئ٤خ اُزبُ٤خ ٓؤثشح كٗ ٢جبح اُْٗشأح اُزجبس٣خ؟
2
1
ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح أثذا ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح
 - 1شجٌخ اُؼالهبد
 - 2االٛزٔبّ ثبُٔغبئَ اُوبٗ٤ٗٞخ
 - 3رٞكش اُذػْ أُبُ ٖٓ ٢جٜبد اُزَٔ٣ٞ
 - 4اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ
 - 5اإلسشبد ٝاُذػْ اُخبص (ٓثال ٌٓبرت االعزشبساد)
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3
ٓزؼبدُخ

4
ٓؤثشح

5
ٓؤثشح جذا

 - 6رٞكش اُؼٔبُخ أُبٛشح
 - 7خذٓبد اُـشف اُزجبس٣خ
ٓ - 21ب ٢ٛكٗ ٢ظشى اًجش اُؼوجبد اُز ٢رٞاجٜٜب أُ٘شئبد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
2
1
ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح أثذا ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح

3
ٓزؼبدُخ

4
ٓؤثشح

5
ٓؤثشح جذا

 - 1األجشاءد اُحٌ٤ٓٞخ
٘ٓ - 2بكغخ اُؼٔبُخ اُٞاكذح
 - 3طؼٞثخ رٞك٤ش األ٣ذ ١اُؼبِٓخ
 - 4طؼٞثخ اُزغ٣ٞن
 - 5طؼٞثخ اُحظ ٍٞػِ ٠رَٔ٣ٞ
 - 6ضؼق اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ
 - 7ػذّ ٝجٞد ً٤بٕ ٣شػ ٠أُ٘شئبد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ
 - 22كٗ ٢ظشى ٓب  ٢ٛأعجبة ػذّ إهجبٍ اُشجبة ػِ ٠أُجبدسح ك ٢أُ٘شئبد اُظؾ٣شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
2
1
ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح أثذا ؿ٤ش ٓؤثشح
 - 1ػذّ ٝجٞد خجشٙ
 - 2ػذّ اُشؿجخ كٔٓ ٢بسعخ اُؼَٔ اُزجبس١
 - 3اُخٞف ٖٓ اُخغبسح
 - 4خٞف ٖٓ ٓ٘بكغخ اُؼٔبُخ اُٞاكذح
 - 5ػذّ ٝجٞد رَٔ٣ٞ
 - 6صػٞثخ إجشاءاد اُزأع٤ظ
 - 7طؼٞثخ رٞك٤ش اُؼٔبُخ
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3
ٓزؼبدُخ

4
ٓؤثشح

5
ٓؤثشح جذا

Appendix C English AHP interview

1. Entrepreneurial Factors
Which of these entrepreneurial factors do you think have the most influence
and contribution for the success of SMEs?
Age of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Gender of owner

Age of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Education level of owner

Age of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Number of hours dedicated

Age of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Past work experience of owner

Age of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Availability of capital

Gender of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Education level of owner

Gender of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Number of hours dedicated

Gender of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Past work experience of owner

Gender of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Availability of capital

Education level of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Number of hours dedicated

Education level of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Past work experience of owner

Education level of owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Availability of capital

Number
of
hours
dedicated
Number
of
hours
dedicated
Past work experience of
owner

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Past work experience of owner
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Availability of capital
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Availability of capital

2. Enterprise Factors
Which of these enterprise factors do you think have the most influence and
contribution for the success of SMEs?
Locatio

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2
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7
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9

Marketing

Location

9

8

7
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3

2

1
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3
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5

6

7

8

9

Business planning

Location

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Technology

Location

9

8
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3

2

1
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8
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Managerial skills

Location
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3
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6
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8

9

Location

9
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7

8

9

Marketing

9

8

7
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5

4

3

2

1
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4

5

6

7

8

9

Business planning

Marketing

9

8

7
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5

4

3
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Technology
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Commitment to
customer satisfaction
Quality of product or
service

Marketing

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Managerial skills

Marketing

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Marketing

9

8

7
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3
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7

8

9

Business planning

9

8
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8

9

Technology

Business planning

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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4

5

6

7

8

9

Managerial skills

Business planning

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Business planning

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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4

5

6

7

8

9

Technology

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Technology

9

8

7
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3
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6
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8

9

Technology

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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4

5

6

7

8

9

Managerial skills

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Managerial skills

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Commitment to
customer
satisfaction

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Commitment to
customer satisfaction
Quality of product or
service

Commitment to
customer satisfaction
Quality of product or
service
Managerial skills
Commitment to
customer satisfaction
Quality of product or
service
Commitment to
customer satisfaction
Quality of product or
service
Quality of product or
service

3. Business Environment Factors
Which of these business environment factors do you think have the most
influence and contribution for the success of SMEs?
Social networking
Social networking
Social networking
Social networking
Social networking

Legal issue

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Availability of
financial support

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Governmental support

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Advisory services

Availability of skilled
workers
Chamber of Commerce
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
service
Availability of
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
financial support
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Social networking
Legal issue
Legal issue
Legal issue
Legal issue

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Governmental support

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Advisory services

Availability of skilled
workers
Chamber of Commerce
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
service
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Legal issue
Availability
support
Availability
support
Availability
support
Availability
support

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

of

financial

of

financial

of

financial

of

financial

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Governmental support

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Advisory services

Availability of skilled
workers
Chamber of Commerce
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
service
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Governmental support
Governmental support
Governmental support
Advisory services
Advisory services
Availability of skilled
worker

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Advisory services
Availability of skilled
workers
Chamber of Commerce
service
Availability of skilled
workers
Chamber of Commerce
service
Chamber of Commerce
service

In-depth interview question
a. Could you identify the important of these factors to the success of SMEs?
b. What factors are challenging SMEs?
c. What are the main challenges for Saudi people for not starting own their
business?
d. What is your view regarding the current support situation?
e. Are you satisfied with the current support programme?
f. Is the current support enough to meet the local needs?
g. What is your recommendation to improve the support system in Saudi Arabia?
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Appendix D Arabic AHP interview

 - 1ػ٘بطش ٓشرجطخ ثبُٔغزثٔش ( أُجٔٞػخ األ)٠ُٝ
ه ْ٤اُؼ٘بطش اُزبُ٤خ حغت أ٤ٔٛزٜب ُ٘جبح أُ٘شأد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ػٔش أُغزثٔش
ج٘ظ أُغزثٔش
أُغز ٟٞاُزؼِ٢ٔ٤
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ػٔش أُغزثٔش
ُِٔغزثٔش
ػذد اُغبػبد أُجزُٝخ
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ػٔش أُغزثٔش
إلداسح أُ٘شأح
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ػٔش أُغزثٔش

اُخجشح اُغبثوخ ُِٔغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ػٔش أُغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ج٘ظ أُغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ج٘ظ أُغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ج٘ظ أُغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ج٘ظ أُغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُغز ٟٞاُزؼُِِٔ ٢ٔ٤غزثٔش

اُخجشح اُغبثوخ ُِٔغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُغز ٟٞاُزؼُِِٔ ٢ٔ٤غزثٔش

سأط أُبٍ أُزٞكش
ُِٔغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُغز ٟٞاُزؼُِِٔ ٢ٔ٤غزثٔش

اُخجشح اُغبثوخ ُِٔغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

سأط أُبٍ أُزٞكش
ُِٔغزثٔش
أُغز ٟٞاُزؼِ٢ٔ٤
ُِٔغزثٔش
ػذد اُغبػبد أُجزُٝخ
إلداسح أُ٘شأح
اٍخجشح اُغبثوخ ُِٔغزثٔش
سأط أُبٍ أُزٞكش
ُِٔغزثٔش
ػذد اُغبػبد أُجزُٝخ
إلداسح أُ٘شأح

سأط أُبٍ أُزٞكش
ُِٔغزثٔش
سأط أُبٍ أُزٞكش
ُِٔغزثٔش

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ػذد اُغبػبد أُجزُٝخ إلداسح
أُ٘شأح
ػذد اُغبػبد أُجزُٝخ إلداسح
أُ٘شأح
اُخجشح اُغبثوخ ُِٔغزثٔش

 - 2اُؼ٘بطش أُشرجطخ ثبُٔ٘شأح ( أُجٔٞػخ اُثبٗ٤خ)
ه ْ٤اُؼ٘بطش اُزبُ٤خ حغت أ٤ٔٛزٜب ُ٘جبح أُ٘شأد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
اُزغ٣ٞن

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٞهغ

اُزخط٤ظ اُج٤ذ ُِٔششٝع

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٞهغ

اعزخذاّ اُزو٘٤خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٞهغ

أُٜبساد اإلداس٣خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٞهغ
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االٛزٔبّ ثشضبء اُؼَٔ٤

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٞهغ

جٞدح اُخذٓخ ٝأُ٘زج

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٞهغ

اُزخط٤ظ اُج٤ذ ُِٔششٝع

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اُزغ٣ٞن

اعزخذاّ اُزو٘٤خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اُزغ٣ٞن

أُٜبساد اإلداس٣خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اُزغ٣ٞن

االٛزٔبّ ثشضبء اُؼَٔ٤

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اُزغ٣ٞن

جٞدح اُخذٓخ ٝأُ٘زج

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اُزغ٣ٞن

اعزخذاّ اُزو٘٤خ
أُٜبساد اإلداس٣خ
االٛزٔبّ ثشضبء اُؼَٔ٤

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اُزخط٤ظ اُج٤ذ ُِٔششٝع
اُزخط٤ظ اُج٤ذ ُِٔششٝع
اُزخط٤ظ اُج٤ذ ُِٔششٝع

جٞدح اُخذٓخ ٝأُ٘زج

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اُزخط٤ظ اُج٤ذ ُِٔششٝع

أُٜبساد اإلداس٣خ
االٛزٔبّ ثشضبء اُؼَٔ٤

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اعزخذاّ اُزو٘٤خ
اعزخذاّ اُزو٘٤خ

جٞدح اُخذٓخ ٝأُ٘زج

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

اعزخذاّ اُزو٘٤خ

االٛزٔبّ ثشضبء اُؼَٔ٤

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٜبساد اإلداس٣خ

جٞدح اُخذٓخ ٝأُ٘زج

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أُٜبساد اإلداس٣خ

جٞدح اُخذٓخ ٝأُ٘زج

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

االٛزٔبّ ثشضبء اُؼَٔ٤

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

 -3اُؼ٘بطش أُشرجطخ ثبُج٤ئخ أُح٤طخ ( أُجٔٞػخ اُثبُثخ)
ه ْ٤اُؼ٘بطش اُزبُ٤خ حغت أ٤ٔٛزٜب ُ٘جبح أُ٘شأد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
االٛزٔبّ ثبألٓٞس
اُوبٗ٤ٗٞخ
رٞكش اُذػْ أُبُ٢
رٞكش اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ
رٞكش اٍخذٓبد
االعزشبس٣خ
رٞكش اُؼِٔخ أُبٛشح

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

شجٌخ اُؼالهبد

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

شجٌخ اُؼالهبد
شجٌخ اُؼالهبد

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

شجٌخ اُؼالهبد

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

شجٌخ اُؼالهبد

خذٓخ اُـشف اُزجبس٣خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

شجٌخ اُؼالهبد

رٞكش اُذػْ أُبُ٢

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

االٛزٔبّ ثبألٓٞس اُوبٗ٤ٗٞخ

رٞكش اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ
رٞكش اُخذٓبد
االعزشبس٣خ
رٞكش اُؼِٔخ أُبٛشح

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

االٛزٔبّ ثبألٓٞس اُناٗ٤ٗٞخ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

االٛزٔبّ ثبألٓٞس اُوبٗ٤ٗٞخ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

االٛزٔبّ ثبألٓٞس اُوبٗ٤ٗٞخ

خذٓخ اُـشف اُزجبس٣خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

االٛزٔبّ ثبألٓٞس اُوبٗ٤ٗٞخ

رٞكش اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ
رٞكش اُخذٓبد
االعزشبس٣خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

رٞكش اُذػْ أُبُ٢

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

رٞكش اُذػْ أُبُ٢

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

رٞكش اُذػْ أُبُ٢

رٞكش اُؼِٔخ أُبٛشح

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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خذٓخ اُـشف اُزجبس٣خ
رٞكش اُخذٓبد
االعزشبس٣خ
رٞكش اُؼِٔخ أُبٛشح
خذٓخ اُـشف اُزجبس٣خ
رٞكش اُؼِٔخ أُبٛشح
خذٓخ اُـشف اُزجبس٣خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

رٞكش اُذػْ أُبُ٢

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

رٞكش اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

رٞكش اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ
رٞكش اُذػْ اُحٌ٢ٓٞ
رٞكش اُخذٓبد االعزشبس٣خ
رٞكش اُخذٓبد االعزشبس٣خ

خذٓخ اُـشف اُزجبس٣خ

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

رٞكش اُؼِٔخ أُبٛشح

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

أسئهخ انًمبثالد انشخصٍخ








ٓب ٢ٛاُؼ٘بطش أُؤثشح ػِٗ ٠جبح أُ٘شئبد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
ٓب ٢ٛكٗ ٢ظشى اًجش اُؼوجبد اُز ٢رٞاجٜٜب أُ٘شئبد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
كٗ ٢ظشى ٓب  ٢ٛأعجبة ػذّ إهجبٍ اُشجبة ػِ ٠أُجبدسح ك ٢أُ٘شئبد اُظؾ٣شح
ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
ٓب ٞٛرؤ٤٤ي ُٞضغ اُذػْ اُحبُُِ٘ٔ ٢شئبد ثبٌُِٔٔخ؟
 َٛأٗذ ساض ٢ػٖ ٓغز ٟٞاُذػْ أُوذّ حبُ٤ب؟
 َٛاُذػْ اُحبٌُ٣ ٢ل ٢حبجخ اُج٤ئخ اُزجبس٣خ؟
٘ٛ َٛبُي أ ١اهزشاحبد ُزط٣ٞش أُ٘شئبد اُظـ٤شح ٝأُزٞعطخ؟
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